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About This Journal 
Swarthmore Undergraduate History Journal is a peer-reviewed, faculty-approved, student run 
research publication that seeks to encourage undergraduate scholarship on diverse subjects. We 
uphold publishing ethics and are committed to the integrity of academic research. This journal is 
also specifically inclusive of historical narratives often overlooked in mainstream scholarship, 
and allows for the submission of interdisciplinary articles so long as the focus remains historical. 
This journal uses Creative Commons licensing to allow the works published here to be accessible 
to the most amount of people. Creative Commons is a form of public copyright licensing which 
allows free distribution of a work with the requirement of citation. This means that anyone is 
able to download and use a published work as a source or reference as long as the publication 
and author is cited. This is the most common form of copyright for undergraduate journal 
publications, and allows for the widest distribution of scholarship. 
Our review process is a double-blind peer-review by our trained group of student editors. After a 
submission is approved, individual editors complete their reviews which they then bring to the 
larger group of editors for approval. After the submission and edits are cleared by the staff and 
the author, the article is sent to a senior faculty advisor who offers comments and suggestions. 
Then, the final product is published to our site, and will be included in our cohesive publication 
at the end of the academic year. 
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Meet the Editors 
September Sky Porras (She/Her, He/Him) 
Editor-in-Chief 
September is a senior at Swarthmore studying History and Religion, with a focus on religious 
development in Latin America. She hails from Orlando, FL, and loves kayaking in the swamp 
and meeting lots of alligators. She has previously served on the board of Voices and The Daily 
Gazette. 
Vir Shetty (He/Him) 
Vir is a sophomore from Haverford, PA, studying Physics and Statistics. In his free time, you can 
often find him playing Crusader Kings II and insisting that the Fourth Crusade was the dumbest 
war anyone started, ever. 
Gwendolyn Rak (She/Her) 
Gwendolyn is a sophomore from northern Virginia studying history and astrophysics. Combining 
the two, she is particularly interested in the history of science, and would love to one day meet 
Apollo 11 astronaut Michael Collins. 
Helen Tumolo (She/Her) 
Helen is a sophomore from Staten Island, New York majoring in History and minoring in 
Educational Studies. Beyond academics, Helen loves to read, knit, and crochet. 
James Sutton (He/Him) 
James is a junior from San Francisco (the city, not the suburbs!), studying history and English, 
with a focus on modern European history. He likes to remind people that Thanksgiving was part 
of the original “war on Christmas.” 
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Ben Schaeffer (He/Him) 
Ben is a sophomore from Lexington, Kentucky studying history at Swarthmore. Ben enjoys 
outdoor activities such as hiking and fishing, and he loves dogs. 
Miles Dyke (He/Him) 
Miles is a freshman from Berkeley, California studying Math, History, and Arabic. In his free 
time, Miles enjoys reading and drawing. He loves planning backpacking trips nearly as much as 
the backpacking itself. 
A Note on the Special Issue: 
As quarantine was instituted across the nation, daily life shifted into an entirely new 
routine. A new generation of people were exposed to the complications of living life during a 
pandemic, and it turned us inward to reflect on the machinations of our society. Diseases have 
such tangible impacts on our lives, and effect everything from health and wellness to culture and 
civil rights. This Special Issue of the Swarthmore Undergraduate History Journal hopes to 
highlight various experiences with infectious disease, and ask questions which history has laid 
out for us in our own journey through pandemic. Now, like the generations of the past which 
have grappled with such dilapidating illness, we too must learn how to adapt for our 
communities.  
These papers are a collection of disease oriented historical analysis from previous 
Swarthmore College graduates, published with the hope that we might reflect on the historical 
relevance and solutions to disease.  
Special thanks to the alumni authors who contributed, as well as Professor Diego Armus 
for his support and provision of such articles. The editors would like to express their appreciation 
of Jen Moore and Professor Robert Weinberg for their support, as well as Alexandra Malcombe 
for her work on all SUHJ design covers.  
Sincerely, 
The SUHJ Editorial Board 
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“Loathsome and Dangerous”: Health Screening in a Globalized World 
Gabriel Hearn-Desautels 
Swarthmore College 
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As the world has become steadily more interdependent over the last century, disease has 
been able to spread with increasing ease. As a consequence of this new danger, the international 
community has changed the way that it understands contagion, and public health has taken on 
new roles and new meanings around the world. I argue that the globalization of public health and 
the relatively new perception of diseases as “global” threats have dramatically altered practices 
of health screening, both at the border and beyond. Above all, these changes also reveal the 
importance of public health systems in supporting the nation-state system as a whole. Using a 
brief history of the WHO, Part I discusses how globalization has facilitated a shift in thinking 
about disease as a “global” threat rather than as an “international” problem. Part II examines the 
historical significance of public health policies in defining national identities, as well as the 
extent to which globalization has made this difficult. Finally, Part III uses three case studies to 
suggest that the new “global health” paradigm has provided nation-states with the tools to 
reassert claims to national sovereignty and identity-building in an increasingly globalized world.  
Part I: From “International Health” to “Global Health” 
The term “international health” was used a great deal in the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth century, and “referred primarily to a focus on the control of epidemics across the 
borders or boundaries between nations1.” International health uses nations as the primary unit of 
analysis. By contrast, “global health” “implies the consideration of the health needs of the people 
of the whole planet as an agenda above the concerns of particular nations2.” Global health 
“makes no distinction among nation-states and other social constituents of society,” and is 
1 T. Brown et. al, “The World Health Organization and the Transition from ‘International’ to ‘Global’ Health.” 
Medicine at the Border, (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007): 77 
2 Ibid., 77 
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instead concerned with actors beyond governmental or intergovernmental organizations and 
agencies, such as the press, various international foundations, and transnational corporations.3 
Over the course of the twentieth century, “global health” gradually became the new paradigm for 
thinking about, and implementing, international health programs. In order to examine this shift 
more closely, it is useful to trace the history of the WHO from its conception as the hegemonic 
leader of “international health” in the mid twentieth century to its place in the contested realm of 
“global health” in the 1990s.  
After the first World Health Assembly ratified its constitution in 1948, the WHO began 
tackling international health issues with a focus on intergovernmental strategies. A number of its 
initiatives over the next two decades illustrate this tactic. During the Cold War, for example, 
most of the WHO’s policies focused on national development. In 1955, it began a global malaria 
eradication program that aimed primarily at improving the economic structures of endemic 
countries. Since the Soviet Union had left the UN in 1949, the United States was able to exert a 
great deal of control over the WHO’s policies until the USSR returned in 1956. The US 
supported the malaria eradication program with the intent to foster economic growth in 
developing countries and create international markets for US technologies.4 At the same time, 
the program would increase support for local governments and their US supporters, creating a 
barrier against Communism. The WHO also mounted immunization campaigns aimed at 
eradicating certain diseases around the world. In 1974, it selected six illnesses that had “effective 
and inexpensive” vaccines5 (tuberculosis, diphtheria, neonatal tetanus, whooping cough, 
poliomyelitis, and measles) and carried out immunization programs in various nations. Although 
3 Ibid., 77 
4 Ibid., 81 
5 Ibid., 84 
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it did not work closely with national populations, or with even national governments for the most 
part, its top-down implementation of immunizations was contained within national borders. 
In the 1980s the World Bank began to threaten the WHO’s primacy in the realm of 
international health management, a development that contributed a great deal to the rise of the 
“global health” paradigm. The World Bank argued, in its 1980 World Development Report, that 
“both malnutrition and ill-health could be addressed by direct government action-with Bank 
assistance6,” and began awarding loans and grants for “food and nutrition, family planning, 
maternal and child health, and basic health services7.” While the World Bank’s influence grew 
steadily over the next decade, the WHO’s legitimacy was rapidly diminishing due to internal 
inefficiencies and budgetary problems. Underlying this shift in power was an even more 
important ideological transformation. The World Bank, an avid proponent of neoliberalism, 
contributed to the “globalization” of public health, and to the rise of “global health”, in several 
ways. First, it argued in favor of increased private-sector involvement in public health programs. 
This would open up national health organizations to foreign investment, thereby facilitating 
interconnectedness on a global scale. Second, it opened the door for other multinational 
organizations to become involved in public health initiatives, creating an arena for global 
competition. In the early-1990s, for example, UNICEF, the World Bank, the UN Development 
Program, the Rockefeller Foundation, and several other organizations all sought to gain control 
of vaccine development for the Children’s Vaccine Initiative.8 The World Bank had created a 
space in which the free market could dictate international health programs. This removed the 
incentive for individual governments to pursue national initiatives, and turned public health (at 
6 Ibid., 85 
7 Ibid., 85 
8 Ibid., 87 
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least on the economic side) into a borderless zone of competition. Finally, it caused the WHO to 
refashion itself as an organization aimed at solving “global” health issues, rather than 
“international” ones. In 1992, the Executive Board of the WHO appointed a working group to 
“recommend how WHO could be most effective in international health work in the light of the 
‘global change’ rapidly overtaking the world9.” This “global change” refers, of course, to 
globalization’s effect on international health programs. The next year, the working group 
recommended that “if [WHO] were to maintain leadership of the health sector,” it must, above 
all, “increase the emphasis...on global health issues and WHO’s coordinating role in that 
domain10.” Over the next few years, a substantial body of literature emerged that painted disease 
as a global threat11: “Bestselling books and news magazines were full of stories about Ebola and 
West Nile Virus, resurgent tuberculosis, and the threat of bioterrorism12.” Individual nations 
were no longer the focus. Disease had become a borderless problem in the eyes of the key 
players.  
This shift in thinking about health as an “international” problem to a “global” one is 
important for several reasons. First, the WHO’s adoption of global health initiatives 
demonstrates the effects that globalization had on theories, policies, and practices. Before the 
1990s, the WHO’s actions had been targeted primarily at national development in order to 
eradicate disease through structural changes. With the rise of neoliberalism as the dominant force 
in international relations, however, national economies became increasingly interconnected 
during the late twentieth century, and the economy of international/intergovernmental health was 
handed over to multinational institutions and foundations. Finding its old role usurped, the WHO 
9 Ibid., 87 
10 Ibid., 87 
11 Ibid., 88 
12 Ibid., 88 
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created a new role for itself as a “global” health leader in order to survive.13 This is not to 
suggest that neoliberalism is the sole cause of globalization, or that the WHO invented “global 
health”. It is important, however, to acknowledge how privatization and free market rule 
contributed to the rise of a “global health” economy, as well as how the WHO helped shape the 
new paradigm. Second, in embracing the terminology and the policies of “global health,” the 
WHO helped solidify and legitimate this change in thinking with respect to policy making. 
While it did not invent “global health,” the WHO did help “promote interest in the field and 
contributed significantly to the dissemination of new concepts and a new vocabulary14.” This 
will be discussed further in Part III. Finally, “global” health’s status as the new paradigm 
suggests that public health has indeed been “globalized.” Globalization has so drastically 
changed the ways that modern nation-states perceive disease that a new terminology was needed-
one that has been used to inform and legitimate policy ever since.  
Part II: Public Health, National Sovereignty, and Identity-Building 
One of the most important ideological underpinnings of the nation-state is the concept of 
(usually ethnic) homogeneity. Various forms of nationalism played a vital role in producing the 
nation-state as the dominant social and political unit in the early nineteenth century. These 
nationalisms were largely predicated on the belief that certain ethnic populations had legitimate 
claims to various geographic locations. They successfully created histories, policies, and modes 
of thinking that solidified the concept of “national identities” contained within arbitrary borders. 
These national borders have historically been important spaces where governments have been 
able to effectively define the national identities of their states. One of the ways they have done 
13 Ibid., 90 
14 Ibid., 90 
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this is through the implementation of mandatory health screening laws for immigrants. These 
laws typically reflected deeply rooted nativist sentiments that came as a direct result of nation-
building by nationalist groups. A good example of these policies and attitudes is the United 
States’ use of disease in crafting new immigration laws in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries. The Immigration of Act of 1891 mandated the exclusion of anyone suffering from a 
“loathsome or dangerous contagious disease15.” This was the first time that American 
immigration policy had incorporated medical terminology and used it as a basis for exclusion. 
More importantly, it allowed the US government to paint outsiders as carriers of infectious 
disease, thereby defining them in medical terms against the purportedly pure, healthy American 
public. It also lead to the broad adoption of disease metaphors by nativist groups who sought to 
exclude immigrants for other reasons. For example, many Americans at the turn of the century 
feared that eastern European Jews would disrupt the labor force by forming unions and 
espousing socialist beliefs, and thus alleged that they would bring about the “disease and 
ruination” of the country.16 By excluding immigrants based on the risk of contagion, states 
ensured the “safety” of their national populations against the spread of disease, cemented the 
importance of national borders as sites of identification and security, and created a new way for 
populations to define themselves.  
Mandatory health screenings have not been aimed solely at exclusion, however. They 
have also been important modes of identity-building and assimilation through the imposition of 
national norms upon outsiders. Amy Fairchild suggests, for example, that health screening at 
15 Howard Markel & Alexandra Minna Stern, “Which Face? Whose Nation?: Immigration, Public Health, and the 
Construction of Disease at America's Ports and Borders, 1891-1928,” American Behavioral Scientist, Vol. 42, No. 9 
(June, 1999): 93 
16 Ibid., 108 
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Ellis Island before 1924 “was shaped by an industrial imperative to discipline the laboring force 
in accordance with industrial expectations17.” Likewise, Alison Bashford points out how 
exclusionary policies that targeted Chinese immigrants on the west coast “became a provisional 
incorporation of Chinese communities into the US civic body by the 1920s and 30s,” albeit one 
that depended on “standardizing Chinese conduct and living spaces according to American 
hygienic norms18.” She writes that “through the implementation of these powers, national 
populations were literally shaped, territories were marked, and inclusions and exclusions on all 
kinds of bodily criteria were implemented19.” Health screening at the border has thus played a 
dual role in defining citizenship after the invention of the nation-state: On the one hand, states 
have employed them in order to exclude individuals that represent a threat to national 
populations. On the other, they have been used to strengthen national identities by forcing 
outsiders to conform to certain norms about health and hygiene in order to gain entry or 
citizenship.  
Globalization has complicated this picture significantly by making it increasingly 
difficult for states to police their national boundaries. More specifically, the rapid increase in 
human mobility during the latter half of the twentieth century has hindered national 
governments’ ability to define their national identities as they had done before: New economic 
systems have led to massive migrant worker populations, tourism is now the world’s largest 
industry, and global conflicts have forced millions to seek refuge in foreign countries. Many 
scholars in recent years have even argued that globalization has all but completely eroded the 
17 A. L. Fairchild: Science at the Borders: Immigrant Medical Inspection and the Shaping of the Modern Industrial 
Labor Force (Baltimore, Johns Hopkins University Press, 2003), 16 
18 A. Bashford, “‘The Age of Universal Contagion’: History, Disease, and Globalization.” Medicine at the Border, 
(Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007): 8 
19 Ibid., 8 
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nation-state as the primary unit of political, economic, and social analysis. They suggest that 
state autonomy is virtually nonexistent in a post-globalized world, and that we must instead step 
back and view the international community as one interconnected entity.20 While the rise of 
“global health” would seem to support this position, the term does not actually extend that far 
outwards. It simply refers to disease as an increasingly borderless concept. The lack of 
distinction between nations is limited purely to the realm of disease, and although this is 
certainly a byproduct of other kinds of interconnectedness, “global health” does not provide for 
the complete annihilation of the nation-state system.  
While it is true that national borders have become increasingly porous, nation-states are 
still important entities and borders remain critical sites of security. However, globalization has 
severely limited the ways in which states can define and maintain national identities. This is why 
the narrative of “global health” is so important. Now that disease is understood as a borderless 
danger, states have begun reasserting the importance of national borders in containing the spread 
of infections. Under the auspices of “global health,” national governments can implement 
increasingly harsh mandatory health screening laws that allow them to regain one of the nation-
state’s essential prerogatives: The ability to define and protect a homogenous national culture.  
Part III: Hidden Realities: Case Studies in Health Screening and Immigration Law 
In a 1998 article entitled “The Globalization of Public Health, I: Threats and 
Opportunities,” Derek Yach and Douglas Bettcher wrote that the “new paradigm” of 
globalization could be defined as “the process of increasing economic, political, and social 
interdependence and integration as capital, goods, persons, concepts, images, ideas and values 
20 See M. Hardt and A. Negri, Empire (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2000). See also Z. Bauman, Society 
Under Siege (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2002) 
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cross state boundaries21.” They argued that the globalization of public health had a dual aspect, 
one positive and one negative. On the positive side, globalization has made it easier to diffuse 
beneficial technologies and values, such as human rights, across national borders. On the 
negative side, however, it can lead to environmental degradation, the increased marketing of 
illegal drugs, and, most importantly, the inevitable spread of infectious diseases across 
borders22.” Countries have certainly realized this risk, and mandatory health screenings for 
immigrants have once again become a prevalent international norm. But viewing these 
screenings simply as safeguards against disease contagion risks missing the larger picture. 
Several examples suggest that nation-states are more concerned with reasserting claims to 
national sovereignty and identity-building than with preventing public health risks, although they 
all tend to work together. It is to these case studies that I now turn.  
A. HIV/AIDS in Canada
Mandatory HIV/AIDS testing for prospective immigrants to Canada reveals the different 
ways that sick bodies are portrayed as threats to national interests, and are used as mechanisms 
of nation-building in a post-globalized world. In 1994, the then Reform Party’s Immigration 
critic introduced a bill to Federal Parliament that demanded mandatory HIV testing for all 
immigrants applying for Canadian citizenship.23 Citizenship and Immigration Canada had 
already been active in trying to amend Canada’s old immigration law, and were consulting with a 
company called Health Canada about the need for more aggressive health screening procedures. 
Health Canada initially recommended that blanket-testing all immigrants for HIV/AIDS and 
21 D. Yach & D. Bettcher, “The Globalization of Public Health, I: Threats and Opportunities,” American Journal of 
Public Health, Vol. 88 No. 5 (1998): 737 
22 Ibid., 737 
23 R. Mawani, “Screening out Diseased Bodies: Immigration, Mandatory HIV Testing, and the Making of a Healthy 
Canada,” Medicine at the Border, (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007): 137 
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denying entry to those who tested positive would be the safest public health strategy. But this 
drew a great deal of criticism from various immigrant/refugee and HIV/AIDS advocacy groups, 
and they later revised their recommendation. In April 2001, Canada’s Minister of Health sent a 
newly drafted statement to the Minister of Citizenship and Immigration, writing: “mandatory 
testing for HIV is necessary, but prospective immigrants, after receiving counselling need not be 
excluded from immigrating to Canada on public health grounds24.” However, in 2002, Canada’s 
federal government mandated HIV/AIDS testing as part of its new Immigration and Refugee 
Protection Act.  
Since HIV/AIDS was no longer seen as a public health risk, the government had to find a 
new way to exert control over infected immigrants. Under the new law, people with chronic 
illnesses can be denied Canadian citizenship if they are expected to “place an excessive demand 
on health and/or social services compared to the average Canadian25.” In theory, then, 
immigrants with HIV/AIDS cannot be excluded solely for being sick. However, most chronic 
illnesses are assessed by their projected costs over a ten year period. Many critics have pointed 
out that this is an “inappropriately long” window, especially in the case of HIV/AIDS where the 
costs are highly variable over time.26 
Globalization, along with the emergence of the “global health” paradigm, has allowed 
states like Canada to use health screenings to protect their national interests and to determine the 
ethnic makeup of their populations. In this instance, the increased migration of sick people is 
presented as an economic burden. In the most positive sense, this does actually defend Canada’s 
economy against a detrimental effect of globalization. Canada’s free universal healthcare system 
24 Alana Klein qtd. in ibid., 137 
25 “Immigrants, Refugees and Non-Status People with HIV,” Canada’s Source for HIV and Hepatitis C Information 
26 Klein qtd. in ibid., 148 
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is particularly vulnerable to influxes of sick immigrants, whose movement is facilitated by 
increasingly interconnected regions and transportation systems. However, it also allows the state 
to reassert its national identity against the rest of the world. Critics have shown that this law is 
unnecessarily harsh and unrealistic in its cost projections for certain chronically ill patients, 
especially those with HIV/AIDS. And since the disease is no longer considered a danger to 
public health, the state most likely had other motivations for crafting the law. One explanation 
that is consistent with fears about globalization27, is that the Canadian government has imposed 
overly-strict regulations upon sick immigrants in an effort to prevent the potential dilution of its 
national population by outsiders.  
` B. Tuberculosis in Australia  
Australia has a long history of defining its national identity through the exclusion of 
diseased immigrants. Its status as an island-nation is important in understanding this picture: “A 
British (that is white) settlement in the Asia-Pacific region felt the need to assert its racial 
difference stridently, and constantly felt that its borders were under threat28.” Strict “maritime 
quarantine practice” aimed at keeping diseases out of a continent where many of them were not 
endemic. Thus Australia’s burgeoning national identity came to be defined in part by the absence 
of diseases that were common throughout the rest of the world.  
Globalization has made this method even more attractive in recent years. Under the 
Commonwealth Migration Act (1958) Australia requires all immigrants, international students, 
and long-term residents to undergo screenings for several diseases, the most important of which 
27 Elinor Caplan, the Minister of Citizenship and Immigration when the law was passed, explained that globalization 
and access to travel would make it impossible to test everyone that passed through Canada’s borders for HIV/AIDS, 
saying, “[w]e know that it is impossible to shrink wrap our borders.” This obviously factored into the decision to 
only test those applying for citizenship. (Caplan qtd. In ibid., 137) 
28 I. Convery et. al., “Where is the Border?: Screening for Tuberculosis in the United Kingdom and Australia, 1950–
2000,” Medicine at the Border, (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007): 99 
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is tuberculosis.29 Interestingly, the Australian government demands that applicants undergo the 
screenings in their home countries, creating another barrier to entry that extends beyond national 
borders. In the contemporary era, risk has begun to feature prominently in amendments to the 
1958 Act: “Very high risk countries (defined by their incidence of tuberculosis) are currently 
(2005) listed as Algeria, Argentina, Bangladesh, Brazil, and Chile, among others.30 Convery et. 
al point out that immigrants from these countries have an incredibly difficult time gaining entry, 
even if they are not infected. They observe that “[i]n practice...this directly affects the national 
(and therefore the ethnic) composition of entrants to Australia31.”  
Australia has been able to use TB to stabilize its national identity during a time when 
populations are constantly in flux. By categorizing over 20 countries as “very high risk,” health 
screening procedures have become a vital way for the state to curate its ethnic makeup. 
Additionally, by co-opting the narrative of disease as a “global” threat, it has legitimated its legal 
right to enact these exclusionary policies. Although it is an island-nation, it is included under the 
umbrella of “global health,” and is thus vulnerable to infection from other parts of the world. It is 
easy to argue that the Australian government, like so many others, is simply trying to protect its 
citizens from disease contagion. But by observing the ways in which health screenings helped 
produce its national identity early on, and keeping in mind how globalization has threatened this 
identity in the contemporary era, one can begin to see how these screenings have taken on new 
meaning.  
C. Chagas in Europe
29 Ibid., 103 
30 The list also includes China, India, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, the Philippines, 
Portugal, Russia, Serbia and Montenegro, Singapore, Sri Lanka, South Africa, Vietnam, and Zimbabwe  
31Ibid., 100 
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The case of Chagas in Europe reveals the vast influence that national sovereignty 
concerns in the era of “global health” have had upon disease perception and attitudes toward 
immigrants. Chagas is a parasitic disease endemic in 17 countries across Latin America.32 It is a 
disease of poverty, caused by the triatomine insects that “live in crevices of the walls and roofs 
of very poor homes33.” Since it thrives almost exclusively within poor communities, it has 
received very little medical or scholarly attention, and can thus be classified as a Neglected 
Tropical Disease (NTD). However, Chagas has been thrown into the spotlight in the last decade. 
In the early 2000s, political repression and economic stagnation stimulated mass migrations from 
endemic countries to Europe and North America.34 Over the next few years, a substantial body 
of literature emerged that warned of the danger that Chagas presented to these industrialized 
regions. One piece that received a great deal of attention labelled Chagas as the “new HIV/AIDS 
of the Americas35.” De Maio et. al point out that the spread of this kind of idea is “indicative of 
securitization, with Chagas coming to matter only when it was rebranded as a threat to 
populations in industrialized countries36.” 
One could argue that globalization and mass movement have been actually beneficial in 
this respect, increasing awareness of NTDs that might not have received attention otherwise. 
However, there are negative sides to this as well. First, there is the question that De Maio et al. 
have already raised: Do NTDs and other diseases of poverty only matter when they affect 
industrialized communities? Globalization has undoubtedly drawn attention to these kinds of 
32 G. A. Schmunis & Z. E. Yadon, “Chagas disease: A Latin American Health Problem Becoming a World Health 
Problem. Acta Tropica, Vol. 115 Ser. 1-2 (2010): 14 
33 F. G. De Maio et. al, “Chagas disease in Non-Endemic Countries: ‘Sick Immigrant’ Phobia or a Public Health 
Concern?” Critical Public Health, Vol. 24, No. 3, (2013): 373  
34 Schmunis & Yadon, “Chagas Disease,” 14 
35 P. J. Hotez et. al, “Chagas Disease: ‘The New HIV/AIDS of the Americas’,” PLoS Neglected Tropical Diseases 
Vol. 6, No. 5 (2012) 
36 De Maio et. al, “Chagas Disease in Non-Endemic Countries,” 376 
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illnesses by moving people across borders and natural boundaries. But by focusing solely on the 
threat that they pose to certain regions, it also risks diverting attention away from the endemic 
countries themselves, and the problem then becomes one of immigration. Second, this kind of 
attention can contribute to the “sick immigrant” phobia that has plagued the international 
community since the nineteenth century. In his article on Chagas in Europe, Gabriel Schmunis 
advocates for public health policies that will halt the spread of the disease by screening 
immigrants from endemic countries.37 Alongside these policies, however, he also recommends 
that immigrants from endemic countries should be legally protected against discrimination based 
on “potential” infection.38 Despite the public health benefits, screening immigrants from all 
endemic countries can lead to cultural perceptions of certain people as synonymous with disease 
and contagion. Instead of simply representing public health risks, immigrants become existential 
threats to entire national communities. This has already happened to a degree: Literature talks 
about Chagas menacing Europe, threatening America. It refers to each national community as a 
whole, which are defined and homogenized in this instance by their lack of the disease.  
 
Part IV: Conclusion  
 
While certainly not a new phenomenon, globalization has had important effects on how 
nations perceive and treat disease. Most significantly, it has contributed to the acceptance of 
“global health” as the new paradigm in international health regulation. The case studies I have 
discussed in this paper outline the different ways in which national governments have used this 
shift to reclaim their “rights” to national sovereignty and identity-building in an increasingly 
globalized world. In other words, globalization has produced both a problem and a solution: 
37 Schmunis & Yadon, “Chagas Disease,” 13 
38  De Maio et. al, “Chagas Disease in Non-Endemic Countries,” 376 
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Increased interconnectedness has diminished national autonomy and made it difficult for national 
borders to act as sites of identity-building as they had done in the past. But this same 
interconnectedness has led to the perception of disease as a “global” threat, arming nation-states 
with new medical terminology that they can use to craft new health screening laws. These laws 
in turn bolster autonomy by reconstituting the border’s role in defining national identity.  
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The musical ​Rent​ made its Broadway debut on January 25, 1996, a century after the 
opening performance of the opera, ​La Boheme ​.  This correlation was a coincidence, though ​Rent 1
draws significantly on the story of ​La Boheme ​, to the extent that a New York Times reviewer 
deemed it a “contemporary answer to Puccini's ‘Boheme.’”  Each of these productions presents 2
the troubles and tragedies of the bohemian lifestyle in a specific time and place— ​La Boheme ​ in 
Paris during the 1830s and ​Rent ​ in New York City during 1989. Disease, too, is a major theme in 
each: tuberculosis in ​La Boheme​, and HIV in ​Rent ​. Each of the plays illustrate the different 
effects of the diseases with respect to conceptions of life and death, identity, spiritual promotion, 
and time. The historical and medical contexts of tuberculosis and HIV manifest in different 
perceptions of diagnosis and contagion. The extent of influence ​La Boheme ​ had on ​Rent​ calls for 
a comparison of the representations of these two diseases in their respective historical contexts.  
The connection between the two illnesses is not limited to the opera. As Linda and 
Michael Hutcheon claim, “What the two illnesses share, beyond their artistic fruitfulness, is a 
similar set of medical associations: their victims are seen to be the young, cut off in their prime; 
as chronic degenerative disease, they are both diseases of emaciation.”  The characters of ​ La 3
Boheme ​and ​Rent​ are demonstrative of these associations: the victims of disease in each of the 
two plays are young Bohemian artists. There is a medical connection as well: tuberculosis is one 
of the “opportunistic infections” that takes advantage of the HIV-positive person’s weakened 
immune system, generally leading to his death. In 1988, the ​New York Times​ announced that 
1 Brantley, Ben. "Theater Review; Enter Singing: Young, Hopeful and Taking On the Big Time." ​New 
York Times​. 31 April 1996, Al. 
2 ibid 
3 Hutcheon, Linda and Michael Hutcheon, ​Opera: Disease, Desire, Death.​ (Lincoln and London: 
University of Nebraska Press, 1996), 218. 
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“federal researchers have reported a substantial increase in tuberculosis in the United States for 
1986…They said AIDS was partly to blame.”  This connection, as well as many others, have 4
established a connection between the metaphors of AIDS and tuberculosis: these metaphors are 
not equal, however. AIDS has been associated with a variety of illnesses, becoming a cocktail of 
Western epidemics, conjuring associations with diseases such as cholera, syphilis, and the 
bubonic plague. It is also significant that tuberculosis and AIDS are presented very differently in 
Rent ​and ​La Boheme ​. Tuberculosis is in many ways relevant to ​La Boheme ​ only at the level of 
discourse: the character Mimi is representative of the romanticized tubercular of the time, though 
her lifestyle is hardly affected by the disease itself. ​Rent​, however, focuses almost exclusively on 
the ways in which HIV has altered the characters’ lifestyles—on experiences of HIV. In this 
paper, I intend to use ​La Boheme​ and ​Rent​ to bridge the discourses of these two diseases—and 
the experiences of those most affected by them—in their respective settings, and investigate what 
such a comparison reveals about tuberculosis and HIV.  
The main focus of ​La Boheme​ is the penniless Bohemian lifestyle, which fosters love but 
inhibits commitment. Mimi, one of the central characters, captures the central theme of the opera 
when she declares, “The love that’s born of passion ends in grief.”  The opening scene is a studio 5
apartment in Paris, where Rodolfo, a poet, and Marcello, a painter, struggle in the cold with their 
art. Marcello soon departs with Colline and Schaunard—who complete the group of practically 
inseparable friends—leaving Rodolfo alone with his writing. Mimi enters, asking Rodolfo if he 
could light a candle. When Rodolfo notices her sickly appearance, it becomes clear, though she 
4 “Increase in Tuberculosis Tied to Spread of AIDS” ​New York Times​, 3 January 1988. 
5 Giacosa, Giuseppe and Luigi Illica. ​La Boheme​, ed and trans. Juliette Sutherland, Keith M. Eckrich, and 
the Project Gutenberg Online Distributed Proofreading Team. 24 October 2004, 
http://www.projectgutenberg.net (accessed 30 April 2009), 2005. 
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remains oblivious, that she suffers from tuberculosis. “This frail beauty allured Rodolfo,” and he 
quickly becomes infatuated with Mimi, as she falls in love with him.  6
The love illustrated here is not pure, but quickly becomes tragic. Rodolfo’s jealousy, 
prominent from the start, continues to grow, making his relationship with Mimi “a veritable 
‘hell-upon-earth’” as it follows the whims of his passion.  When Mimi seeks Marcello’s advice, 7
she is interrupted by Rodolfo’s entrance, and hides to conceal her presence. Rodolfo confides in 
Marcello that he has become convinced that Mimi suffers from consumption, and is dying as a 
result. He plans on leaving her, partially out of fear for his own health. Mimi overhears this 
diagnosis, and falls into despair, making her presence known. The two lovers decide that they 
will part ways in the spring, when her condition has worsened. After they have parted, Mimi 
takes a new, wealthier lover, but continues to pine after Rodolfo. They are reunited when 
Musetta, Marcello’s former lover, interrupts the friends’ dinner to announce that Mimi, close to 
death, is waiting to see Rodolfo. He goes to her, and the two recognize their undying love. Just 
after they have reconciled, Mimi gives into her consumption and dies. Tuberculosis, in ​La 
Boheme​, is a pathway to Mimi’s death, forcing her relationship with Rodolfo to end in tragedy. 
Disease plays a different role in ​Rent ​ than does in ​La Boheme​. The plot of ​Rent​ was 
directly influenced by that of ​La Boheme​—in his creation of ​Rent​, the play’s composer, Jonathan 
Larson, “analyzed the libretto [ ​La Boheme​], broke it down beat by beat.”  As in ​La Boheme ​, the 8
majority of the characters in ​Rent ​ are extremely poor, and each struggles to overcome his or her 
current position in life. Disease becomes the central focus in ​Rent ​, in which half of these 
6 Giacosa, Giuseppe and Luigi Illica, 4. 
7 Giacosa, Giuseppe and Luigi Illica, 29. 
8 Tommasini, Anthony. “Like Opera Inspiring It, ‘Rent’ Is Set to Endure.” ​New York Times​. 5 September 
2008. 
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characters are also HIV-positive. Roger (Larson’s version of Rodolfo) struggles against his 
AIDS, which seems to have robbed him of the ability to give his own life meaning. Mimi, who is 
also HIV-positive, struggles with a heroin addiction. Although the two meet under circumstances 
almost identical to those in ​La Boheme ​, their relationship faces a slightly more complicated set of 
obstacles: her addiction, his jealousy, and AIDS. Eventually, Roger’s jealousy becomes 
overwhelming, and the two part ways.  
An important deviation from ​La Boheme ​ is that in ​Rent ​, Mimi and Roger’s relationship is 
not the only one complicated by disease. Their friends Collins (Colline) and Angel (Schaunard) 
both have AIDS as well. This shared illness not only sparks their relationship, but defines it until 
Angel’s death. Another significant difference occurs at the very end of the play. When Roger and 
Mimi reunite, as in ​La Boheme​, Mimi appears close to death. She is brought to the apartment that 
Roger shares with Mark (Marcello), where their love is reestablished. Although ​La Boheme ​’s 
Mimi dies at this point, Larson lets her survive—Roger’s love saves her. While the main 
function of tuberculosis in ​La Boheme ​ is to make the tragedy of Mimi and Rodolfo’s love 
inevitable, Larson focuses his play on the effect that HIV has on each of his characters.  
La Vie Boheme 
La Boheme ​ made its debut in Turin, Italy four years after the discovery of the Koch 
bacillus on March 24, 1882.  The play itself, however, takes place in the 1830s, years before this 9
discovery. While tuberculosis was prevalent in Europe throughout the nineteenth century, it was 
perceived very differently after Koch’s discovery. Prior to 1882, contagion was not one of the 
9 “Historical Perspectives Centennial: Koch’s Discovery of the Tubercle Bacillus,” 19 March 1982. From 
CDC: MMWR Weekly. http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtmp/00000222.htm. (accessed 3 May 
2009). 
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primary causes of anxiety in European society. Fear of contagion, as well as the public health 
measures taken to battle tuberculosis in Europe, is all but absent from ​La Boheme​. Although it 
can be speculated that Rodolfo’s motivations for leaving Mimi include a fear for his own health, 
his anxiety is insignificant compared to that which would arise in Paris in the next century. 
Following the discovery of the Koch bacillus, a national phobia of contagion led to the 
condemnation of close physical contact as well as habits such as spitting.  Germ theory was 10
quickly popularized in this setting: by 1888 hygienist Jules Rochard declared, “Today, the 
contagiousness of phthisis is admitted by nearly all doctors” though ideas of moral susceptibility 
and miasma weren’t entirely abandoned by the public.  The muted nature of Rodolfo’s reaction 11
is characteristic of the expected societal response to tuberculosis prior to Koch’s discovery. 
Because there was no direct information on the infectious nature of the disease, other 
factors—most notably poverty—were generally assumed to be the cause of infection.  
Prior to the discovery of the bacillus, “soil,” environment, was considered as significant 
as the “seed,” contagion, in the spread of disease.  In the case of tuberculosis, the aspect of the 12
“soil” which provoked the most concern with respect to contagion was the unhealthy living 
conditions of those in poverty: poor ventilation, a sparse water supply, and crowded homes were 
considered to be factors in creating an area extremely conducive to tuberculosis infection. These 
miasmatic conditions associated with tuberculosis are essential to ​La Boheme​, in which “the link 
between love and the conditions that foster illness is firmly established.”  These conditions are 13
10 Barnes, David S., ​The Making of a Social Disease: Tuberculosis in Nineteenth-Century France​. 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1995) 83. 
11 Lawlor, Clark, ​Consumption and Literature: The Making of a Romantic Disease​ (New York: Palgrave, 
2006), 81. 
12 Barnes, 75. 
13 Hutcheon and Hutcheon, 50. 
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illustrated in the beginning acts of the play, further indicating the importance of the Bohemian 
life in these stories of disease. While the causation of the disease was well understood after 1882, 
and preventative measures were taken, there was no cure for tuberculosis. Because of this, many 
of the metaphors surrounding tuberculosis—many associating it with lovesickness—remained 
prevalent through the opening of ​La Boheme​ in 1886. According to Susan Sontag, “the power of 
the myth was dispelled only when proper treatment was finally developed, with the discovering 
of streptomycin in 1944 and the introduction of isoniazid in 1952.”  Tuberculosis was still very 14
much a part of European life at the time of ​La Boheme​’s debut, making it the opera “familiar and 
realistic in its subject matter.”  The portrayal of disease in the opera reflects a common issue in 15
European society in the nineteenth century.  
HIV remained a relevant and familiar issue throughout ​Rent​’s twelve years on Broadway. 
On August 16, 1985, an article in the ​New York Times​ confirmed the prevalence of the disease, 
declaring that “AIDS has topped murder as a cause of death among men in New York City.”  16
The seriousness of the situation was further illustrated through an interview with Alan Kristal, 
the director of New York City’s Office of Epidemiological Surveillance and Statistics, who 
revealed that “AIDS is rapidly becoming the number one cause of death of all young males in 
New York City.”  The seeming ubiquity of HIV in ​Rent​ is therefore not so exaggerated as it 17
may seem to be today—especially in New York, which accounted for 23 percent of the national 
total of reported AIDS cases in 1989.  18
14 Sontag, Susan, ​Illness as Metaphor and AIDS and Its Metaphors​. (New York: Farrar, Straus and 
Giroux, 1989), 35. 
15 Hutcheon and Hutcheon, 49. 
16 “AIDS Deaths Top Murder” ​New York Times​, 16 August 1985. 
17 ibid 
18 “New York’s New Cases of AIDS Level Off.” ​New York Times​, 12 June 1990. 
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New advents in AIDS medication turned HIV into a chronic illness. In 1989—the year in 
which ​Rent​ takes place, and four years before its first production—the number of AIDS cases in 
New York began to level off, which 6,720 new cases reported.  Azidothymidine (AZT), the first 19
antiretroviral drug to be approved by the FDA, was determined to be the chief factor in the 
decreasing rate of seroconversion.  While AZT could not cure HIV, it was relatively successful 20
in delaying the onset of AIDS  in an HIV-positive person, and in doing so, significantly raised 21
survival rates. By 1990, the New York State Health Department estimated that “about 18,960 
people in the state are receiving these drug treatments, at an average cost of $4,450 a year.”  Of 22
Larson’s characters, at least Roger and Mimi are among those 18,960 people. This provides 
further insight into the economic burden of these HIV-positive artists, who rely on medication 
beyond their financial means to stay alive.  
A statistical decrease in new cases of AIDS did not assuage the public’s fear. In response 
to heightened anxiety, the surgeon general sent each family in the United States a brochure 
entitled “Understanding AIDS,” which detailed what kinds of “risky behavior” could expose an 
individual to HIV. Despite the surgeon general’s assurance that “Who you are has nothing to do 
with whether you are in danger of being infected with the AIDS virus. What matters is what you 
do,”  the original high risk groups named by the CDC in 1982—the 4H’s: homosexuals, 23
hemophiliacs, Haitians, and heroin addicts—were heavily stigmatized.  This stigma—similar to 24
19 “New York’s New Cases of AIDS Level Off.” 
20 Jefferson, David. “AIDS at 25; How AIDS Changed America.” ​Newsweek​, May 2006. 
21 A person is said to have AIDS once his CD4 count (the cells infected by the HIV virus) sinks below 
200, or he is diagnosed with an opportunistic infection (London, Elise. Class Lecture. 4 March 2008). 
22 “New York’s New Cases of AIDS Level Off.” 
23 United State, Public Health Service, ​Understanding AIDS: A Message from the Surgeon General​, (US 
Department of Health and Human Services, ca. 1988). 
24 London, Elise. Class Lecture. 8 March 2008. 
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that surrounding tuberculosis in nineteenth century Europe—was mostly directed towards the 
poor. Larson’s HIV-positive characters are all members of these stigmatized groups. Artists 
within these groups confronted the stigma by consciously and deliberately creating a new image 
of “high risk” groups to oppose the stigmatized stereotypes. Many representations of AIDS in 
theater therefore contain “a conscious rejection of the images both of the dangerous carrier (who 
must be under medical surveillance) and the victim of God’s anger.”  Larson confronts stigma 25
by personalizing the experience of HIV, rather than socializing it. By excluding stigma as a 
major theme in his play, he undermines it.  
In the years that ​Rent ​ was playing off Broadway, AIDS continued to claim more lives. It 
seems that the Health Department spoke too soon in claiming that AIDS was no longer on the 
rise: by 1994 AIDS was “the leading cause of death in the U.S. for 25- to 44-year-olds.”  It was 26
not until 1996, with the advent of NNRTIs (Non-Nucleotide Reverse Transcription Inhibitors) 
and the ARV cocktail, that AIDS would claim significantly fewer lives.  27
Living with vs. Dying from Disease 
One of the most significant ways in which the plot of ​Rent​ deviates from that of ​La 
Boheme ​ is its ending scene. ​La Boheme ​’s Mimi dies from consumption. In ​Rent ​, while her HIV 
appears to kill her, she makes a miraculous recovery. Larson’s decision to grant his Mimi life 
reveals more than his deliberate defiance of stereotypes. It suggests that while death is the 
defining aspect of tuberculosis, HIV is about life. ​Rent​ is about ​living​ with HIV. Tuberculosis 
was considered to be a long and aesthetic pathway to death. Susan Sontag demonstrates the 
25 Hutcheon and Hutcheon, 27. 
26 “AIDS Deaths Top Murder.” 
27 London, Elise. Class Lecture. 4 March 2008. 
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inextricable connection between tuberculosis and death by quoting a conversation from 1810: “I 
should like to die of a consumption…Because the ladies would all say ‘Look at that poor Byron, 
how interesting he looks in dying.’”  It was not the disease of tuberculosis that was 28
romanticized, but the death that it was thought to offer. In ​La Boheme​, Mimi’s death completes 
the story of a tragic love, epitomizing her character as the lovesick “tubercular heroin,” who 
allows her love to consume her.  As Susan Sontag explains, “Fever in TB was a sign of an 29
inward burning: the tubercular is someone ‘consumed’ by ardor, that ardor leading to the 
dissolution of the body.”  Mimi is consumed by the disastrous love that she shares with 30
Rodolfo. By allowing such tragic passion to devour her, she becomes a victim of the 
aestheticized tubercular death. This dramatic death in many ways defines Mimi as the idealized 
tubercular.  
By the 1990s, HIV medication was advanced enough that the virus was not necessarily a 
direct path to death. It was transformed into a “lifestyle” disease, severely altering the identity 
and lifestyle of the HIV-positive individual. While imminent death was no longer definite, the 
Person Living With AIDS (PLWA) faced death daily without succumbing. Larson’s play focuses 
on the person defying death from AIDS. An example of this can be seen in Angle and Collins’ 
life support meeting, where a member explains that “reason says I should have died / Three years 
ago.” His life is defined by his continued survival of AIDS. Living with AIDS is a consistent 
theme throughout ​Rent​, and its relevance is announced in the song “La Vie Boheme,” dedicated, 
“To people living with, living with, living with 
28 Sontag, 31. 
29 Hutcheon and Hucheon, 30. 
30 Sontag, 20. 
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Not dying from disease.”  31
The perspective of “not dying from disease” is completely absent from ​La Boheme ​, in which 
death is more significant than disease. The significant discourses defining tuberculosis concern 
only death, while the experiences of those with AIDS concern life.  
The importance of living with AIDS in ​Rent ​ is reflective of the importance of the concept 
of living with AIDS in New York City in the 1980s and 1990s. The major scientific advance 
with respect to HIV in this time was the FDA’s approval of AZT in 1987. Throughout the 1980s 
and 1990s, HIV exhibited an affinity for social mobility as more and more celebrities announced 
their HIV-positively. However, the scientific understanding of the disease remained static. 
Medical knowledge had become advanced enough to provide substantial understanding of the 
virus, and to control the disease for a given amount of time with AZT. PLWAs, even those 
taking AZT, lived significantly different lives from the HIV-negative. Aside from severe side 
effects—including anemia, insomnia, and a decrease in white blood cells—HIV drugs, even the 
much more successful and less severe ARVs, have considerable effects on the lifestyle of the 
patient. Sipho, an AIDS activist from South Africa, illustrates this very clearly in his declaration 
that “ARVs are now my life.”  32
Larson further illustrates the impact of AIDS on the lifestyle of PLWAs through the “Life 
Support” scenes, where new characters voice their fears of living with AIDS. They sing together: 
“Will I lose my dignity? 
Will someone care? 
Will I wake tomorrow 
31 Larson, Jonathan, ​Rent​, (New York: HarperCollins Publishers, 1997), “La Vie Boheme.” 
32 Robins, Steven. 2006. From “Rights” To “Ritual”: Aids Activism in South Africa. ​American 
Anthropologist ​108(2): 317. 
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From this nightmare?”  33
These concerns are prominent not just for PLWAs, but with those affected by any severe chronic 
illness. Life is presented as the central fear in this song, outweighing even that of death. The last 
two lives could refer to death, suggesting that death provides a relief from the nightmare of 
living with AIDS. The concerns expressed in this song, especially dignity and loneliness, play a 
central role in ​Rent​, and become most explicit in the final scene.  
The song “Without You,” sung after the lovers have all parted, connects the final scene of 
Rent​ to that of ​La Boheme​. The chorus of this song repeats the line “I die without you,” which 
has significance for each of the two plays.  In both of the plays, Mimi’s health severely declines 34
when she is separated from her lover, and she returns to be with him as she dies. In ​La Boheme​, 
she dies shortly following their reunion, immortalizing their love as a classical Bohemian 
tragedy. When Mimi is without Rodolfo, she dies, becoming a representation of the idealized 
lovesick woman:  
Female love melancholy leads to consumption; in this cultural pattern, women are 
dependent on men, and life is the way in which they link themselves to men. When love 
goes wrong for a woman, she has no alternative but disease and ultimately 
death—preferably a beautiful one from consumption.  35
Mimi’s death is a result of her tragic love for Rodolfo, rather than her disease. In this sense, 
tuberculosis was a vessel for tragedy, rather than playing a significant role on its own.  
Mimi’s altered fate in ​Rent ​ demonstrates a different relationship between death and 
disease. When the two lovers are reunited, Mimi approaches the line between life and death, but, 
unlike in ​La Boheme​, returns to life. She begins to lose consciousness as Roger sings to her, and 
33 Larson, “Will I?” 
34 Larson, “Without You.” 
35 Lawlor, 154. 
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claims that as she felt herself slipping away, she saw Angel, who died previously, and that Angel 
told her “Turn around, girlfriend, and listen to that boy’s song…”  In this context, the line, “I 36
die without you” is quite specific and quite literal; Mimi is dying only when she is apart from 
Roger. When they are reunited, she regains her ability to live. This song, and Mimi’s 
embodiment of it, suggests that the only way to truly survive AIDS is to survive together. ​Rent 
illustrates the struggle of living with HIV, highlighting that survival requires love. This is central 
to one of the play’s most recognized songs, “Seasons of Love,” which prescribes, “Measure your 
life in  
love.”  37
Changing and Defining Identities 
La Boheme ​’s Mimi is a hybridized representation of the stereotypical tubercular of the 
nineteenth century. Originally, tuberculosis was seen as a marker of high class and virtue. It was 
distinguishing, sexy, and offered spiritual promotion to those who got sick. However:  
As the nineteenth century went on it became clear that tuberculosis was a disease of 
poverty, poor nutrition, and inadequate housing. With Koch’s confirmation of the 
transmissibility of tuberculosis, this connection made increasing medical sense. 
Nevertheless, what persists in Puccini’s 1896 opera, despite this new knowledge, is the 
predominant representation of Mimi as conventionally consumptive—that is, sexually 
attractive in part because of her physical appearance.  38
Although she is not from the upper class, Mimi represents the idealized character of the 
nineteenth century tubercular. However, it is my impression that the disease does not 
significantly affect her personal identity, mainly due to the fact that she does not accept her 
36 Larson, “Finale B.” 
37 Larson, “Seasons of Love.” 
38 Hutcheon and Hutcheon, 48. 
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illness throughout the majority of the opera. She embodies the disease, but does not engage with 
it.  
HIV affects the characters of ​Rent ​ on a much more personal basis. Though all of them do 
fit into the CDC’s description of high risk groups, the focus of the play is to present these 
characters into people rather than stereotypes. This is accomplished most significantly in the 
representation of how each of them views his or her illness. The characters Angel and Collins 
fully accept their AIDS and allow it to become an integral part of their identities. In fact, the 
shared experience of AIDS is what sparks their relationship:  
Angel​: There’s a “Life Support” meeting at nine-thirty 
Yes – this body provides a comfortable home 
For the Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome 
Collins​: As does mine 
Angel​: Well we’ll get along fine  39
Roger’s lifestyle is extremely affected by HIV. As I mentioned previously, Roger sees 
AIDS as an enemy to be vanquished. He is reluctant to allow AIDS to control his life, as can be 
witnessed by his unwillingness to take his AZT.  He is desperate to defeat the disease by giving 40
his life the meaning that it has robbed from him, and to find a way to live on after AIDS has 
robbed him of his life as well. He attempts to do this by writing a song: 
Find 
The one song 
Before the virus takes hold 
Glory 
Like a sunset 
One song 
To redeem this empty life  41
39 Larson, “You Okay Honey?” 
40 Larson, “Tune Up 3.” 
41 Larson, “One Song Glory.” 
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Roger’s struggle is personal. He is unwilling to accept his disease until he is forced to 
accept his love for Mimi, and the death that they both face. Upon doing so, he writes a song 
about her, and accepts himself and his disease, achieving a kind of spiritual ascension above 
AIDS, which allows him the freedom to write his song. The depth with which Larson brings 
these inner struggles to the center of ​Rent​ is a product of his dismissal of common stereotypes of 
HIV-positive individuals. Rather than contextualizing his characters, he personalizes them, 
creating an “extraordinary spirit of hopeful deviance and humanity” central to the play.  42
Conception of Time 
Time is a recurring theme in ​Rent​, and has a significant presence in ​La Boheme​. Susan 
Sontag claims that HIV and tuberculosis are alike in that they are diseases of time—they 
progress linearly, as opposed to cancer, which spreads through the body. She explains, in ​Illness 
as Metaphor ​ that “TB is a disease of time; it speeds up life, highlights it, spiritualizes it…cancer 
is not so much a disease of time as a disease or pathology of space. Its principle metaphors refer 
to topography.”  She makes a comparable claim about HIV in ​AIDS and Its Metaphors ​, stating 43
that “AIDS is progressive, a disease of time.”  While I do agree that both tuberculosis and HIV 44
are diseases that deal extensively with concepts of time, it is my opinion that they do so very 
differently.  
Tuberculosis provides its victims with time to live as death approaches. In nineteenth 
century Europe, tuberculosis was considered to offer a desirable death. This is partially because 
it progressed relatively slowly and without any visibly degenerative effects, allowing the victim 
42 Brantley. 
43 Sontag, 14. 
44 Sontag, 109. 
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to waste away slowly and romantically. The gradual progression of the disease warned the victim 
of a slowly approaching death. The effect of such a warning is evident in ​La Boheme​. Shortly 
after Mimi discovers that she suffers from consumption, she and Rodolfo decide that they will 
remain together throughout the winter and then part in the spring, when it is anticipated that her 
health would be more severely declining.  The lovers’ ability to anticipate the timeframe of the 45
disease, and hence plan for their future, is a direct result of the slow development of tuberculosis. 
The privilege of foresight is absent from AIDS. The tagline of ​Rent​, “No Day but 
Today,”  expresses the immediacy inherent in living with AIDS: the PLWA lives with a 46
considerably different conception of time than the HIV-negative person. This altered conception 
is primarily a result of the unpredictability of the progression of HIV infection. While AIDS was 
no longer considered a death sentence after the advent of AZT, the drug did not guarantee life. 
There was, and still is, always a chance that the virus could evolve to overcome a given 
drug—especially if the patient is less than vigilant with the timeliness of his medication—or that 
the patient could become exposed to an opportunistic infection. Though death is no longer seen 
as inevitable, it is always possible. ​Rent​’s “No Day but Today” demonstrates the lifestyle and 
mindset caused by such unpredictability. Mimi is the primary example, and advocate, of such a 
lifestyle:  
There is no future 
There is no past 
I live this moment as my last 
There’s only us 
There’s only this 
Forget regret 
Or life is yours to miss 
No other road 
45 Giacosa, Giuseppe and Luigi Illica, 36. 
46 Larson, “Another Day.” 
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No other way 
No day but today  47
The lifestyle of HIV, as presented here, is the quintessential representation of carpe diem. ​La 
Boheme ​, however, allows its characters the luxury of planning for the future. While AIDS and 
tuberculosis both invoke specific conceptions of time, these conceptions are extremely different, 
primarily due to the nature of the diseases themselves.  
Spiritual Promotion 
Images of spiritual purity and creativity were essential to the romantic representation of 
tuberculosis. These representations became a mythology, which claimed that the disease would 
take only the most refined spirits as its victims. It offered those victims the possibility of spiritual 
transcendence through an aestheticized death.  Death, inextricably connected with images of 48
tuberculosis, confirmed and elevated its victims supposed virtue: according to Sontag, “The 
dying tubercular is pictured as made more beautify and more soulful.”  Because of this 49
transcendence, tuberculosis allowed its victims the illusion of moral and spiritual superiority. 
Hutcheon and Hutcheon illustrate the spiritual benefits associated with tuberculosis with a quote 
from Nicholas John:  
Consumption singled out its victims, and they acquired an interesting individuality; the 
decline refined them in suffering, and they suffered the prototype of a passive death, 
consumed by an inner, unseen passion. Far from the clinical reality of foul breath and 
emaciation, it was portrayed as a death of aesthetic beauty, directly allied to spiritual 
innocence.  50
47 Larson, “Another Day” 
48 Sontag, 125. 
49 Sontag, 17. 
50 Hutcheon and Hutcheon, 226. 
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The tubercular’s virtue allowed him to stand out from the rest of society. This virtue was not 
private, but rather a spectacle of society.  
In ​La Boheme ​, Mimi’s character fulfills this aspect of the romanticized tubercular identity 
as well. She is the only character directly associated with spirituality: as she describes herself to 
Rodolfo, she explains, “To Mass not oft repairing / Yet oft I pray to God.” ​ The spiritual purity 51
of her character is evident not only in her lifestyle, but in her death as well. As Mimi dies, 
Musetta murmurs a prayer for her, declaring, “Our little Mimi is an angel from Heaven.”  Clark 52
Lawlor draws a connection between the metaphors of tuberculosis concerning spirituality and 
passion, explaining that representations of tuberculosis in literature have often portrayed “the 
typically female death of pining for a lost love object in a form of Neo-Platonic ascension from 
secular to religious love.”  Mimi portrays many of the romanticized associations of tuberculosis 53
extremely well, despite their inherent contradictions. She dies because of a failed love and yet 
achieves a truer, spiritual love in death.  
While death and disease present the same spiritual metaphors in ​La Boheme ​, ​Rent​ makes 
the distinction between death and disease very clear, especially with respect to spiritual 
promotion. It is not AIDS itself that offers transcendence, but the relief from the disease offered 
by death. Sontag claims that, unlike tuberculosis, HIV “does not allow romanticizing or 
sentimentalizing,” because its effects are extremely devastating.  Life with AIDS, as represented 54
by ​Rent​, is inextricably linked with pain and the constant threat of death. Death seems to offer a 
release from that tension and anticipation.  
51 Giacosa, Giuseppe and Luigi Illica, 16. 
52 Giacosa, Giuseppe and Luigi Illica, 44. 
53 Lawlor, 9. 
54 Sontag, 112. 
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Rent​ suggests that the relief of death is reserved for the spiritually commendable, while 
others are left to struggle through life with HIV. Angel proves through the course of the first act 
to be the most morally admirable of the HIV-positive characters, and to have used her life to 
promote friendship and creation. The scene of her memorial, in which the other characters speak 
of her kindness, one of them declaring, “it was us, baby, who were the lucky ones,” attests to her 
goodness.  She is the only character to actually die during the course of the play. It is therefore 55
not Angel’s AIDS that sets her apart from the rest of the characters, but rather her death. Roger 
and Mimi provide an interesting contrast. They each struggle to fully accept the importance of 
their love, as evidenced by their willingness to abandon it. Though they reconcile with each other 
at the end of the play, they are left to continue to in their struggle with—or in Roger’s case, 
against—AIDS.  
Angel’s death also makes a connection between spirituality and the ability to love, as 
Collins illustrates after her memorial, declaring, “Angel helped us believe in love.”  This 56
connection is also made in Tony Kushner’s ​Angels in America ​, which also focuses on the AIDS 
epidemic of the 1980s. Kushner’s characters include two lovers; Prior, who is HIV-positive, and 
Louis, who is not. When it becomes clear that Prior is dying from complications due to HIV, 
Louis leaves him, prompting Prior to accuse Louis of being unable to love. He exclaims, “A 
person could theoretically love and maybe many do but we both know now that you 
can’t…Love! Do you know what love means?”  Prior, on his deathbed, knows and feels real 57
55 Larson, “I’ll Cover You (Reprise).” 
56 Larson, “Goodbye Love.” 
57 Kushner, Tony, ​Angels in America​. (New York: Theatre Communications Group, 1992), 79. 
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love, and recognizes his healthy lover’s inability to do so. After he dies, Prior experiences a very 
literal spiritual transcendence—he becomes an angel.  
Diagnostic Moments 
While the moment of Mimi’s diagnosis is central to the drama of ​La Boheme​, diagnosis 
plays a very different and much more subtle role in ​Rent ​. As part of his analysis of the framing of 
illness in society, Charles Rosenberg discusses the importance and power of diagnosis in society, 
as well as for the patient. He claims that “Once diagnosed…an individual became, in part, that 
diagnosis… With that diagnosis, a patient becomes an actor in a suddenly altered narrative.”  58
While in less serious cases a medical definition for an ailment is generally welcome, Rosenberg 
states that a diagnosis such as cancer is often as devastating for a patient as the disease itself. The 
patient is no longer someone suffering from a sickness, but has become a cancer patient. 
Moments in which characters in ​La Boheme ​ and ​Rent​ are diagnosed, either by themselves or 
others, are essential to the two plays, but are presented in very different manners.  
The diagnostic moment in ​La Boheme ​ occurs when Mimi overhears Rodolfo explaining 
to Marcello that he thinks she is dying.  The way in which each of the two men in this situation 59
attempt to hide Mimi’s diagnosis from her reflects a common practice of the nineteenth century 
in which physicians would frequently inform the family members of a tubercular patient before 
addressing the patient herself. This was done because “doctors considere[ed] that the truth 
[would] be intolerable” for their patients, much as it is for Mimi.  The diagnosis in this case is 60
not particular—Mimi is not devastated by the knowledge that she has tuberculosis, but rather that 
58 Rosenberg, Charles. ​Framing Disease​. (New York: Rutgers University Press, 1992): xix. 
59 Giacosa, Giuseppe and Luigi Illica, 33. 
60 Sontag, 7. 
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she is dying. As I have discussed with respect to other aspects of her character, it seems here that 
while Mimi serves in many ways as a reflection of the many metaphors associated with 
tuberculosis, she herself is only marginally affected by the particularities of her disease.  
There are several diagnostic moments in ​Rent​, generally in which a character discloses 
his or her HIV status to someone else. The diagnostic moment in ​La Boheme ​, in which one 
character diagnoses another, has no place in ​Rent​. This is largely because, as the surgeon general 
warned in 1988, “You can’t tell by looking if a person is infected,”  whereas, “TB is understood 61
to be, from early on, rich in visible symptoms.”  The only diagnostic moment portrayed in ​Rent 62
in which a person learns of his own illness is described in the past tense when Mark describes 
how Roger learned that he was HIV-positive:  
His girlfriend April 
Left a note saying “We’ve got AIDS” 
Before slitting her wrists in the bathroom.  63
The candidness with which this background information is given, as well as the absence of other 
moments like this, implies that the transition from a HIV-negative individual to a HIV-positive 
individual, while significant, is not the focus on the play. In this context, what matters one is the 
new identity manufactured by the HIV-positive individual, and the way in which that identity is 
affected by disease.  
Disclosure of HIV-status generally serves to bring the characters in ​Rent ​ closer together. 
This provides a contrast to Mimi’s diagnosis in ​La Boheme ​, which splits Mimi and Rodolfo 
apart. Angel and Collins, as I discussed earlier, identify themselves as HIV-positive when they 
61 United States, Public Health Service, ​Understanding AIDS: A Message from the Surgeon General​, (US 
Department of Health and Human Services, ca. 1988), 3. 
62 Sontag, 12. 
63 Larson, “Tune Up 3.” 
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first meet, and this shared experience serves to bring them closer together. Similarly, the tension 
between Roger and Mimi is alleviated when they each learn that the other has AIDS.  The 64
moments of diagnosis within ​Rent ​ therefore illustrate a previous claim: that living with HIV 
necessarily implies living within a community.  
Catching the Bug 
Representations of the perception of contagion in ​La Boheme​ are relatively disconnected 
from the reality of the time in which it is set. In Europe at the end of the nineteenth century, the 
spread of disease was the cause of a considerable amount of extreme public concern. These 
concerns had two main foci: certain environments considered to be breeding grounds for disease, 
and the spread of germs. Although the discovery of the Koch bacillus in 1882 identified the 
contagion responsible for the spread of tuberculosis, certain environments were still considered 
to be the ideal “soil” for the disease.  This type of environment provides the setting for ​La 65
Boheme ​: the one of the poorer sections of the Quartier Latin, home to Paris’ poor Bohemian 
artists. Though attention was still given to the environment, the discovery of the Koch bacillus 
made an important impact of the public perception of contagion: “Koch’s discovery had proved 
that tuberculosis was an infectious disease, and he had suggested that it could be transmitted 
from the sick person to others.”  The suggestion of the transmissibility of tuberculosis led to a 66
panic caused by a widespread fear of the spread of germs.  
The characters of ​La Boheme ​, however, exhibit little apprehension of contagion. 
Tuberculosis has hardly any significance in the opening acts. Although Mimi is described as 
64 Larson, “I Should Tell You.” 
65 Barnes, 81. 
66 Hutcheon and Hutcheon, 54. 
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physically resembling a tubercular—pale, weak, and thin—there is no anticipation of her 
consumption until Rodolfo notices that she has begun coughing incessantly at night.  It is not 67
until they live together, and her symptoms become all but impossible to ignore, that Rodolfo 
becomes nervous about her health and realizes that she is dying. His decision to leave her is at 
least partially influenced by fear of infection.   68
Contagion is even less significant in ​Rent ​ than it is in ​La Boheme​. As I discussed 
previously, there are no moments of seroconversion in ​Rent​: none of the characters becomes 
infected during the course of the play, nor do they demonstrate any fear of infection. One 
explanation for the absence of contagion concerns the way in which HIV is transmitted—HIV is 
much less contagious than tuberculosis, in that a person must engage in specific, and oftentimes 
intimate, acts in order to become infected. These acts, referred to by the surgeon general as 
“risky behavior” have become increasingly stigmatized since they became much more highly 
publicized during the AIDS epidemic.  As part of Larson’s question to humanize this “risky 69
behavior,” the focus of ​Rent ​ is the effect that infection has had on each of the characters, rather 
than the infection itself. The manner in which each of the characters was infected is directly 
linked to his or her identity. Roger, for example, was infected by his girlfriend April, a heroin 
addict. His infection has therefore shaped his negative opinion of drug use, which defines much 
of his relationship with Mimi. The intimacy involved in Roger’s infection, as well as the 
influence of his infection on his intimate relationship with Mimi, further exemplifying the 
connection between HIV and love.  
67 Giacosa, Giuseppe and Luigi Illica, 13, 33. 
68 Giacosa, Giuseppe and Luigi Illica, 33. 
69 ​Understanding AIDS: A Message from the Surgeon General​, 2. 
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Conclusions: 
Many of the representations of tuberculosis in ​La Boheme ​ concern discourse. Mimi 
embodies the metaphors commonly associated with tuberculosis, though she does not directly 
engage in her disease. It was the death offered by tuberculosis, however, rather than the disease 
itself, which had the greatest impact on her life. Because of this, it can be seen that in many ways 
the significance of consumption in ​La Boheme ​ is found in its direct association with a graceful 
and slowly approaching death, and not in the specifics of the disease. In ​Rent​, however, the focus 
is entirely on the experience of living with AIDS, and the many ways in which the disease alters 
the characters’ lifestyles. This, in many ways, correlates with a larger movement among artists 
within the—mostly gay—communities of “high risk” individuals, who sought to de-stigmatize 
the disease by humanizing it. Therefore, while the main focus of ​Rent ​ is living with AIDS, ​La 
Boheme ​ focuses on death ​vis a vis ​ tuberculosis. Nevertheless, there are significant themes 
prevalent in each of the two plays, which serve to connect the two diseases. Though they do so 
differently, each of the plays presents specific conceptions of time, as well as the power of 
diagnosis and the possibility of spiritual promotion through death. Though the two plays 
approach disease very differently, the similarity in their plots serves to bring together the 
discourses of tuberculosis with the experience of HIV, and shed new light on each of them. 
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By 1992, the AIDS epidemic in the United States had reached seemingly catastrophic 
proportions. Over ten years after the first published report of AIDS-related lung infection, the 
number of AIDS cases in the United States far exceeded 100,000. It would be four years until the 
FDA approval of the first protease inhibitor.1 Over ten thousand women had been diagnosed 
with the disease, and experts expected over ninety thousand more were already infected.2 The 
disease, lacking effective treatment, increasingly struck women and people of color in the early 
1990s; cases rose 151 percent among women and by 105 percent among men in 1993.3 Without 
a cure in sight, women with HIV did not have much tangible reason for optimism. Nonetheless, 
in January 1992 Debra McCarthy cast her HIV diagnosis as the turning point in her journey 
towards personal fulfillment. “Even though I may be HIV positive,” she wrote, “I am more 
healed in my life than I ever have been.” 4 
Published in the newsletter WORLD (Women Organized to Respond to Life-Threatening 
Diseases), McCarthy’s story of healing represented one of many such testimonials printed by the 
publication throughout the 1990s. Established in 1991, WORLD circulated among women living 
with HIV at a point in the AIDS epidemic marked by uncertainty and despair. The newsletter’s 
testimonials, however, maintained a consistent bent towards optimism; authors emphasized how 
HIV had provoked their own discoveries of life’s purpose and journeys of personal growth. By 
writing their stories within a standard narrative form, women with HIV cast themselves as 
1 “A Timeline of HIV/AIDS,” AIDS.gov, https://www.hiv.gov/hiv-basics/overview/history/hiv-
and-aids-timeline (accessed October 11, 2019). 
2 Peggy Orenstein, “Women at Risk.” Vogue. November, 1990. Jessea Greenman P.E.R.S.O.N. 
Project Records, 1978-1997. San Francisco History Center, San Francisco Public Library. San 
Francisco, CA. 
3 Lawrence K. Altman, "Cases of AIDS Increase Among Heterosexuals," New York Times (11 
March, 1994):p.A8. in Schneider, Beth; Stoller, Nancy E. Women Resisting AIDS. Philadelphia: 
Temple University Press, 1995, 7.  
4 Debra McCarthy, “Positive Gifts” WORLD 9, January 1992 
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triumphant, empowered, and victorious over not disease but self-doubt, anger, and despair. These 
“negative” emotions, seemingly unprintable and nearly inexpressible within the context of the 
WORLD testimonial, nonetheless became key to WORLD’s protest efforts as the organization 
expanded from a newsletter to an activist network with a variety of projects and endeavors.  
Nearly thirty years after the publication of the newsletter’s first issue, Rebecca Denison 
recounted her memories of WORLD’s early years in an oral history interview. As the founder 
and executive director of WORLD and the sole editor of its newsletter, Rebecca Denison played 
an integral role in the construction of her publication’s emotional register and content. My 
interview with Denison allows interpretation of yet another narrative: Denison’s performed and 
constructed memories of her time at WORLD. This narrative, much like the testimonials 
published in the earliest issues of WORLD, adheres to a specific emotional register and suggests 
the thematic and political motivations of its narrator. Denison’s memories of her time at 
WORLD incorporate a bent towards optimism and positivity evocative of that of WORLD’s 
testimonials. Conducted in the midst of the 2020 pandemic of coronavirus/COVID-19, Denison’s 
interview also reflects the social and political climate of the United States as it grapples with yet 
another public health crisis. Over the course of our interview, Denison’s narrative of positivity, 
love, and mutual support among members of the WORLD community confronted the more 
painful memories of grief and loss triggered and exposed by the political rhetoric and climbing 
death rate of the current pandemic.  
Over the course of this paper, I will examine WORLD’s emotional codes and the 
discursive strategies of its members in two distinct moments: in the 1990s, in the midst of the 
AIDS crisis, and in 2020, at the height (or perhaps simply the beginning) of the global pandemic 
of COVID-19. My analysis will hinge on two different narrative genres: the testimonials printed 
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in the newsletter in the 1990s and the recounted memories of Rebecca Denison in our oral 
history interview in April of 2020. I will first trace the evolution of WORLD’s register of 
permissible emotions over the course of the 1990s as the organization delineated which feelings 
were desirable and thus printable within the context of its newsletter. By preserving their 
organization’s emotional codes despite the changing meaning of the epidemic and while 
increasingly engaging with activist communities with very different emotional norms, the 
women of WORLD maintained their ability to both advocate for their right to access and 
information while continuing to narrate their diagnoses and lives with HIV as stories of hope, 
optimism, and triumph. I will then examine the lingering influence of WORLD’s emotional 
codes on Rebecca Denison’s narrative of her time at WORLD. Denison’s memories reflect the 
editorial influence of memory on the emotional context of the past. Her performance of these 
memories suggests the power and continued influence of the norms established among the 
organization’s members in the 1990s. Her narrative also, however, points to the capacity of the 
present to disrupt elements of constructed memory narratives and to unearth emotional 
experiences of the past that fell outside of WORLD’s register of expressible emotions. By 
analyzing these two moments and narratives at once and in conversation with one another, I hope 
to examine how stories shape the past both as it is experienced, remembered, and reimagined as 
an emotional and rhetorical framework through which we understand the present.     
Scholars who have studied the AIDS epidemic have often done so from a perspective that 
consistently overlooks the role of women living with HIV and AIDS in the organized community 
response to the disease. Furthermore, scholarship on AIDS has often privileged the perspectives 
of health care workers over those of patients and activists. The earliest AIDS narratives, written 
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by journalists in the 1980s and early 1990s in the midst of the developing epidemic, contributed 
to general knowledge of the disease’s spread and import, yet often lacked nuance and omitted 
analysis of its impact on women. Despite its overwhelming focus on white men with AIDS and 
lack of historical perspective, work by journalists Randy Shilts5 and Elinor Burkett6 offer 
valuable opportunities to examine the formation of scholarly discourse and to analyze the 
polemical nature and perhaps even political projects of both journalists.  
More recent AIDS literature has highlighted the contributions of individual doctors and 
nurses during the later years of the epidemic. Work by doctors Susan C. Ball,7 Ronald Bayer, 
and Gerald M. Oppenheimer8 acknowledged the spread of AIDS to women, yet privileged the 
experiences of these doctors over those of their patients, and even over those of the nurses and 
caregivers with whom patients interacted with perhaps even greater frequency. More recently, 
scholars have also sought to portray the AIDS epidemic as rooted in historical continuity, rather 
then as a pathological or exceptionalist break from the past. Nan Boyd examined how San 
Francisco became known for its large LGBT communities and how those communities formed 
and came into conflict over time.9 Jennifer Brier’s history of AIDS policy identified continuity in 
the way in which existing discourses of radical gay liberation helped the gay community make 
sense of the epidemic, although debate emerged over how to interpret those principles in a new 
5 Randy Shilts, And the Band Played On: Politics, People, and the AIDS Epidemic (New York: 
St. Martin’s Griffin, 1988). 
6 Eleanor Burkett, The Gravest Show on Earth, (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 1995). 
7 Susan C. Ball, Voices in the Band: A Doctor, Her Patients, and How the Outlook on AIDS Care 
Changed from Doomed to Hopeful, (Ithaca: ILR Press, 2015). 
8 Ronald Bayer and Gerald M. Oppenheimer, AIDS Doctors: Voices from the Epidemic, (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2000). 
9 Nan Boyd, Wide Open Town: A History of Queer San Francisco to 1965, (Berkeley: 
  University of California Press, 2003). 
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context.10 Tamar Carroll argued that HIV/AIDS activism in New York built on the 1970s 
contributions of the feminist health movement and that ACT UP benefitted from its collaboration 
with pro-choice and reproductive rights groups.11  
A final and growing trend in AIDS historiography centers the narrative of the epidemic 
on the experiences of people with HIV/AIDS who do not fit the normative image of the young, 
white, gay, cisgender AIDS patient. Cindy Patton’s book Last Served? Gendering the HIV 
Pandemic (1994) examines written representations of women with HIV/AIDS as well as public 
health strategies to prevent the spread of the epidemic among women.12 Beth E. Schneider and 
Nancy E. Stoller’s anthology of essays, Women Resisting AIDS: Feminist Strategies of 
Empowerment (1995) examines the experiences of women living with HIV from a wide range of 
perspectives.13 Contributing authors address the experiences of African-American women, 
activism by sex workers, mandatory testing for pregnant women, lesbian involvement in the 
epidemic, and outreach to women drug users in San Francisco, among other topics. Other more 
contemporary examples of this historiographical trend are Alexis Shotwell’s article “‘Women 
Don’t Get AIDS, They Just Die From It’: Memory, Classification, and the Campaign to Change 
the Definition of AIDS” 14 and Kevin J. Mumford’s Not Straight, Not White: Black Gay Men 
from the March on Washington to the AIDS Crisis (2016).15 Both Shotwell and Mumford take 
10 Jennifer Brier, Infectious Idea: U.S. Political Responses to the AIDS Crisis, (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 2009). 
11 Tamar Carroll, Mobilizing New York: AIDS, Antipoverty, and Feminist Activism, (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 2015). 
12 Cindy Patton, Last Served? Gendering the HIV Pandemic, (Bristol: Taylor & Francis, 1994). 
13 Beth E. Schneider and Nancy E. Stoller, Women Resisting AIDS: Feminist Strategies of 
Empowerment, (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1995). 
14 Alexis Shotwell, “‘Women Don’t Get AIDS, They Just Die From It’: Memory, Classification, 
and the Campaign to Change the Definition of AIDS,” Hypatia 29, no. 2 (Spring 2014): 509-525. 
15 Kevin J. Mumford, Not Straight, Not White: Black Gay Men from the March on Washington to 
the AIDS Crisis, (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2016). 
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important steps in addressing a dearth in historical scholarship focused on the experiences of 
people with HIV/AIDS who do not fit the established image of an AIDS patient. I hope to place 
my research within this growing literature, centering my narrative of the AIDS epidemic on the 
varied experiences of HIV+ women in the San Francisco Bay Area in the 1990s whose stories 
have largely been neglected.  
 
Founded by Rebecca Denison in 1991, WORLD emerged as one woman’s response to 
the lack of community organizations built by and for women like herself. Denison, a white 
college graduate then in her late twenties, initially assumed her HIV diagnosis in 1990 meant “an 
automatic death sentence.” 16  Isolated and confused, Denison struggled to find support groups 
for women with HIV despite the strength of AIDS organizing in the Bay Area.17 The first issue 
of WORLD, published on May 1, 1991, reflected Denison’s personal yearning for a supportive 
and informed community of HIV+ women. She hoped to help women “make the friends that 
sustain them.” 18 Despite this dream of friendship, Denison did most of the organization’s work 
herself in its first year. Without funding, she worked out of her own home and without pay.19 
When asked to narrate WORLD’s origin story to the press, however, Denison highlighted not the 
long hours she’d worked or the newsletter’s economic trials, but rather the uplifting emotional 
journey she had experienced throughout the organization’s first year. In a profile published in 
16 Schneider and Stoller, Women Resisting AIDS, 1995, 195. 
17 Ibid, 196. 
18 Susan Gerhard, “Brave New W.O.R.L.D. : Women with HIV Speak Up Through Berkeley 
Newsletter,” The Bay Guardian. December 2, 1992. Jessea Greenman P.E.R.S.O.N. Project 
Records, 1978-1997. San Francisco History Center, San Francisco Public Library. San Francisco, 
CA. 
19 Women’s AIDS Network Executive Board, “Minutes of WAN Meeting December 1, 1992” 
and “Minutes of WAN Meeting September 1, 1992,” Meeting Minutes, 1991-1993. The Nancy 
Stoller Papers, 1981-1995. UCSF Special Collections. San Francisco, CA. 
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The Bay Guardian in 1992, Denison recounted her own story of renewed purpose and personal 
triumph. Despite the trials of life with HIV and of running an underfunded and fledgling 
organization, Denison felt fulfilled. “Emotionally,” she explained in 1992, “this work has given 
me my life back.’” 20 Editing WORLD had renewed her sense of purpose in a life she once 
thought lost forever. By choosing to structure her own personal narrative around positive 
emotions, Denison set the tone for the newsletter’s subsequent editorial choices. The theme of 
renewed purpose and hope emphasized in her The Bay Guardian feature would emerge countless 
times in the newsletter’s articles in the early 1990s. 
Denison played an active role in the construction of each testimonial, from the selection 
of its narrator to the themes and information highlighted throughout. The newsletter’s first issue, 
Denison explained in our interview, presented an opportunity to incorporate the voices and 
experiences of women of color from the start. Denison’s experience in the anti-nuclear 
movement, which she described as “such a white movement,” provided a cautionary example of 
what not to do: “It’s not cool to create a movement and lay down a culture and then say to other 
people, you should come join this.”21 She actively sought out women of color to join her 
fledgling organization, calling every organization she could think of that might have HIV 
positive women of color as clients and asking whether they might know of someone eager to 
share her story. A case manager at the Mission Neighborhood Health Center in San Francisco 
connected Denison with a woman named Alba who would become the narrator of the 
newsletter’s first testimonial. Denison and Alba met in the back of a café. As Alba recounted her 
20 Gerhard, “Brave New W.O.R.L.D.” 
21 Rebecca Denison, interview by author, Berkeley, April 19, 2020. 
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story, Denison copied it down. “I type really fast,” Denison remembered, “so I just typed 
verbatim what she said and then helped her edit it down.” 22  
This process of recording and transcribing other peoples’ stories was not new to Denison: 
working as an immigration paralegal before her diagnosis, Denison interviewed asylum-seekers 
and helped them transform their stories into the written affidavit for their asylum case. Often the 
process involved editing and translating an oral account from Spanish into written English while 
preserving the integrity of the story itself. Although Denison was heavily involved in the 
construction of the written affidavit, the interviewee needed to feel, at the end of the process, as 
though they had written the story themselves and as though the words on the page reflected the 
essence of the experience they would be questioned about when they took the stand before a 
judge. Denison took a similar approach when meeting with women with HIV whose stories she 
published in WORLD. The stories, she explained, resulted from a “collaborative process” in 
which Denison interviewed the narrator and took notes. After editing the woman’s words into 
about a page and a half, Denison met with the author once again to make sure the language, 
voice, and vocabulary used in the written account matched that used by the testimonial’s author. 
The process of meeting with and composing a testimonial with Denison often allowed women 
who had only recently “come out” as HIV positive to incorporate themselves more fully into the 
WORLD community. Although some women had been involved with WORLD’s support groups 
or programming efforts for years before contributing a testimonial, others shared their stories 
after their first retreat with the organization. Sharing their story represented the first step in a 
journey to being on WORLD’s staff or to becoming a peer advocate for other women with HIV.  
22 Rebecca Denison, interview by author, Berkeley, April 19, 2020. 
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As WORLD grew over the course of the 1990s, the newsletter’s testimonials became 
increasingly thematic and topical. Denison began to match the topics mentioned in each issue’s 
testimonial to the medical information and resources provided throughout the pages of the issue. 
Often, these themes or topics emerged as Denison worked with a woman to construct her 
testimonial. For other issues, the topic of the month emerged as Denison spoke with nurses and 
case managers who identified specific needs and interests of their clients with HIV. Denison then 
sought out a specific woman whom she knew could provide a first-person narrative related to the 
topic in question, whether it be pregnancy and HIV or addiction and recovery. By including a 
testimonial, related medical information, and resources within the same monthly issue, Denison 
translated complicated topics into legible and emotionally resonant stories that WORLD’s readers 
could digest and understand regardless of their proficiency with the English language or degree 
of literacy. Guided by the belief that “people really learn through stories,” Denison aimed to 
present information at about an eighth grade reading level.23 The language and themes that 
appeared in WORLD’s testimonials thus represented an attempt not only to connect women with 
HIV to one another but also to educate the newsletter’s readers through a narrative medium far 
more accessible than the studies published in medical journals or even the fact sheets and 
informational brochures published by other AIDS advocacy organizations. 
Beyond their topical relevance, each WORLD testimonial reflected a similar bent towards 
optimism and a desire to inspire the newsletter’s readers. Each testimonial, whether intentionally 
or, as Denison put it, “intuitively,” reflected authors’ hope to “lift up someone else” just as they 
themselves had been lifted up and inspired by the testimonials printed in previous issues. The 
testimonials provided models for women hungry to understand what it looked like to not simply 
23 Rebecca Denison, interview by author, Berkeley, April 19, 2020. 
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live with HIV/AIDS but to “thrive” with the disease. “If I feel like I can’t survive something, and 
then I see that someone else did it, that lifts me up,” Denison explained. Of the collaborative 
process through which she helped women narrate their stories, Denison says, “I did want it to be 
a positive experience.”24 Denison’s desire to make both the construction and the consumption of 
her newsletter’s testimonials a “positive experience” for women with HIV informed not only the 
content and structure of each testimonial, but the emotional register to which each narrative 
adhered.  
I. Testimonial as Narrative 
Printed on page one of WORLD’s first issue, “Testimonial” by a woman named Alba 
represented the newsletter’s longest article.25 Alba’s testimonial wove indirect references to 
WORLD’s mission between more specific details from the anonymous author’s personal 
experience coming to terms with life as an HIV+ woman. As an artistic expression of personal 
experience, Alba’s “Testimonial” permits analysis as a literary work and features many 
characteristics of normative narrative form. Much like a conventional written story, 
“Testimonial” features the basic elements of traditional dramatic structure: exposition, rising 
action, climax or turning point, falling action, and dénouement or resolution. In her exposition, 
Alba defined her identity: “I am a woman, a Latina, a mother and a grandmother.” The rising 
action begins with Alba’s HIV test and grows as her emotional response transitions from 
disbelief (“I couldn’t believe it! I was sure that it had to be a mistake”) to grief (“I felt so terribly 
sad. It was like I became another person”). She detailed the unraveling of the life she had built 
pre-diagnosis, precipitated by her abandonment by an angry boyfriend. The rising action of her 
24 Rebecca Denison, interview by author, Berkeley, April 19, 2020. 
25 Alba, “Testimonial,” WORLD 1, May 1, 1991. 
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testimonial depicts a period of deterioration eloquently summed up in the sentence, “I think the 
first year is so different, because your mind and soul are sick as well as your body.”  
The climax, or turning point, of Alba’s story arrives suddenly. She wrote, “Then one day 
I decided it was time to begin to put the pieces of my life back together. I realized that there are 
things I want to do on this earth.” This sudden commitment to finding purpose after diagnosis 
stimulates the story’s falling action, in which Alba reconnects with her faith and “internal God,” 
asserts that all women should “become experts about our own bodies,” and declares a 
determination to live and to “grow” despite the lack of “instructions” for how to do so. Finally, 
Alba’s story’s dénouement, or resolution, arrives with a statement of purpose: “I feel like I want 
to do something, to educate people and to reach out to other women who are living with this 
disease.” Her story resolves, ultimately and comfortably, with her assertion of reclaimed identity: 
“Now, finally, I am me again.”  
Alba’s use of dramatic structure, a normative literary form, as the means through which 
to convey the experience of living with HIV transformed this experience into something easily 
understood and consumed. Dramatic structure minimized the uncertainty often associated with 
the epidemic. Though many HIV+ women, faced with a disease lacking adequate or effective 
treatment, lived in doubt and with ambiguous outcomes, the familiar nature of dramatic structure 
transformed this experience into one marked by comforting predictability.  
Over the past twenty years, scholars of HIV/AIDS have similarly analyzed the artistic 
and literary production that emerged from the epidemic as a window into the experiences, 
emotions, and memories of people living with HIV. Ross Chambers provided an early 
contribution to this line of scholarship with Facing It: AIDS Diaries and the Death of the Author 
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(1998).26 Through the theoretical framework of literary criticism, Chambers analyzed the genre 
of AIDS biography in the epidemic’s first decade. Chambers saw AIDS writing as a form of 
revolt in which the author refuses, through the process of witnessing and describing their 
experience, to become a victim of their disease. Chambers further analyzed AIDS writing as a 
process of construction, in which autobiographers construct and make meaning of their 
experiences. This process of construction through artistic production represented a main focus of 
Roger Hallas’s Reframing Bodies: AIDS, Bearing Witness and the Queer Moving Image 
(2009).27 Hallas, a professor of media studies, examined queer AIDS media and activist 
videography in the early years of the epidemic. To Hallas, these cinematic testimonials 
represented attempts to bear witness to traumatic experiences that, by “reframing the 
intersubjective space between the speaking subject and the listening viewer,” defamiliarized and 
disrupt the normative and objectifying media representations of the epidemic and the AIDS 
patient.28 Both Chambers and Hallas understood artistic works produced by people with AIDS as 
active attempts to revolt against both stereotype and the disease itself. Their work examines 
artistic production as a purposeful and intentional process through which people with HIV 
constructed their own experiences and memories and rebelled against normative portrayals of 
AIDS disseminated in the mass media. Alba’s testimonial, through its emphasis of positive 
emotions and personal triumph, represented a similar form of revolt against normative AIDS 
narratives that cast those living with HIV as victims of a terrifyingly uncontrollable disease.  
26 Ross Chambers, Facing It: AIDS Diaries and the Death of the Author. (Ann Arbor: University 
of Michigan Press, 1998). 
27 Roger Hallas, Reframing Bodies: AIDS, Bearing Witness and the Queer Moving Image, 
(Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2009). 
28 Ibid, 9-10. 
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The adaptation of Alba’s story into a literary work further transformed, or reinterpreted, 
the HIV experience by casting its antagonist not as the disease itself, but as grief and self-doubt. 
Typically, “falling action” denotes the portion of a dramatic or literary work in which the conflict 
between the protagonist and the antagonist unravels. In her testimonial’s falling action, Alba, the 
protagonist, regains her “lost confidence” and realizes she “still had [her] faith, and that kept 
[her] going.” Alba’s antagonist, then, is not HIV/AIDS, but her own initial emotional response to 
her diagnosis. Once she has defeated self-doubt, her story reaches a satisfying resolution marked 
by catharsis, purpose, and hope for the future. Alba’s written testimonial transformed an 
experience characterized by uncertainty, fear, and doubt into one easily consumed and 
understood that leaves its readers with a comforting sense that, despite the absence of a medical 
cure, women could defeat the epidemic by prevailing over their own personal and emotional 
weakness. WORLD’s selection of Alba’s narrative as its first printed article foregrounded the 
emotional valence of the organization’s work and reflected the organization’s desire to bring 
comfort to its readers as they navigated an often isolating and confusing life with HIV. 
Over the next five years of the newsletter’s circulation, the testimonials published in 
WORLD adopted the narrative structure first presented in Alba’s story. Authors highlighted their 
personal triumph over emotional distress and urged other women to similarly overcome 
unhappiness and self-doubt.  In the third issue of WORLD published in July 1991, Bonnie W. 
wrote of the deep unhappiness she experienced upon both the receipt of her HIV diagnosis and 
the death of her mother: “I was already deeply depressed when my mother died (I had found out 
about the HIV 6 months earlier) and I really thought this additional pain and anguish would send 
me over the edge.”29 Bonnie detailed how reaching out to those around her and divulging her 
29 Bonnie W., “To Say Good-bye,” WORLD 3, July 1, 1991. 
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HIV status ultimately allowed her to achieve happiness in life. She wrote, “It is the love that we 
share with others that allows us to transcend unhappiness, loneliness, and tragedy in our lives.”30 
Bonnie’s story echoed Alba’s, centering her narrative of living with HIV on her personal victory 
over depression. Likewise, a contributor called “Anonymous M.” wrote in May 1995 of her 
personal victory over sadness. Throughout the testimonial, Anonymous M. highlighted her 
agency in effecting meaningful personal change and growth. She wrote, “It took a lot of hard 
work and a lot of pain before I was able to change my negative thinking. I set my goals high and 
regardless of what may happen, I never give up on my dreams. I’ve come to learn that destiny is 
not a matter of chance, but a matter of choice.”31 The framing of these testimonials as victorious 
battles against emotional turmoil allowed WORLD’s contributors to cast themselves as 
protagonists with agency despite the ultimate impossibility of controlling or fully comprehending 
the HIV/AIDS in the early 1990s.  
Many of WORLD’s early contributors presented their narrative as not merely a story of 
emotional resilience, but a tale of personal growth prompted by their diagnosis. The authors of 
these testimonials portrayed their HIV diagnosis as the catalyst of positive change and the 
antidote to life struggles ranging from drug use to depression. In her January 1992 testimonial 
titled “Positive Gifts,” Debra McCarthy portrayed her HIV diagnosis as not “the end of my life,” 
but “only the beginning.” She explained how only after contracting HIV did she find herself 
capable of defeating the “disease of denial” and the “disease of alcoholism.” In McCarthy’s 
narrative, HIV became a sort of ironic cure. Suzin Gartland, writing in September 1993, credited 
HIV for her own positive personal growth. “My HIV disease,” she wrote, brought her and her 
30 Ibid. 
31 Anonymous M., “Believing in miracles,” WORLD 49, May 1995. 
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children “closer together” and taught her to “look inside and listen… to ‘see’ with my heart.”32 
Gartland did not go quite as far as McCarthy. To her, HIV represented more of a catalyst for 
reflection and self-improvement rather than the cure itself. Gartland wrote, “I am responsible for 
the goodness that has come into my life, but HIV has been a tremendous incentive.” She thus 
cast herself as an actor with agency while nonetheless representing her diagnosis as a positive 
force in her life.  
Other contributing writers found it important to admit their anger and resentment towards 
the disease before acknowledging the positive changes it effected in their lives. In her October 
1993 testimonial “There’ll Be Time to Worry Later,” Teresa acknowledged the newfound 
purpose and motivation characteristic of her post-diagnosis life despite her continued anger at 
having been diagnosed in the first place. She wrote, “I hate this disease, but it has helped me to 
find myself at a time when I thought I knew who I was and where I was going. My life has 
become much more valuable to me and I am filling it up with meaningful experiences and 
relationships.”33 In presenting HIV as a sort of catalyst for positive personal change, the authors 
of these testimonials cast themselves not as victims or as helpless patients, but rather as women 
granted a second chance at achieving personal fulfillment.   
These early WORLD testimonials reflected the limits of the organization’s emotional 
habitus, or the limits placed upon the emotional possibilities expressed by the newsletter’s 
contributing authors. In Moving Politics: Emotion and ACT UP’s Fight against AIDS (2009), 
sociologist Deborah Gould details the role of affect and emotion in the rise and fall of ACT 
32 Suzin Gartland, “Look inside… ‘see’ with my heart,” WORLD 29, September 1993. 
33 Teresa, “There’ll Be Time to Worry Later,” WORLD 30, October 1993 
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UP.34 A former member of ACT UP/Chicago, Gould bases her research on interviews and 
written archival texts. Key to her work is the concept of “emotional habitus,” or “a social 
grouping’s collective and only partly conscious emotional dispositions, that is, members’ 
embodied, axiomatic inclinations toward certain feelings and ways of emoting.”35 Gould 
explains that within this emotional habitus of ACT UP, certain emotions, such as anger and 
optimism, became normalized and celebrated, while others, such as despair, became 
inexpressible. Such a theory helps explain how and why certain emotions, such as hope and joy, 
became characteristic of WORLD’s testimonials, while others, such as grief, became nearly 
inexpressible.   
Gould’s work builds on scholarship within the growing field of “emotions history,” or the 
study of feelings as socially, politically, and historically constructed entities. Emotions history 
emerged in the 1980s, as scholars trained in social or “bottom up” history expanded such 
methodology to incorporate analysis of individual and collective emotional expression.36 Peter 
N. Stearns and Carol Z. Stearns delineated what they termed “emotionology,” or the social 
conventions that ruled emotional expression in a given time and space.37 Stearns and Stearns 
acknowledged that the study of emotionological codes offered a valuable window into the study 
of feelings, but should be paired with further analysis of “emotional expressions across time” so 
as to examine “people’s efforts to mediate between emotional standards and emotional 
34 Deborah Gould, Moving Politics: Emotion and ACT UP’s Fight against AIDS, (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2009). 
35 Gould, Moving Politics, 32.  
36 Susan J. Matt and Peter N. Stearns, “Introduction,” in Doing Emotions History edited by Susan 
J. Matt and Peter N. Stearns (Champaign: University of Illinois Press, 2014), 4. 
37 Susan J. Matt, “Recovering the Invisible: Methods for the Historical Study of the Emotions,” 
in Doing Emotions History edited by Susan J. Matt and Peter N. Stearns (Champaign: University 
of Illinois Press, 2014), 45. 
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experience.”38 Scholars Barbara Rosenwein and William Reddy have analyzed the spatial 
dimensions of such emotional conventions. In her work on the Middle Ages, Rosenwein argued 
“emotional communities,” or spaces and groups that require specific modes of emotional 
expression, often exist in tandem and require individuals to calibrate their feelings as they move 
from one such community to another.39 Reddy called such communities that prescribe and inhibit 
forms of affective expression “emotional regimes.” The most rigid regimes, he explained, forbid 
a range of specific “emotives,” or the words and phrases individuals use to describe their 
feelings. Emotives, Reddy wrote, have power — they “do something to the world.”40 Verbal 
expressions of emotion, he explains, are tools that reinforce, cast doubt upon, or provoke feelings 
themselves; they thus have the power to transform the emotional experiences of both the speaker 
or writer and the listener or reader. Regimes that restrict specific emotives thus limit the power 
of the individual to shape and transform emotional experience.  
The WORLD testimonial, then, with its adherence to a strict and editorially enforced 
emotional habitus, represents one such “regime” or “community” in which participants narrated 
their stories of diagnosis and resilience through the “emotives,” metaphors, and expressions 
prescribed and permitted by the newsletter’s emotionological codes. That is not to say that 
contributing authors did not feel anger or experience a wide range of seemingly unaccepted 
emotions. Rather, authors learned to adapt their descriptions and expressions of such feelings 
within the accepted parameters of the WORLD testimonial’s narrative structure.  
38 Peter N. Stearns and Carol Z. Stearns, “Emotionology: Clarifying the History of Emotions and 
Emotional Standards,” American Historical Review 90 (October 1985), 825.  
39 Barbara Rosenwein, Emotional Communities in the Early Middle Ages (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell 
University Press, 2006).  
40 William M. Reddy, The Navigation of Feeling: A Framework for the History of Emotions 
(2001), 104. 
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Although many of the newsletter’s testimonials do acknowledge the author’s anger, they 
do so in passing or within the story’s “rising action.” In November 1993, Beneva Williams 
Nyamu compiled a list of “some of the angers associated with the possession of this virus” as 
part of her testimonial.41 Many of these “angers” featured a positive spin: Nyamu explained 
feeling frustrated that “people put me in the sick category and discount everything I was, am 
now, and have been prior to becoming infected,” when, in reality, “having this virus has had 
some very positive effects on my emotional and psychological development.” The following 
month, Becky Trotter described the “rage” she “dealt with daily” since her diagnosis. This rage, 
“compounded with grief, sadness and pain,” had not simply disappeared. Nor had Trotter totally 
vanquished these negative emotions. Rather, Trotter suggested her journey of self-improvement 
and acceptance included attempting to move past these feelings: “Through the help of a 
counselor, I process these feelings, but it is an ongoing process.”42 WORLD’s emotional habitus 
thus featured slightly more flexibility than that described by Gould in her analysis of ACT UP. 
Women with HIV clearly felt anger and despair and acknowledged the conditions, both social 
and medical, that contributed to these emotions. Nonetheless, the testimonials published in the 
organization’s newsletter suggest that certain emotions, such as anger and grief, certainly proved 
more difficult to incorporate into the newsletter’s typical narrative structure even if these feelings 
hadn’t become entirely “inexpressible.” The emotional habitus or emotionological codes of the 
WORLD testimonial genre might therefore represent more of an editorial screen privileging 
optimism rather than a communal censorship of pain and negativity. Anger and grief were 
perhaps unprintable, rather than inexpressible.  
41Beneva Williams Nyamu, “Working for hope, healing, prevention, and recovery” WORLD 31, 
November 1993 
42 Becky Trotter, “So let’s talk!,” WORLD 32, December 1993. 
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The newsletter’s editorial influence made itself known in other ways, too. The WORLD 
testimonials’ genre and narrative structure, carefully reconstructed and imitated month after 
month, reflected both the newsletter’s limited emotional habitus and the influence of the 
organization’s strategic messaging. The first two pages of WORLD’s first issue featured a 
welcome message and a personal testimonial. The welcome message described Denison’s 
aspirations for the organization. The message acknowledged the diversity of women affected by 
the epidemic: “Women living with HIV and AIDS represent every race, class, age, and sexual 
orientation.” It asserts women’s right to “services” and “the information we need to make 
decisions in our lives.” It then acknowledged how few opportunities women with HIV have to 
connect with each other, and how isolation often contributes to feelings of loneliness and fear 
among women grappling with a recent HIV diagnosis. These themes reappeared throughout 
WORLD’s first issue, both woven throughout the printed personal testimonial on pages 2 and 3 
and addressed through the publication of articles such as “Gynecological Manifestations of HIV 
Disease” (page 4), a calendar of support group meetings and protest actions, calls for medical 
study participants, and a survey asking readers to “Express Yourself!” The organization’s slogan, 
“You are not alone!”, appeared for the first time on the first issue’s seventh page.  
The welcome message’s themes and even the organization’s slogan itself resurfaced in 
testimonial after testimonial over the course of the organization’s early years. In a testimonial 
titled “Welcome to America!,” ‘Angelica’ described her fears of deportation as an undocumented 
immigrant living with HIV in the United States. Of her decision to share her story, she wrote, “I 
believe that the only way we can end bigotry and abuse is by exposing it. I know there are other 
HIV+ women out there putting up with abuse, shame and isolation. Wherever you are, ‘legal’ or 
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‘illegal,’ nobody deserves to be abused. Reach out. You are not alone!”43 Her inclusion of 
WORLD’s slogan and echo of the organization’s message seemingly reflect the presence of a 
strategic editor.  
The titles of WORLD’s printed testimonials offer the most easily discernible evidence of 
editorial influence over and enforcement of the newsletter’s positive emotional habitus. Printed 
in large font on the front page of each issue, the monthly testimonial’s title allowed the editor, 
presumably Denison herself, an opportunity to craft her publication’s opening message with 
strict adherence to the accepted register of expressible emotions each subsequent article sought 
to convey. Although many testimonials did acknowledge emotions such as anger and grief, their 
titles uniformly carried messages of hope and positivity. Titles including “Look inside… ‘see’ 
with my heart,”44 “Believing in miracles,”45 “Positive Gifts,”46 “Working for hope, healing, 
prevention, and recovery,”47 and “There’ll be time to worry later”48 set the reader’s expectations 
of the article’s emotional register and set the tone for the newsletter’s overarching messaging. 
These titles embraced the newsletter’s discourse of positive thinking to an almost spiritual extent 
and implicitly compared contributing authors’ personal growth narratives to biblical or mythical 
stories of salvation and epiphany. Through these titles, then, WORLD’s editorial staff further 
enforced a narrative of the HIV/AIDS experience contingent on the positive emotional trajectory 
of its author. The strong editorial influence throughout WORLD’s issues suggest the newsletter 
43 Angelica, “Welcome to America!,” WORLD 45, January 1995, 2. 
44 Gartland, “Look inside… ‘see’ with my heart.”  
45 Anonymous M., “Believing in miracles.” 
46 McCarthy, “Positive Gifts.”  
47 Nyamu, “Working for hope, healing, prevention, and recovery.”  
48 Teresa, “There’ll Be Time to Worry Later.”  
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represented not merely a venue for women with HIV to voice their stories, but an active 
participant in the production of their narratives. 
Despite the hopeful and triumphant narratives featured in WORLD, the realities of living 
with HIV as a woman in the early 1990s were far from positive. Women faced not only the 
medical uncertainty of living with an incurable disease, but also the burden of doing so while 
excluded from medical research. Reporting on the Sixth International Conference on AIDS in 
San Francisco for Out Week in 1990, nurse and health advocate Risa Denenberg expressed 
frustration at the conference’s scarcity of presentations on the experiences of women. The 
conference had highlighted women with HIV only when involved in cases of “vertical 
transmission” or as vectors spreading the disease to men. Of the abstracts nominally related to 
women included in the conference’s collection, “over 75 percent” were “really about HIV in 
children.”49 Denenberg criticized the CDC for seeming “willing to study us” only “if we are 
pregnant.” 50 Similarly, despite an “intense debate over how efficiently women transmit the 
disease to men,” few studies examined “what factors predict acquiring HIV from men.”51 
Women thus suffered from a particular politics of blame in which their bodies became sources of 
fear and disease that put both men and children at risk of contracting HIV. Seen as suffering the 
just consequences of promiscuity or irresponsible drug use, 52 women struggled to attract medical 
interest as victims of the disease themselves. 53 Further complicating the experiences of women 
49 Risa Denenberg, “What About Women?” Out Week. July 11, 1990. Survive AIDS—ACT 
UP/Golden Gate Records. James C. Hormel LGBTQIA Center, San Francisco Public Library. 
San Francisco, CA. 
50 Ibid. 
51 Ibid. 
52 Orenstein, “Women at Risk.” 
53 K Kaufmann, “Nancy Stoller: Speaking Out about the Inequities Faced by Women with 
AIDS.” S.F. Frontiers. April 27, 1995. Jessea Greenman P.E.R.S.O.N. Project Records, 1978-
1997. San Francisco History Center, San Francisco Public Library. San Francisco, CA. 
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with HIV, doctors tended to not to recognize pelvic inflammatory disease or other gynecological 
problems as symptoms of HIV infection. 54 The compounded impact of medical bias and 
ignorance meant many women went undiagnosed and untreated much longer than their male 
counterparts. Despite the positive bent of WORLD’s testimonials, the organization’s members 
were not immune to the frustration caused by these injustices and sought out alternate outlets for 
these “unprintable” emotions. 
As WORLD expanded from a newsletter to an organization of activists engaged in 
protest and dissent, the emotional habitus of its newsletter testimonials increasingly contrasted 
with the anger and frustration expressed by members in activist spheres. WORLD’s members 
increasingly engaged with such emotions, calibrating their affective styles as they moved from 
one emotional “community” to another. Even Rebecca Denison, the newsletter’s editor and thus 
the ultimate arbitrator of its emotional limits, leaned into “unprintable” emotions when 
confronted by activists who refused to adequately address the concerns of women with HIV. In a 
letter to the director of the San Francisco AIDS Office in July 1991, Rebecca Denison voiced her 
frustration with the exclusion of HIV+ women from an office meeting about the CDC definition 
of AIDS. In a phone call to the AIDS Office, Denison had requested “the opportunity” to attend 
the meeting and had been informed she needed an “invitation” to do so. When she asked how to 
obtain such an invitation, the office spokesperson told her, “You can’t.”55 Denison wrote, “the 
experience upset me a lot.” San Francisco “has had great difficulties meeting the needs of HIV-
positive women,” she wrote. “If you want to meet our needs, you need to hear our voices” rather 
54 Orenstein, “Women at Risk.” 
55 Rebecca Denison, Rebecca Denison to Sandra Hernandez, Oakland, CA, July 30, 1991. San 
Francisco Department of Public Health AIDS Office Records. San Francisco History Center, San 
Francisco Public Library. San Francisco, CA. 
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than treat women as an “unwelcome intrusion.”56 Denison further embraced conflict in meetings 
of the Women’s AIDS Network, an advocacy organization established in 1984 to support women 
affected by HIV. Members included health care practitioners, social service providers, 
community activists, and political advocates. The organization notably did not include many 
women infected with HIV. In a 1988 draft of WAN’s “Purpose, Mission, Goals and Objectives,” 
a section listed “no PWAs,” or People with AIDS, as both a strength and a weakness of the 
organization. Perhaps sensing this ambivalence to her presence at meetings, as well as the added 
responsibility of regularly being the sole woman with HIV in attendance, Denison did not shy 
away from voicing her concerns and demands. These concerns included the “real problem of 
accessibility for HIV+ women” at the First Western Regional Conference on Women and HIV in 
1991,57 the deaths of original WORLD members, and the “serious financial crunch” in which 
WORLD found itself when planning a retreat in May of 1992.  “We would like to know 
resources and skills that women at WAN can offer to WORLD,” Denison stated at WAN’s 
meeting that month. “We don’t have the postage to send out newsletters right now,” she 
admitted. “We need emergency money.”58 A WAN board member made the organization’s 
limited interest in assisting WORLD known when she admitted that supporting Denison’s 
organization represented a “secondary commitment.”59 Denison had reason to be angry. Within 
spaces not dominated by women with HIV, Denison allowed herself to express the frustration 
and anger seemingly unprintable within the context of the WORLD testimonial.  
56 Ibid. 
57 Women’s AIDS Network Executive Board. Meeting Minutes, November 5, 1991. The Nancy 
Stoller Papers, 1981-1995. UCSF Special Collections. San Francisco, CA. 
58 Women’s AIDS Network Executive Board. Meeting Minutes, May 5, 1992. The Nancy Stoller 
Papers, 1981-1995. UCSF Special Collections. San Francisco, CA. 
59 Ibid. 
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In protests and op-eds, WORLD members similarly expressed their anger at the injustices 
and invisibility faced by women living with HIV. In an article published in the political journal 
Breakthrough in 1993, members of WORLD listed what they perceived as the most pressing 
issues they faced as women with HIV.60 Their demands included access to information and to 
services, reproductive choice, outreach to prostitutes, an end to restrictive immigration policies, 
and, above all else, a cure. The combative tone of the article contrasted sharply with that of the 
newsletter’s testimonials. WORLD members wrote, “a cure for HIV/AIDS is our highest 
priority, and we are fighting for our lives.” They urged others to join their struggle, arguing, “we 
can be victims and hang out waiting to die or we can become actively involved in fighting for 
our lives and for the people we care about.” Echoing the “AIDS activists who went before us,” 
the contributing writers ended their piece with the slogan not of their own organization, but one 
chanted by members of ACT UP: “Silence=Death” but “Action=Life!” 61 Writing for a journal 
with readers presumably beyond the scope of WORLD’s membership, the article’s authors made 
the deliberate choice to fuel their call to action with the “unprintable” emotions beyond the 
emotional habitus of the newsletter’s testimonials.  
The discrepancy between the emotions WORLD members expressed to each other and to 
the outside world emerged clearly in an article published in the San Francisco Bay Times in 1994 
about a protest in support of activists in the Central California Women’s Facility (CCWF) in 
Cowchilla that WORLD members attended in 1994. A crowd of approximately 150 activists 
from six organizations including WORLD and ACT UP loudly voiced their anger at the 
60 WORLD, “Unmasking the Epidemic: Women with HIV Speak Out.” Breakthrough 17, no. 1. 
(Spring 1993): 22-24. Jessea Greenman P.E.R.S.O.N. Project Records, 1978-1997. San 
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inhumane conditions incarcerated women with HIV faced within the Cowchilla women’s prison. 
Protesters “marched down the road as far as the guards would allow, and sent a balloon-borne 
banner sailing over the prison” that read, ‘Medical neglect is murder!’” The combative nature of 
the banner contrasted in tone with the messages of support and camaraderie these same protesters 
called to their allies within the prison: “As loud as they could—trying to send their message 
through the prison walls—the crowd chanted ‘Sisters inside, we love you!’” 62 The crowd, like 
Rebecca Denison and her fellow members of WORLD, seemingly navigated two contrasting 
emotional registers steeped in strategy and self-protection. Despite their seemingly steady 
commitment to positivity when expressing their feelings to other women with HIV, WORLD’s 
members demonstrated deft ability to express themselves within the emotionological rules of 
ACT-UP and the broader HIV/AIDS activist community that not only permitted but also 
encouraged the vocal and tactical expression of anger and pain.   
The members of WORLD thus maintained and protected their own emotional community 
while allowing themselves the freedom to engage with members of alternate communities with 
distinctive emotionological codes. Within their own communal spaces, women with HIV shared 
uplifting messages of optimism and hope. When in communication with those not included in 
this self-regulated community of HIV+ women, WORLD members allowed themselves the 
frustration, anger, and despair they did not voice to one another. Doing so allowed women to 
make demands of those who ignored them and build solidarity with other people living with HIV 
with experiences and concerns similar to, if not identical to, their own. Nonetheless, maintaining 
the integrity and rigidity of their own emotional habitus allowed the women of WORLD to 
62 Marcy Rein, “Poor Medical Care Alleged at Prison Protest.” San Francisco Bay Times. 
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preserve the sanctity and reassuring familiarity of their narratives of personal triumph over self-
doubt. 
By the late 1990s, medical advances had changed the meaning of an HIV diagnosis. 
Although many women continued to die from HIV/AIDS, the disease no longer guaranteed a 
death sentence. The development of protease inhibitors and combination antiretroviral drug 
therapies had once again changed the experience and meaning of living with HIV/AIDS. As 
treatment options expanded for women living with HIV over the course of the 1990s, the 
narrative structure of WORLD’s testimonials began to shift. The authors of the newsletter’s 
testimonials maintained the positive and triumphant tone adopted by their predecessors. 
However, increasingly their stories ended with triumph over the disease itself rather than over 
fear and self-doubt. In her testimonial “A Wonderful Life,” published in December 1997, Tracy 
Davern narrates a story of triumph. Her story, unlike those published in earlier newsletters, relies 
on repeated references to blood work and T-cell counts as proof of such victory. Of a particularly 
happy period of her life, she writes,  “I added Crixivan and started my cocktail party. I watched 
my T-cells rise and rise and my viral load get lower and lower. I became associated with 
organizations, and started speaking and volunteering my time. I met all kinds of people with 
HIV-women, men, young, and old. I met long-term survivors and that always gives me 
inspiration.”63 Dalvern ties her happiness first and foremost to her body’s successful response to 
medication. Her newfound purpose as an advocate and community member, while still important 
to her story of fulfillment, seemingly hinges on the decrease in her viral load. Dalvern’s story 
ends with an ecstatic declaration of health: “Through various decreases and increases of meds, I 
am here to say I’ve beat the odds. My T-cells (are you ready?) are 1,061!!! Do you believe it?!”   
63 Tracy Davern, “A Wonderful Life,’ WORLD 80, December 1997. 
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The next month, WORLD featured a similar story of triumph over illness. Angie, or “Ms. 
Kansas City,” wrote of her positive outlook on life ever since learning that her HIV diagnosis 
didn’t represent an immediate death sentence: “Oh yes, HIV is truly something to live with, but I 
am happy to know I can live.” She, too, provided proof of the positive changes in her life in the 
results of her lab tests. “I am excited about the changes in my life,” she wrote. “I have had bad 
ones too, but right now it’s working. On June 30, 1995 my T-cell count was 234. On triple 
combination therapy it went up over 1,000.”64 In 1998, an artist called JAKO explained that her 
“undetectable” viral load and higher T-cell count had given her “more life.”65 Medications 
allowed her a sort of rebirth not unlike the new beginnings so prominently featured in WORLD’s 
earlier testimonials. Unlike those earlier writers, however, JAKO’s new lease on life did not 
come from a renewed commitment to pursuing her passions or reconnecting with those she 
loved, but from a literal increase of her life expectancy: “It is an amazing feeling to know that 
the medications are extending and improving my life.” Although the emotional habitus of 
WORLD’s testimonials remained the same, the way in which women achieved their happiness 
and success had shifted. 
This shift in the testimonial template proved applicable only to the stories of women who 
had, in fact, successfully increased their T-cell count and warded off harmful symptoms; those 
who could not or did not experience the benefits of these newer treatment options found 
themselves incapable of adopting this newer narrative trend that was grounded in medical, rather 
than emotional, triumph. In a December 1997 testimonial called “Please don’t forget about us,” 
Cheryl Erichsen urged readers of WORLD not to overlook the women with HIV to whom new 
64 Angie (“Ms. Kansas City”), “Living a WORLD of difference,” WORLD 81, January 1998 
65 JAKO, “Young & Positive,” WORLD 85, May 1998 
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treatment options did not represent a new lease on life. Erichsen, a nurse with an 
immunodeficiency disorder unrelated to her HIV status, had decided to “go off my antivirals” 
and to “stop measuring my T-cells and viral load.”66 To Erichsen, medication brought not 
miracles but debilitating side effects. She wrote, “I’d rather live a short time but really be living 
than to live a longer time but merely exist, due to side effects from the drugs.” Erichsen 
reminded her readers that, despite the media’s fixation on the life-saving capabilities of 
medication, “one-third or more of people with AIDS” were “trying to fight but not having any 
success from the new drugs.” “People who are still dying from HIV need our caring and 
support,” she wrote. “We can’t just forget them.” Erichsen ended her testimonial with a passage 
reminiscent of early testimonials published in WORLD. She urged readers to find success and 
personal fulfillment by trying to “overcome the negative things—hate, despair, anger and envy—
that weigh us down” and to “strive to fill each day with all the good, positive things life has to 
offer—joy, caring, humor, and above all, love.” With this message of optimism, Erichsen 
reinforced the parameters of WORLD’s emotional habitus and urged a return to a more inclusive 
narrative structure that allowed women like her to triumph over not illness, but a similarly 
fearsome, albeit abstract, antagonist: despair. 
By the late 1990s, the meaning of HIV and AIDS had shifted. An HIV diagnosis, while 
still rife with uncertainty, no longer meant certain and rapid physical decline. The women of 
WORLD adapted to this changing meaning of HIV, molding their medical success stories into 
the existing template of the newsletter’s testimonials and the organization’s largely preserved 
emotional habitus. Anger and despair, once seemingly inexpressible within the context of the 
66 Cheryl Erichsen, LPN. “Please Don’t Forget About Us,” WORLD 80, December 1997. 
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newsletter’s testimonial, had proved strategic and necessary as the organization increasingly 
engaged in activism. Beyond the confines of the WORLD emotional community, “unprintable” 
emotions became both permissible and essential as women with HIV struggled to dismantle 
barriers to medical studies, services, and treatment. Nonetheless, within the pages of WORLD, 
women continued to narrate their diagnoses and lives with HIV as stories of hope, optimism, and 
triumph. As the decade progressed, longer life expectancy became an increasingly common form 
of tangible evidence of such triumph where none had existed before. Nonetheless, the standard 
narrative structure of the WORLD testimonial remained largely unchanged, even as the meaning 
and outcome of the disease itself had undergone a dramatic transition. The women of WORLD 
had revolted against the uncertainty of the epidemic, creating a space dictated by continuity and 
positivity within a larger context wracked by anger, fear, and unpredictability.  
II. Memory as Narrative 
On April 19, 2020, I conducted an oral history interview with Rebecca Denison, the 
founder and former executive director of WORLD and the sole editor of its newsletter. Our 
interview took place under unanticipated and peculiar circumstances: a month into California’s 
shelter in place order, both Denison and I found ourselves quarantined in our own respective 
homes in the same Bay Area city. Our conversation took place over the videoconferencing 
platform Zoom; far from the methodological ideal, the medium through which we communicated 
served as a constant reminder of the public health crisis raging across the country that had 
already claimed the lives of nearly 170,000 people worldwide by the time of our interview.67 
Over the course of our two-hour conversation, Denison recounted her initial reaction to being 
67 “COVID-19 Coronavirus Pandemic,” Worldometer, May 16, 2020, 
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diagnosed as HIV positive, her search for support groups for asymptomatic women with HIV, 
her interactions with and collaboration with other activist groups, and her decision to establish a 
newsletter that would inform, inspire, and mobilize other women with HIV. Denison spoke of 
the collaborative nature of WORLD’s horizontal structure and democratic approach to 
programming and decision making as the newsletter became a larger organization that facilitated 
a wide range of projects and priorities. Even as Denison remained the sole editor of WORLD’s 
newsletter, the organization began to take on a variety of projects that reflected the diversity of 
perspective and background of its members. Denison spoke of the changing meaning and 
experience of HIV/AIDS upon the emergence of more effective treatments and explained that the 
arrival of such medications proved an ultimately demobilizing factor with the HIV/AIDS 
community. Throughout this narrated account of her time at WORLD, Denison’s focus remained 
the loving, positive, and supportive nature of the organization’s community of women.  
As the founder and executive director of WORLD and the sole editor of its newsletter, 
Rebecca Denison played an integral role in the construction of her publication’s emotional 
register and content. Denison’s memories of her time at WORLD reflect a bent towards 
optimism and positivity not unlike that of WORLD’s testimonials. Denison’s oral history, a 
narrative in its own right, reflects the editorial influence of memory on the emotional context of 
the past. Constructed over decades, Denison’s life story suggests the ways in which WORLD’s 
emotional habitus has embedded itself into Denison’s memories of the HIV/AIDS epidemic. 
Only when filtered and reinterpreted through the framework of the contemporary coronavirus 
pandemic do Denison’s memories depart from the positivity of WORLD’s emotional habitus. 
The present context thus disrupts Denison’s constructed memories of the AIDS epidemic, both 
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allowing and compelling Denison to address the pain and trauma she has seemingly edited out of 
her narrative of the past. 
My oral history interview with Rebecca Denison thus offers an opportunity to examine 
the emotional habitus and legacy of WORLD through yet another narrative source: memory. The 
written testimonials printed in WORLD’s earliest issues were crafted through a conversation 
between Denison and the author; Denison’s narrative formed over the course of a two-hour 
conversation between the two of us. The testimonials’ common adherence to a cohesive 
emotional register reflect the broader mission of the organization; Denison’s memories reflect 
both the joint editorial influence of time and repeated performance as well as her priorities and 
identity at the time of the interview. My analysis of Denison’s narrative thus relies on just one 
specific instance of remembering or performance of memory; nonetheless, it reflects an attempt 
to make sense of not only the past and of the role of WORLD in it, but of the complicated and 
exceedingly confusing moment in which Denison and I constructed this narrative together.  
The production of long-term memory, like that of newsletter testimonials, requires a 
complex process of meaning making, editing, and forgetting. Memories do not necessarily 
reproduce the past in its factual entirety; rather, they reflect the subject’s active, if subconscious, 
attempt to make sense of the past from within the context of the present. Alessandro Portelli 
characterizes memory as not a “passive depository of facts,” but rather “an active process of 
creation of meanings.” Analyzing oral sources, Portelli argues, allows us to examine the 
discrepancies between memory and accepted fact and to uncover the “narrators’ effort to make 
sense of the past and to give a form to their lives.”68 Alistair Thomson understands 
68 Alessandro Portelli, "What Makes Oral History Different," in The Oral History Reader, eds. 
Robert Perks and Alistair Thomson (New York: Routledge, 1998), 38. 
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“remembering” as an active process through which the subject creates “meanings in the social 
and cultural context of the present.”69 Remembering is an action that occurs in the present and 
thus necessarily builds a version of the past shaped by contemporary hopes, fears, and priorities.  
Both Thomson and Portelli analyze draw comparisons between memory and narrative. 
Portelli writes that oral histories such as those he conducts and analyzes are narrative sources in 
their own right; analysis of such sources thus requires a foundation in theoretical framework 
developed in relation to literature and folklore.70 The field of narrative theory offers one such 
framework, providing an interdisciplinary approach that defines narrative as an attempt to 
“create meanings for our lives and coherence in our self.”71 Such narratives are themselves 
constructed through storytelling and performance. “The creation and repetition of the story about 
an event,” Thomson writes, “converts that event into a meaningful experience and consolidates it 
in memory.”72 Each repetition of the story both further ingrains the experience into long-term 
memory and subtly changes the meaning of the experience as the context of the storytelling 
shifts from performance to performance. As the narrator remembers, and especially as they do so 
in the context of an oral interview, they adapt their performance to a specific and intended 
audience. The identity of the interviewer, and the expectations both the narrator and the 
interviewer have of each other, shape the narrator’s performance and thus alter their narrative of 
the past.  
69 Alistair Thomson, “Anzac Memories Revisited: Trauma, Memory and Oral History,” The Oral 
History Review 42 (Winter/Spring 2015): 26. 
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Denison’s narrative of her time at WORLD adheres to the emotional habitus of the 
newsletter’s testimonials. Denison repeatedly highlighted the collaborative and loving nature of 
the WORLD community. She characterized the organizing work and programming conducted by 
WORLD as the result of a dynamic and collaborative process in which every woman had a 
chance to shape the nature of the organization’s work. The organization’s popular retreats grew 
out of conversations among members of a WORLD support group held at The Women’s 
Building in San Francisco. Denison explained that the priorities of WORLD’s members steered 
the organization away from direct action and towards other forms of advocacy. Rather than adopt 
a strict policy agenda, WORLD allowed its members to “follow their vocation” and to create 
programs in response to the needs and interests of its members.73 She admitted that, although 
initially she “thought we would do more marching in the street kind of stuff,” she soon realized 
that many WORLD members had negative responses with such forms of direct action due to 
cultural or personal experiences foreign to Denison: “a lot of the women were like, my people 
got beaten with dogs and batons when they marched in the street, I don’t really want to do that 
kind of activism.”74 Rather, the organization’s focus shifted to “building coalitions” and to 
getting women with HIV a “seat at the table” where decisions were being made.75 Denison’s 
narrative suggests that WORLD’s flexibility with regard to programming and strategy expanded 
opportunities for activism to women for whom the more aggressive and direct tactics of other 
organizations might have proven inaccessible or unappealing. Even when she briefly expressed 
regret at the organization’s lack of a cohesive policy agenda, Denison quickly adjusted her 
interpretation of the past and came to peace with WORLD’s horizontal structure: “I don’t 
73 Rebecca Denison, interview by author, Berkeley, April 19, 2020. 
74 Ibid. 
75 Ibid. 
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honestly feel like I was being very strategic and I beat myself up a lot about that. But actually, as 
I’m talking to you, what was nice about it was women really got to pursue what they were 
passionate about. I don’t think anybody felt like they had to do a particular thing.”76 With this 
pivot from regret to acceptance and positivity, Denison edited her perception of the past to fit the 
emotional register of the narrative she was in the process of performing.  
Although, when asked, Denison acknowledged that conflict must have existed among the 
women of WORLD, she noted that it does not feature prominently in her memories of her time 
with the organization. While responding to a question about differences among the treatment 
plans adopted by WORLD’s various members, Denison countered the assumption of tension 
among women experiencing different health outcomes from treatment in the late ‘90s that had 
been implicit in my question. She explained, “It’s not that we didn’t have conflict, because we 
did, but it’s just not what rises to the top for me in terms of what I remember.”77 Denison’s 
narrative does not eliminate conflict, rather it generalizes and blurs moments of tension to such 
an extent that they fade to the background and only appear upon explicit questioning. When 
asked about how WORLD formed an inclusive community, Denison answered, “If somebody 
was explicitly racist or homophobic or unkind in some way, I tried to address it. I probably 
would be more likely to do it privately than publicly.”78 This response, both hypothetical and 
vague, at once acknowledges that such moments of intolerance must have occurred and indicates 
that they do not belong among the key events that structure Denison’s memory narrative. Scholar 
Naomi Norquay writes, “What we deem as not worth remembering is as important to identify 
76 Ibid. 
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construction as what we do remember, what we do include, and what is worth remembering.”79 
Denison’s inability to recall or to describe specific instances of conflict points to the positive and 
joyful nature of her narrative in general. Norquay writes, “Forgetting is the effect of an active 
process which can involve denial, refusal discrediting, silencing and omitting.”80 Forgetting 
might be understood, then, as the result of a process just as active and meaningful as 
“remembering.” Forgetting occurs once the subject has edited certain elements out of their 
constructed narrative of memory. Alistair Thomson explains that we might edit such moments 
out of memory as a sort of coping mechanism that allows us to “manage our lives effectively by 
focusing on important tasks and memories.” Thomson writes, “Mental good health requires us to 
forget much more than we remember.”81 Denison’s omission of specific instances of conflict or 
of pain and grief more generally from her narrative of the AIDS epidemic may allow her to 
manage the present more effectively. 
Denison’s characterization of the HIV/AIDS activist community in the Bay Area as 
loving and supportive extended beyond WORLD; Denison had equally fond memories of 
interactions with members of ACT UP and the Women’s AIDS Network. Denison credited the 
people she met in ACT UP for coming up with WORLD’s name, supporting her financially 
(“My first hundred dollars came from ACT UP”), and enabling her to attend a conference on 
AIDS and women in Washington, DC. The members of the Women’s AIDS Network, an 
advocacy organization made up primarily of female health care practitioners and social service 
providers working with AIDS patients, appeared equally favorably in Denison’s narrative of the 
79 Naomi Norquay, “Identity and Forgetting,” The Oral History Review 26 no. 1 (Winter/Spring 
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epidemic. Denison called the members of WAN “wonderful,” “amazing,” and “so excited” at the 
prospect of a newsletter they could pass along to their female patients.82  In Denison’s memories, 
the network of activists in the Bay Area in the 1990s built supportive and collaborative 
relationships across organizations and strategic priorities. She explained, “I think the AIDS 
community is a very loving, very accepting, very nonjudgmental community. Beyond women, 
the AIDS community, it’s a community of people that are used to being really marginalized and 
treated like shit. And we were like, no, we are going to love on you, we are going to love on each 
other.”83 Denison’s representation of the HIV/AIDS activist community contrasts with 
historiographical emphasis on AIDS activist anger and on discord and conflict among the activist 
community. 
Recent scholarship of the HIV/AIDS epidemic has highlighted the divisions and conflict 
among various networks of activists, often in an attempt to disrupt the hegemonic 
historiographical representation of AIDS activists as a cohesive community of white, middle-
class, gay men with uniform priorities and tactical approaches to activism. As the 1990s wore on, 
disparities between white, gay, male, middle class activists and women and activists of color 
became increasingly apparent within activist organizations. Jennifer Brier analyzes the 
splintering of New York’s chapter of ACT UP as demonstrative of broader debates about the 
priorities and meaning of AIDS activism. While some, namely members of the Treatment and 
Data Committee (T & D), thought getting “drugs into bodies” should be ACT UP’s ultimate 
goal, others pointed to the exclusionary nature of expensive drugs and called for intersectional 
activism that explicitly acknowledged the role of racism, sexism, and class inequality in 
82 Rebecca Denison, interview by author, Berkeley, April 19, 2020. 
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perpetuating the epidemic. Brier argues that ultimately ACT UP’s direct action failed to produce 
“the conditions under which all people with AIDS would receive treatment.”84 Peter Cohen 
analyzes how these schisms pointed to the varied class backgrounds of activists within 
organizations like ACT UP. Cohen examines how class shaped ACT UP’s tactics. He argues that 
the AIDS epidemic provoked a “class dislocation” for white middle class gay men by limiting 
their ability to pass as straight and by forcing them to identify with a stigmatized group. ACT 
UP’s members, primarily white middle class gay men, came to AIDS activism with certain 
expectations of the privileges and entitlements their class status implied. Their class privilege 
made them far more comfortable working with government officials than women and people of 
color. Cohen argues that their class status also encouraged a more cautious approach to direct 
action that preserved members’ ability to maintain their “high-paying professional jobs” and that 
did not seek to overthrow existing institutions.”85 Within ACT UP, certain committees reflected 
the influence of class privilege more than others: Treatment and Data’s collaboration with 
pharmaceutical companies and government agencies notably reflected a willingness to “work on 
the ‘inside’” and presents, to Cohen, “the strongest evidence of the extent to which the class style 
of middle-class men came to dominate the group’s tactics.”86 Scholarship by Cohen, Brier, and 
others that highlights the divisions among and disagreements between AIDS activists contrasts 
with Denison’s memories of cohesion and harmony among her peers.  
Only when she filtered her memories through the coronavirus pandemic did Denison’s 
memories veer into negative territory and include references to death, trauma, and despair. She 
84 Brier, Infectious Ideas: U.S. Political Responses to the AIDS Crisis, 159. 
85 Peter F. Cohen, “’All They Need’: AIDS, Consumption, and the Politics of Class,” Journal of 
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used coronavirus to explain the painful parts of the epidemic that she had seemingly filtered out 
of her master narrative of the epidemic. Towards the end of our conversation, Denison spoke of 
the impact of protease inhibitors and improved treatment options on the WORLD community. 
She explained that the arrival of more effective medications revealed more explicitly than ever 
before the vast differences in privilege and resources among WORLD’s members. Whereas 
some women took the medications and went back to work and to otherwise stable middle class 
lives, others faced lingering issues that medications could not remedy, from food instability to 
discrimination, that HIV/AIDS had simply exacerbated. To explain this phenomenon, Denison 
turned to a social media post about the coronavirus pandemic that had been circulating among 
her friends and family online: “My cousin posted this thing on Facebook today and she’s like, 
I’m so tired of people saying about coronavirus, we’re in the same boat. She’s like, we are not in 
the same boat. We are in the same storm. Everybody’s in a different boat depending on their 
resources and the support they have. […] I think when the medications came back, a lot of the 
class differences, the educational differences, made the boats more different than they were 
before.”87 Denison’s comparison of AIDS to COVID-19 serves as a mechanism through which 
to explain how institutional racism and social inequality led to disparate infection rates among 
different population sectors in the 1990s and reflects a similar, if opposite, comparative tendency 
adopted by the U.S. news media in the spring of 2020.  
The pandemic of coronavirus/COVID-19 has provoked a renewal of cultural interest in 
the legacy of the AIDS epidemic. Journalists have stoked this interest with articles drawing 
comparisons between the mysterious and alarming spread of AIDS in the 1980s to the rapid 
growth of coronavirus cases throughout the United States. An article published by USNews on 
87 Rebecca Denison, interview by author, Berkeley, April 19, 2020. 
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April 29 featured interview snippets with male public health officials and activists. Titled “For 
Those Who’ve Lived Both, COVID-19 Carries Echoes of the Early AIDS Crisis,” the article 
drew explicit parallels between the rapid social changes wrought by both diseases: “Seemingly 
overnight, the terms ‘safe sex’ and ‘AIDS hysteria’ became part of the national lexicon, just as 
the COVID-19 pandemic has added ‘social distancing’ ‘shelter in place’ and ‘quarantine dreams’ 
to our present-day vocabulary.” “Face masks,” the article declared, “are the new condoms.”88 
Throughout the end of March and April of 2020, the New York Times alone published a slew of 
articles about the epidemic, nearly all of which centered the perspectives and experiences of the 
members of New York’s chapter of ACT UP. A profile of Larry Kramer, a famed early AIDS 
activist, published on March 28, 2020 recounted Kramer’s decision to write a play about 
survivors of AIDS in the age of COVID-19, the newest American plague.89 A week later, the 
paper published the article “For H.I.V. Survivors, a Feeling of Weary Déjà Vu,” a piece similar 
in content and form to the earlier USNews article that compiled interviews with several well-
known AIDS activists including Peter Staley and David France.90 France, the director of the 
2012 documentary “How to Survive a Plague,” penned his own article celebrating the legacy of 
ACT UP published in the Times’s magazine on April 13. The hosts of the New York Times 
podcast Still Processing discussed France’s documentary on April 16, aiming to “apply its 
88 Joseph P. Williams, “For Those Who’ve Lived Both, COVID-19 Carries Echoes of the Early 
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lessons to the Covid-19 crisis.”91 The characterization of France’s documentary as a model 
through which to understand the AIDS epidemic should not go unchallenged; scholar Jih-Fei 
Cheng has criticized France’s documentary as an example of mainstream media’s erasure of the 
contributions of women and people of color to AIDS activism and of its overall commodification 
of the epidemic.92 Nonetheless, each of these comparisons points to an attempt to understand the 
current moment through narratives of activist struggle and success during the AIDS epidemic.  
Many of these recent articles also reflect an attempt to call attention to COVID-19’s 
disproportionate impact on people of color and low-income communities by drawing attention to 
the similarly disproportionate rates of infection during the AIDS epidemic. David France 
commented in one New York Times article, “Pandemics never hit fairly.” COVID-19, he pointed 
out, while seemingly unlike AIDS in that it is not “confined mostly to a despised population,” 
nonetheless has been “most heavily concentrated […] in neighborhoods that are filled with 
people who are not rich and are often black and brown.”93 Wesley Morris, critic and host of the 
podcast Still Processing, remarked, “the people who are still suffering most greatly with AIDS 
and HIV are black people and Latinos, and those are also the same people dying 
disproportionately right now of COVID-19.”94 These articles look to the past to illustrate and 
contextualize the inequality of the present; they thus represent a refraction of Denison’s use of 
91 Wesley Morris and Jenna Wortham, produced by Hans Buetow, “How to Learn from a 
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the present to help explain and unearth memories of the discrepancies among women’s 
experiences of HIV/AIDS in the 1990s.  
In the final moments of our conversation, Denison spoke to the emotional and 
psychological toll the coronavirus pandemic had had on people with HIV who had lived through 
the AIDS epidemic of the 1990s. She explained that the government’s relatively quick response 
to the spread of COVID-19 over the course of the past few weeks had caused many people with 
HIV to be “very, very triggered right now” as they understood that “we could have had the 
resources to mobilize more to save people’s lives but because it was marginalized people, we 
didn’t bother. But now that it’s anybody who went on a cruise can have it, now we’re mobilizing 
resources.”95 She used the term “triggered” again a few moments later as she explained that the 
present pandemic had provoked “trauma” among the HIV/AIDS activists forced to confront their 
memories of a time when “people we knew died every week” and when “every time the Bay 
Area Reporter came out once a week, you turned to the obituary page to see how many people on 
that page you knew.”96 Both the similar experience of constant loss and the faster response by 
the US government to the current health crisis provoked specific and powerful memories of pain 
and grief. Alistair Thomson writes of “moments when a smell, taste, or image will trigger a 
powerful though not always clear or coherent memory of an earlier time in our life. The physical, 
sensory elements of the original experience have lingered in memory–not necessarily in the same 
region of the brain that remembers the event–and the sensory cue now elicits that associated 
memory.”97 Although Thomson referred to sensory elements such as specific smells or flavors, 
95 Rebecca Denison, interview by author, Berkeley, April 19, 2020. 
96 Rebecca Denison, interview by author, Berkeley, April 19, 2020. 
97 Thomson, “Memory and Remembering in Oral History,” 83 
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one could extend such an argument to include emotional sensations that, once experienced, 
remind the subject of similar emotional experiences of the past that have been filtered out of 
long-term memory. The death and grief of the coronavirus pandemic, then, had acted as a cue 
eliciting memories of the death and grief of the health crisis of the 1980s and 1990s. These 
emotions had been utterly absent from the narrative of the AIDS epidemic that Denison had just 
performed for me before we began to discuss the current outbreak of disease. By using the 
intense emotion of the present to frame her narrative of the past, Denison allowed herself to 
access and reinterpret elements of her past experience that she had, over time, edited out of her 
positive and joyful account of the early years of WORLD.  
 
 
Although representative of distinct historical moments and narrative genres, the 
testimonials printed in WORLD in the 1990s and my recent interview with Rebecca Denison 
suggest the extent to which narratives construct the past, the present, and their relationship to one 
another. By composing their testimonials in a standard narrative form and by adhering to a 
positive emotional habitus, the women of WORLD transformed the uncertainty and despair of 
life with HIV in the early 1990s into possibility and hope. Their stories reinterpreted the present, 
allowing contributing authors and readers alike to reformulate their experiences of HIV/AIDS to 
mirror the narratives of personal triumph and positive change published within the pages of 
WORLD. Decades later, Denison’s constructed memories of her time at WORLD suggest the 
lingering and persistent influence of these stories on her understanding of the past: Denison’s 
narrative featured an emotional bent toward positivity evocative of that adopted by the authors of 
WORLD’s testimonials.  
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The past and the present are mutually constructive. As journalists and public health 
officials increasingly turn to the AIDS epidemic in an attempt to understand and make sense of 
the pandemic of coronavirus/COVID-19, the stories they unearth and the stories they construct 
will undoubtedly reshape not only our understanding of the past but our experience of the 
present. Diseases, like memories, are socially constructed; my analysis of the lingering presence 
of WORLD’s emotional habitus among Denison’s memory narrative of the past points to the key 
role that such stories play in the construction of pandemics. As we seek to understand the 
ongoing public health crisis, we must think carefully about whose stories we choose to narrate 
the present and upon which histories we construct our experience of the now.  
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In his introduction to Epidemics and Ideas, Paul Slack calls to revive the study of social 
history of epidemics, wanting to show how societies cope with, react to, and interpret crises of 
disease. He reviews historian Richard Evans’ notion of the “common dramaturgy” to all 
epidemics, which states that human society responds to mass infection through an inherent 
response mechanism.1 Disease presents common dilemmas - including decisions on how the 
disease is transmitted, whom it infects, who is to blame, and incites common responses. 
Furthermore, Slack suggests that the society’s understanding of infection, interpreted through 
different social, cultural, and political contexts, shapes the specificity of these responses. Such 
variables of understanding include the novelty of the disease, violence of infection, geographical 
and social incidence, and the ‘disease-environment’ preceding the epidemic.  
The contemporaneous cholera epidemic in Haiti presents itself an opportunistic case study 
to test Slack’s proposals.  A large number of primary sources exist from a variety of voices; 
therefore, the intent of my discussion will be based from a series of Haitian newspaper articles, 
blogs from Haitian medical providers, and press releases from international aid organizations. 
Such evidence can support whether the common dramaturgy to epidemics – as organized by Slack 
– is relevant in the contemporary Haitian epidemic. Secondly, these sources can help explain
specific responses that establish the individuality of this disease episode based off the variables of
which Slack provides. Finally, these analyses can be used to discuss the limits of Slack’s (and
history’s) attempts to compartmentalize society’s reactions to disease.
I. 
As a disease spreads through society, it provokes a set of universal questions: how is this 
disease contracted, by whom is it transmitted, and who should be blamed? Slack suggests that 
common responses to these dilemmas are observed, including (1) separation from the locale of 
1	  Slack,	  Paul.	  “Introduction.”	  In	  Epidemics	  and	  Ideas:	  Essays	  on	  the	  Historical	  Perception	  of	  Pestilence,	  edited	  by	  Terence	  
Ranger	  and	  Paul	  Slack,	  1-­‐20.	  (New	  York:	  Cambridge	  University	  Press,	  1999).	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infection and the infected; (2) identification of disease carriers, followed by stigmatization and 
labeling as scapegoat; and (3) belief of these scapegoats that the epidemic is a consequence of 
plots by their enemies. Whereas the cholera epidemic in Haiti has certainly provoked these same 
questions, the Haitian population has not always responded in the same general manner for which 
Slack argues. At the same time, the epidemic has not yet finished its scourge in Haiti and such 
responses may have yet to be fulfilled.2  
Soon after the outbreak was announced, fear of the disease and its sources grew; 
additionally, so had efforts to separate oneself from the contagion. A Health Cluster Bulletin 
published by the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) noted that, around the first month 
anniversary of the outbreak, people suffering from other illnesses started to refuse hospitals visits 
in fear of contracting cholera at the facility.3 Valerie Amos, the UN under-secretary-general for 
humanitarian affairs, further confirmed these behaviors, quoting, “…people are deeply suspicious, 
they are deeply worried. Even those who want to seek treatment sometimes are prevented from 
doing so. They are worried about the response they may get from their neighbors.”4 However, 
movement away from the infection may be limited as the epidemic progresses if there are few 
places to relocate. This is a possibility in Haiti for the families living in the more urbanized areas 
of Haiti. Since the January 12th earthquake, over 1.5 million Haitians have been displaced from 
their homes and are living in “refugee” camps. Attempts to flee the disease are futile. Many 
Haitian sources express the financial limitations and social oppression of the common peoples, 
especially relating it to the state of politics and recent natural disaster. In contrast, the Dominican 
Republic has begun to make separations from the disease - not by flight, but by expulsion. Within 
the fifth week of the epidemic, voices from the Dominican Republic expressed feelings of 
xenophobia. Reports of Dominican neighborhoods exiling cholera-positive Haitians demonstrate 
much less tolerance for the disease than is being observed in Haiti.5 While Slack may have over 
generalized in his comments by saying that flight from disease was a common response, he may 
have been more correct by suggesting that populations will respond to disease by distancing 
themselves from the source of infection – whether by fleeing a location or exiling a population.  
2	  Slack,	  “Introduction,”	  3.	  	  
3	  Pan	  American	  Health	  Organization,	  “Situation	  Overview,”	  Health	  Cluster	  Bulletin.	  3(19	  November	  2010):	  1-­‐3.	  
4	  Nguyen,	  Katie.	  “Haiti	  election	  unrest	  restricts	  aid	  operations	  –	  UN	  relief	  chief.”	  Alertnet,	  December	  9,	  2010,	  accessed	  
December	  11,	  2010,	  http://www.trust.org/alertnet/news/haiti-­‐election-­‐unrest-­‐restricts-­‐aid-­‐operations-­‐un-­‐relief-­‐chief/	  
5	  Rateau,	  Jackson,	  “Xenophobie	  exacerbee	  des	  Dominicains	  contre	  les	  Haitiens.”	  24	  November	  2010.	  4(19)	  pg	  3.	  	  Haiti	  
Liberte,	  November	  24,	  2010,	  3.	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A second common response to an epidemic is the identification of those infected and a subsequent 
stigmatization of this population, often foreigners or unpopular minorities. Haiti demonstrates this 
response with a slight modification. The public readily admits, “the cholera victims come from the 
destitute slums and huts of peasants - dispossessed, impoverished, and lured by false hopes to 
work at the capital.”6 However, they place little, if any, blame on the “paupérisée,” and instead, 
seek a source of higher authority to 
blame. The common peoples have 
blamed the peacekeeping forces from 
the United Nations Stabilization 
Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH) for 
bringing the disease to their country.7 
The specific military contingent 
receiving the charges is based in 
Mirebalais. A majority of these 
peacekeepers come from Nepal, 
coincidentally, a country that has also 
recently been plagued with cholera.8 
The public voice, via local newspapers, has adamantly expressed current discontent concerning 
neo-colonialism, especially about the recent occupation of foreign military forces: “ …had he [the 
poor] asked any UN force to occupy his country to the point of demand, with knife at throat, for 
exorbitant amounts of money and notoriety? After that, its citizens have been so many victims of 
crimes, abuses, summary executions, humiliation, spread of disease, etc. The price of this 
occupation, who brings to Haiti all the ills of the world, comes down to a catastrophic loss like no 
6	  Dupont,	  Berthony.	  “L’ieqgalite	  devant	  les	  catastrophes!”	  24	  November	  2010.	  Haiti	  Liberte,	  November	  24,	  2010,	  2.	  	  
7	  Mission	  des	  Nations	  Unies	  pour	  la	  Stabilisation	  en	  Haiti	  (MINUSTAH).	  In	  June	  2004,	  this	  mission	  was	  authorized	  after	  the	  
president	  of	  Haiti	  was	  exiled	  as	  a	  consequence	  of	  several	  armed	  conflicts	  occurring	  in	  various	  cities	  throughout	  the	  country.	  
The	  original	  goal	  was	  to	  secure	  a	  stable	  environment,	  promote	  clean	  politics,	  strengthen	  governmental	  institutions,	  and	  
protect	  human	  rights.	  After	  the	  January	  earthquake,	  however,	  MINUSTAH	  forces	  and	  goals	  were	  expanded	  to	  support	  quick	  
recovery,	  reconstruction,	  and	  stability	  efforts.	  Taken	  from:	  “MINUSTAH	  Background,”	  United	  Nations	  Stabilization	  Mission	  
in	  Haiti,	  lasted	  modified	  2010,	  http://www.un.org/en/peacekeeping/missions/minustah/background.shtml	  
8	  A	  piece	  published	  in	  the	  New	  England	  Journal	  of	  Medicine	  on	  December	  9th	  by	  a	  team	  of	  U.S.	  and	  Haitian	  scientists	  have	  
confirmed	  that	  cholera	  was	  probably	  imported	  by	  the	  Nepalese	  peacekeepers	  in	  MINUSTAH.	  Taken	  from:	  Walton,	  David	  
and	  Louise	  Ivers.	  “Responding	  to	  Cholera	  in	  Post-­‐Earthquake	  Haiti,”	  New	  England	  Journal	  of	  Medicine,	  accessed	  December	  
11,	  2010,	  http://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMp1012997.	  	  
Figure	  1.	  Local	  crowds	  protest	  against	  MINUSTAH	  forces,	  blaming	  
them	  for	  carrying	  the	  disease	  into	  Haiti.	  From:	  Haiti	  Liberte,	  Dec.	  
15th,	  2010.	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other, threatening the very existence of the nation.”9 Whereas Slack implies that society often 
assigns the scapegoat label upon the main carriers of the disease, this is not quite the case in Haiti. 
As cholera targets the poor and over 78% of the population lives on less than $2 a day, the 
majority of the population are exactly those at risk.10 Public politicians are hesitant to blame, and 
even seek to defend, MINUSTAH forces in the dialogues offered by newspapers; yet, they have 
failed to silence the majority’s opinion of placing blame on a group of higher authority. Slack is 
correct in the latter part of his assertion by saying blame is placed on foreign and/or minority 
populations, of which the Nepalese MINUSTAH forces are both.  \ 
A third component in Slack’s support for a “common dramaturgy” is that the stigmatized 
party will deny their role in the spread of the disease and, more specifically, will denounce the 
blame as a conspiracy theory. After deadly riots that protestors threw stones at the Nepalese and 
verbally assaulted them for the believed infection of the country, the MINUSTAH published a 
press release that affirmed; “The way events unfolded suggests that these incidents were politically 
motivated, aimed at creating a climate of insecurity on the eve of elections. MINUSTAH calls the 
people to remain vigilant and not be manipulated by enemies of stability and democracy in the 
country.”11 Vincenzo Pugliese, a spokesperson for MINUSTAH, also reflects a similar sentiment, 
“Someone is hiding behind all this. People do not have the means to communicate and organize 
things like those questions to which we are witnessing. There is someone who handles it. It is 
clear; this is part of a plan.”12 Both of these sources demonstrate and support a common response 
of denial, suggested by Slack.  
II. 
Slack provides a list of common dilemmas shared by all societies when confronted with a 
biological epidemic and identifies common responses to such dilemmas, as discussed in Part I.  
Through our very brief analysis, we can see that it is difficult to accurately anticipate the response 
of a unique society on the basis of these generalized guidelines. Slack then presents another idea: 
collective responses to epidemics develop different profiles, depending on the society’s particular 
9	  Rateau,	  Jackson.	  “La	  mise	  a	  prix	  de	  l’existence	  d’Haiti.”	  Haiti	  Liberte.	  December	  15,	  2010.	  3.	  	  
10	  Slatten,	  Pal	  and	  Willy	  Egset.	  “Poverty	  in	  Haiti.”	  2004,	  accessed	  on	  December	  19,	  2010,	  
http://www.mpce.gouv.ht/povertyinhaiti.pdf.	  
11	  MINUSTAH.	  “MINUSTAH…	  déplore	  les	  actes	  de	  violence	  contre,”	  16	  November	  2010.	  Accessed	  December	  12,	  2010,	  
http://minustah.org/?p=27724.	  	  
12	  Herz,	  Ansel.	  “Les	  troupes	  d’occupation	  accusées	  d’importer	  le	  cholera.”	  Haiti	  Liberte.	  December	  1,	  2010.	  7.	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social, cultural, and political contexts and how these contexts interpret the epidemic presence of 
disease. Such variables of interpretation which Slack identifies as significant include: (1) the 
novelty and familiarity of disease, (2) the violence inflicted by disease, (3) the geographical and 
social incidence, and (4) the ‘disease-environment.’ I will discuss these variables in relationship to 
the profile of Haitian response.  
Haiti was a country untouched by cholera until this current epidemic proliferated 
throughout its virgin landscape. Slack suggests that challenges posed by epidemics are much 
different depending if the disease is coming fresh 
to the country, has been witnessed in the past, or 
exists as an endemic infections or persistent 
chronic disease.13 Although nurses and medical 
staff often misdiagnosed the first complaints of 
cholera victims in the Artibonite region as a 
“suspected outbreak of severe diarrhea and 
vomiting” and focused early suspicions on 
typhoid, it only took two days to identify the true 
causal agent and to engage in rapid-action medical 
interventions.14,15 In being a novel experience, the 
cholera epidemic is not recalling pre-existing 
myths and beliefs about the infection. As quoted 
from Hôpital Albert Schweitzer (HAS) – one of 
the first hospitals to receive cholera patients – 
“the public information program by the Ministry 
of Health, the local Rotary clubs, and the HAS 
field staff appear to have been effective, as 
13	  Slack,	  “Introduction,”	  5.	  
14	  Rawson,	  Ian.	  “Disease	  Outbreak	  in	  Haiti’s	  Aribonite	  Region.”	  Hopital	  Albert	  Schweizter	  Haiti,	  October	  20,	  2010.	  Accessed	  
December	  11,	  2010.	  http://hashaiti.blogspot.com/2010/10/disease-­‐outbreak-­‐in-­‐haitis-­‐artibonite.html.	  	  
15	  The	  WHO	  provided	  a	  “time-­‐tested	  management	  protocol,”	  based	  off	  the	  experience	  of	  this	  international	  public	  health	  
agency	  with	  past	  epidemics	  and	  outbreaks	  of	  cholera.	  There	  are	  cautions	  that	  medical	  practitioners	  might	  have	  been	  
misguided	  by	  these	  protocols	  and	  believed	  them	  to	  be	  the	  most	  effective	  route	  to	  treat	  cholera	  in	  Haiti,	  while	  ignoring	  
strategies	  of	  advanced	  medical	  training	  and	  community	  education	  to	  decrease	  the	  incidence	  and	  spread	  of	  the	  cholera	  
bacillus.	  There	  is	  evidence	  that	  this,	  however,	  is	  not	  the	  case;	  training	  programs	  for	  Haitian	  medical	  practitioners	  and	  
educational	  interventions	  of	  the	  community	  have	  complemented	  the	  strictly	  biomedical	  protocols,	  and	  are	  received	  
efficiently	  by	  the	  population.	  	  
Figure	  2.	  “What	  to	  do	  when	  someone	  has	  diarrhea	  
and	  vomiting.	  A	  poster	  distributed	  by	  community	  
health	  workers	  in	  mid-­‐November	  as	  part	  of	  a	  cholera	  
education	  campaign.	  From:	  
http://sanitationupdates.wordpress.com/	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patients come to the hospital early in the course of the disease.”16 Additional health promotion 
activities have been provided on the community level, often in the well-established networks of 
churches, to reinforce these public information campaigns.17  The measure of this success is 
demonstrated by the frequent and accurate explanations of cholera from several newspaper outlets 
and even the young-adult Internet blog, VwaJen.18 Sadly, though, these messages are restricted in 
effect, given the dire straits of poverty and the inaccessibility to sanitary water experienced by a 
majority of the population, especially when 70% of the population does not have access to potable 
water.19 Whereas newspapers and blogs are able to demonstrate that they have accommodated the 
messages of sanitation, they also explicitly recognize the population does not have the means to 
make substantial changes, “the living conditions in Haiti are almost medieval. There is no 
electricity, no drinking water, public transport is in a state of extreme dilapidation, and housing 
problems have reached the limits of hell, especially in the city of Port-au-Prince.”20 The novelty 
of the disease has allowed the commonplace to accommodate standardized health messages; 
however, inherent poverty and unsanitary conditions confound the potential benefits of this 
variable. 
To view the epidemic in a more “three-dimensional” format, Slack argues that it must be 
placed in the context of the country’s “disease-environment” and be related to background levels 
of morbidity and mortality. Haiti’s response to the cholera epidemic receives impetus by its 
previous and ongoing struggle with disease and public health.21 The concerns of greatest relevance 
16	  Rawson,	  Ian.	  “Cholera	  containment	  and	  prevention	  message	  getting	  out.”	  Hopital	  Albert	  Schweizter	  Haiti.	  27	  October	  
2010.	  Accessed	  December	  11,	  2010.	  http://hashaiti.blogspot.com/2010/10/for-­‐past-­‐several-­‐days-­‐new-­‐cases-­‐of.html	  
17	  Pan	  American	  Health	  Organization,	  “Situation	  Overview,”	  Health	  Cluster	  Bulletin.	  1(11	  November	  2010):	  1-­‐3.	  
18	  “VwaJen,”	  (Jen’s	  Voice)	  is	  the	  first	  virtual	  hub	  in	  Creole	  created	  for	  the	  youth	  of	  Haiti,	  developed	  in	  close	  collaboration	  
with	  the	  UNICEF	  Youth	  Section	  in	  New	  York	  and	  the	  Children’s	  Radio	  Foundation,	  and	  is	  meant	  to	  transmit	  the	  voices	  of	  the	  
Haitian	  youth	  and	  provide	  them	  with	  valuable	  information.	  The	  radio	  pieces,	  short	  essays,	  photos,	  and	  videos	  included	  on	  
the	  website	  were	  produced	  over	  the	  course	  of	  several	  mini-­‐series	  hosted	  by	  UNICEF,	  which	  allowed	  youth	  to	  acquire	  skills	  
to	  express	  opinions	  and	  learn	  about	  dynamics	  of	  policy-­‐making	  and	  democratic	  representation.	  Starting	  on	  Octboer	  25th,	  
blogposts	  have	  frequently	  preached	  the	  importance	  of	  basic	  hygienic	  behaviors	  and	  of	  seeking	  medical	  treatment.	  Taken	  
from:	  http://vwajen.voicesofyouth.org/.	  Accessed	  December	  12,	  2010.	  	  
19	  Varma,	  Monkia	  Kalra.	  “Woch	  nan	  soley:	  The	  denial	  of	  the	  right	  to	  water	  in	  Haiti.”	  Health	  and	  Human	  Rights	  Journal:	  
10(2):68-­‐89.	  	  
20	  Bruzzone,	  Roberto.	  “Un	  bout	  d’Afrique	  Noire	  pauperisee	  au	  centre	  de	  l”Amerique	  Latine.	  Haiti	  Liberte.	  November	  15,	  
2010.	  7.	  	  
21	  Haiti	  is	  a	  country	  beset	  with	  a	  host	  of	  health	  related	  issues:	  in	  2002	  it	  was	  ranked	  101/127	  countries	  based	  on	  quality	  
and	  quantity	  of	  potable	  water,	  in	  2007	  it	  had	  the	  lowest	  life	  expectancy	  in	  the	  Western	  Hemisphere,	  an	  had	  appallingly	  high	  
infant	  and	  maternal	  mortality	  rates	  when	  compared	  to	  the	  rest	  of	  Latin	  America	  and	  the	  Caribbean	  (57	  per	  1,000	  live	  births	  
and	  630	  per	  100,000	  live	  births,	  versus	  22.2	  per	  1,000	  live	  births	  and	  82.8	  per	  100,000	  live	  births,	  respectively).	  The	  rate	  of	  
HIV/AIDS	  incidence,	  although	  on	  the	  decline,	  is	  still	  the	  highest	  in	  the	  Latin	  America	  with	  1.9%	  of	  the	  population	  having	  
been	  infected	  in	  2008.	  Tuberculosis	  is	  endemic	  to	  the	  country	  and	  is	  one	  of	  the	  highest	  causes	  of	  death,	  second	  behind	  
HIV/AIDS.	  Taken	  from	  Pan	  American	  Health	  Organization.	  “Data	  and	  Health	  Statistics.”	  2010.	  Accessed	  Dec	  15,	  2010.	  
http://new.paho.org/hq/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=220&Itemid=317	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to the locals are that of premature death, malnutrition, and deadly infectious diseases, as conveyed 
through this opinion: “While in this country even thousands of children die at birth and thousands 
more never reach their fifth birthday; while plagued by hunger and death that follows, before the 
disastrous earthquake.”22 Haitians understand that these issues are caused by deficient sanitation 
systems, poor nutrition, and inadequate health services, as their country ranking last in the western 
hemisphere in health care spending. As a result, Haitians interpret their poor disease-environment 
to be a consequence of national governmental ignorance. They express,  “History has bequeathed 
to Haiti inequality, dictatorship, corruption, and extreme and persistent poverty, which all 
contribute in their way for the Haitian government's failure to provide clean water to the 
population.” The population, therefore, views cholera as another reason to believe in the failure of 
the government, expecting that the government will maintain status quo and do little to relieve the 
symptoms of the populace; “The consequence: a vicious cycle of contaminated water 
consumption, ineffective public hygiene, health crises and recurrent underlying all the foregoing, 
chronic poverty and deeply rooted. 23“ Upon recognition of a poor disease-environment and 
understanding it as the fault of governmental disregard, the population responds with a heightened 
campaign of popular skepticism that carries criticisms of current politicians and election 
candidates. A reporter claims that they, the local citizens, have been ignored by the politicians and 
are “people trampled by leaders who promote their own well-being,” and later suggests that, 
“Maybe other more lucrative targets are being pursued by our leaders, and [this ignorance] 
contributes to the Haitian genocide.”24 Additionally, a recent anti-imperialism movement, 
representing large swaths of Haitians, has voiced similar concern. This organization criticizes the 
corrupt and greedy government of allowing first-world countries to develop neo-colonialist regime 
within Haiti and to rape it of it’s natural resources, while simultaneously preventing development 
of important infrastructure that would benefit the indigenous population. Furthermore, this 
movement threatens the imminent presidential election with boycotts, despite the desperate need 
for it’s complete representation if the movement’s favored presidential candidate is to win. 
As the disease began to infect more people and desecrate previously untouched regions, the 
Haitian population started to associate cholera with characteristics of violence and aggressiveness, 
and continue to do so presently. Such belief is observed through short excerpts of various 
22	  Brazzone,	  Roberto.	  “Un	  bout	  d”Afrique	  Noire	  pauperisee.”	  7.	  	  
23	  Auken,	  Bill	  Van.	  “Manifestants	  abattus	  en	  Haiti.:	  Haiti	  Liberte.	  November	  24,	  2010.	  15	  
24	  Michel,	  Herve	  Jean.	  “Le	  cholera	  poursuit	  ses	  ravages	  en	  Haiti!”	  Haiti	  Liberte.	  December	  15,	  2010.	  8.	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newspaper articles in which authors tend to personify the movements of the disease. For example, 
when the disease came to the country, it was like “when a fire broke out.”25 The spread of the 
disease was described with aggressive 
features as “it [would] not rest to 
propagate at it’s accelerated pace.” 
The headlines of one news article 
proclaimed, “The Cholera continues 
it’s devastation of Haiti!” while 
including graphic images of patients 
whose bodies lay defenseless, 
scavenged by cholera.26 Furthermore, 
Haitians believe (and several 
epidemiological investigators have 
confirmed) the cholera epidemic to 
have been brought to the country by 
MINUSTAH forces and, therefore, 
recognize cholera as the agent of 
attack by foreign forces. Such perceived “violence” of this disease has been internalized by the 
population whom seek to respond. The general reaction has been a reciprocal one, one of violence. 
Riots have plagued various cities while protestors throw rocks and explicit curses at MINUSTAH 
forces, blaming them for transporting the disease across country borders. These protests have not 
ceased in their frequency or intensity, having further destabilized the country by inhibiting normal 
function of local businesses and by exacerbating tensions with the foreign occupying forces. As a 
local reporter narrates, “if nothing is done to calm the ardors of those fools… cholera will continue 
to decimate the population while pouring blood in the same occasion”27 He accurately 
characterizes popular sentiment - as long as fears are perpetuated by the violent infection of 
cholera, the locals will act out with an equivalent level of aggression.  
The geographical and social incidence of a disease is the final contextual variable that 
Slack suggests elicits a society’s unique response to a disease. This variable is assessed by what 
25	  Pasmantier,	  Deborah.	  “Cholera	  en	  Haiti:	  une	  epidemie	  importee.”	  Haiti	  Liberte.	  December	  1,	  2010.	  7.	  
26	  Michel,	  Herve	  Jean.	  “Le	  cholera	  poursuit	  ses	  ravages	  en	  Haiti!”	  Haiti	  Liberte.	  December	  15,	  2010.	  8.	  	  
27	  Michel,	  Herve	  Jean.	  “Le	  cholera	  poursuit	  ses	  ravages	  en	  Haiti!”	  Haiti	  Liberte.	  December	  9,	  2010.	  14.	  
Figure	  3.	  "Cholera	  continues	  it's	  devastation	  of	  Haiti!"	  A	  headline	  
photograph	  from	  the	  Dec.	  15th	  issue	  of	  Haiti	  Liberte.	  Victims	  are	  
kept	  in	  cholera	  tents,	  officially	  termed	  “Cholera	  Treatment	  
Centers,”	  and	  which	  have	  been	  constructed	  next	  to	  health	  
facilities	  to	  overwhelming	  demand.	  	  From:	  Haiti	  Liberte,	  Dec.	  15,	  
2010.	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biases the disease holds against certain populations. In the case of Haiti, cholera has inflicted pain 
upon the poor of both the urban slums and the rural hinterlands. As cholera has become 
understood as a disease of the masses - a disease of the poor, the squalor, and the dirty – the 
population has come to the recognition that they cannot rely on their national government to 
provide them with necessary resources. In response, the population has taken up the response to 
rely on international governmental organizations and aid groups to provide them with the financial 
and provisional resources to combat this disease.28  In the blogs released from hospitals within 
Port-au-Prince, there are constant pleas for assistance, specific requests of supplies, and unceasing 
thanks for donations already made. A recent blog states, “It takes about $22 to save the life of a 
child from cholera… I think you will agree that $22 is not very much money to keep a child alive 
and give her back to her mother… Let’s splurge. It’s the right thing to do.”29 It is obvious these 
pleas for help are not being made to the Haitian population, as $22 is about half of the average 
Haitian’s monthly salary; instead, such requests reflect a desperate hope that outside donors are 
their only source of materials. Haiti not only expresses an expectation of individual philanthropy, 
but also of the supply of medical professionals, whether through non-governmental institutions or 
informal volunteer networks. They have expected, and since received, a large battalion of Cuban 
doctors who treat 40% of all cholera cases and “make benefit not only to patients, but also the 
Haitian medical staff, [the Cuban doctors] having their medical skills at the highest level. They 
are even helping the campaign of prevention of disease, held in schools by the government and in 
collaboration with UNICEF.”30,31 Ironically, and almost hypocritically, it is this response that 
delivers Haiti into a perpetual cycle of international reliance, although the population 
simultaneously demands independence from colonial and neo-colonial bounds.  
While evaluating sources that expressed the current opinions of the Haitian population, I 
noticed a reoccurring variable that influenced their response of which Slack did not include within 
his guidelines. The physical environment and, more specifically, the occurrence of natural 
28	  In	  the	  previous	  paragraphs	  about	  other	  variables,	  the	  inequalities	  experienced	  by	  the	  cholera	  epidemic	  have	  already	  
shown	  to	  implicate	  a	  multitude	  of	  responses.	  It	  has	  contributed	  to	  political	  discontent,	  to	  violent	  responses	  against	  
international	  forces,	  and	  has	  limited	  the	  implementation	  of	  educational	  messages.	  Clearly,	  the	  social	  incidence	  of	  cholera	  
does	  not	  insinuate	  one	  specific	  response.	  In	  this	  paragraph,	  I	  seek	  to	  offer	  a	  novel	  response	  of	  the	  population	  that	  derives	  
from	  the	  unequal	  incidence	  of	  cholera	  and	  has	  not	  yet	  been	  discussed	  within	  the	  framework	  of	  previous	  variables.	  	  
29	  Frechette,	  Rick.	  “Cholera	  and	  Riots.”	  NPH	  Saint	  Damien	  Hospital	  Haiti.	  November	  22,	  2010.	  Accessed	  December	  11,	  2010.	  
http://saintdamienhospital.nph.org/	  
30	  Busseien,	  Tony.	  “Haiti:	  jusqu’ou	  ira	  l’arrogance	  des	  Etats-­‐Unis?”	  Haiti	  Liberte.	  December	  8,	  2010.	  7.	  
31	  On	  November	  14th,	  2010,	  Cuba	  provided	  800	  additional	  doctors	  and	  nurses	  to	  Haiti,	  in	  addition	  to	  the	  medical	  forces	  
already	  present	  in	  response	  to	  the	  January	  12th	  earthquake.	  Taken	  from:	  Auken,	  Bill	  Van.	  “Manifestants	  abattus	  en	  Haiti.”	  
Haiti	  Liberte.	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disasters have also appeared to hold influence over the general response of the Haitian majority. 
The chilling memory of the January 12th earthquake, which killed over 230,000 citizens and 
displaced 1.5 million, is frequently recalled within the Haitian dialogue. The more recent hurricane 
Tomas also inflicted a great deal of damage upon an already hurting population. A Haitian reporter 
suggests there is an “inability of the Haitian popular consciousness to understand and explain the 
phenomenon of the earthquake as being purely natural and not the expression of the will of any 
spirit of a god or God Almighty who punishes sinners in general (emphasis added).”32 The 
repeated occurrences of natural disasters have imposed a fatalistic mood upon the population and 
called into question their belief of an otherworldly deity. Their dialogue and questions reveal a 
sense of defeat, doubt, and pessimism; “Haiti still unable to get up, to cope with the unleashing of 
nature… How is it that a country like Haiti can never get out, rain or shine, and that we have the 
distinct impression that the country is regressing rather than moving forward?”33 The population 
had been primed with a fragile sense of confusion and upon invasion of the cholera bacilli, the 
stability of the public’s consciousness fractured. As a result, the response of the population 
oscillates between anger and despair, resignation and rage, all while trying to place blame and find 
security. The unprecedented magnitude of the previously discussed reactions, such as malcontent 
with national governance and violence directed towards international force, has been the direct 
response of a population primed with fatalistic views and a brittle spirit incurred by repeated 
natural disasters. 
III. 
It is evident that the current Haitian cholera epidemic has initiated a reaction characterized 
as violent, intense, and largely as a conduit to exhibit distaste of national and international 
governance. Slack proposes that these epidemic profiles are unique to every society and are reliant 
on how the disease interacts with the populace. He continues to state that variables of novelty, 
disease-environment, geographical and social incidence, and violence of the disease are significant 
in the profiling the society’s response. Although Slack’s offerings are not quite complete, as he 
does not use society’s previous experience with natural disasters within his examples, his methods 
of analysis can be used to support the presumption that a society’s unique response to disease 
32	  Michel,	  Herve	  Jean.	  “Le	  cholera	  poursuit	  ses	  ravages	  en	  Haiti!”	  Haiti	  Liberte.	  December	  9,	  2010.	  14.	  
33	  Lanctot,	  Jacques.	  “Vivement	  une	  revolution	  a	  Haiti!”	  Haiti	  Liberte.	  15	  November,	  2010.	  8.	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arises from its ability to explain the infection when informed by the present-day socio-cultural 
context. In truth, Slack may have been limited by the length of his volume to be fully 
comprehensive, as I have experienced the same dilemma in trying to qualify a complex process 
within a finite space. 
Using a variety of primary sources, I have attempted to make sense of the Haitian response 
to the recent cholera epidemic by observing the ways the disease interacted with the social, 
cultural, and historical background of this country.34 During this, I have struggled to associate one 
response with only one variable. For example, violence perpetrated against MINUSTAH forces 
was not solely a reflection of the violence that cholera wrecks on an individual’s body – it was 
also a result of historical bitterness held against imperialist forces and, although not discussed, of 
the current day abuses that MINUSTAH has inflicted upon Haitian citizens. Responses do not 
delineate from one specific variable, nor can one response be separated from another, just as the 
social, political, cultural, and historical factors of a country do not function as separate entities. 
Instead, the dynamic relationships between the suggested variables constructed a unique 
perception of cholera, specific to Haiti, and initiated a complexity of responses interdependent on 
one another.  
Additionally, I compared Haiti’s experience with the ‘common dramaturgy’ of events that 
Paul Slack had proposed. Again, I discovered that any attempt at generalization could never be 
met with full success. A society’s experience with disease – or any conflict in general – is a multi-
dimensional process that cannot be reduced to two dimensions of cause-and-effect or to a linear 
sequence of events.  
In his article Cholera and Colonialism, David Arnold presents: 
“Like any other disease, [cholera] has in itself no meaning: it is only a micro-organism. 
It acquires meaning and significance from its human context, from the ways in which it 
infiltrates the lives of the people, from the reactions it provokes, and from the manner in 
which it gives expression to cultural and political values.”35 
In conclusion, the Haitian experience has demonstrated how historical and present-day 
governmental rule (or lack thereof), combined with inherent poverty and sickness, exacerbated 
34	  This	  affair	  has	  been	  especially	  interesting	  to	  observe	  because	  it	  is	  the	  first	  time	  cholera	  has	  encroached	  upon	  Haitian	  
borders	  and	  new	  meaning	  is	  being	  given	  to	  the	  epidemic	  each	  day.	  It	  should	  be	  recognized	  that	  that	  profile	  of	  the	  disease	  
established	  in	  this	  essay	  may	  be	  entirely	  different	  than	  the	  profile	  it	  will	  possess	  at	  the	  end	  of	  its	  reign,	  whenever	  that	  may	  
occur.	  	  	  
35	  Arnold,	  David.	  Cholera	  and	  Colonialism	  in	  British	  India.	  Past	  and	  Present.	  1986;	  113(1):	  118-­‐151.	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with recurrent and abusive natural disasters, and a diversity of other contextual variables has 
endowed a certain profile upon the cholera bacilli. The responses to this disease have included a 
failed uptake of educational hygiene messages, not limited by traditional beliefs but by deficient 
resources; violent episodes between the Haitian majority and UN forces; a continued reliance on 
international aid; a criticism of nation government; and an unstable, victimized social 
consciousness.  
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Index. 
Cumulative cholera cases reported as of epidemiological week Dec 5-11. Number of reports 
cases are represented from highest-lowest by a red to yellow gradient, respectively. Total cases as 
of December 11th is 106,610. Blue dots represent cholera treatment facilties and green circles 
represent a 5 km radius (1 hour walking distance) from cholera treatment center. Data from 
Ministere de la Sante Publique et de la Population.  
Cumulative cholera deaths reported as of epidemiological week Dec 5-11. Number of total 
reported deaths are represented from highest-lowest by a dark-green – light green gradient, 
respectively. Total reported deaths as of December 11th is 2,276. Blue dots represent cholera 
treatment facilities and green circles represent a 5 km radius (1 hour walking distance) from 
cholera treatment center. Data from Ministere de la Sante Publique et de la Population.  
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Number of new cases and overall fatality rate from October 20th to December 15th. Number 
of cases represented on left-hand axis and percent fatality represented on right-hand axis. Data 
from Ministere de la Sante Publique et del la Population.  
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In the 1950’s, the question of polio as a disease that could be eradicated was still 
unanswered and the struggle to develop a vaccine was the frenetic backdrop for the biomedical 
field. Culture and daily life was infused with narratives and metaphors that attempted to control 
and understand the illness. “Rear Window” directed by Alfred Hitchcock was an example of a 
product of this ambience and though it never explicitly names polio it is infused with concepts 
and elements of the disease. The themes that course throughout the film reinforces and reflects 
certain archetypes developed to solidify the flexible and mutable nature of this feared health 
problem.  
Primarily, polio is depicted through the main character, Jeff, whose situation of 
immobility becomes the catalyst of the conflict and provides the direct visual and tangible link 
between the actuality of polio. Paralysis became the visual indicator of “victims” of polio. Jeff 
with his cast and wheelchair throughout the entirety of the film epitomizes this sense of inability 
to move freely as someone who was formerly active and traveled frequently. Stagnancy 
frustrates Jeff throughout the film and he voices this sense of physical imprisonment. Trapped in 
his apartment, Jeff begins to become a “Peeping Tom” by spying into the windows of other 
tenants. Lisa remarks on this behavior saying, “ Jeff if you could only see yourself ... it’s 
diseased”. This language clearly attempts to medicalize Jeff’s condition as more than an accident 
but a chronic ailment that has penetrated his system. Polio’s specter also appears in Jeff’s care-
taking. Every day, Jeff has the nurse covered by his insurance plan come and help him 
rehabilitate. The procedures of massaging, stretching, and testing his temperature reflects the 
methods utilized frequently to mitigate the symptoms of polio. This is furthered by the 
suggestions of the nurse, especially in terms of Jeff’s temperature, the nurse states, “bathing 
beauties have not raised your temperature”. Polio often was believed to lower libido and sexual 
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desire implying this for Jeff’s only strengthens a connection between his current predicament and 
the epidemic that seems to be   spreading fear across the American populace. Not only this but 
Jeff’s cast can also be read through the lens of a reference to polio and the desire to not address 
the reality of the illness. Jeff wears a cast throughout the film that impedes his movement. On the 
cast someone has written, “Here lies the broken bones of Nathan Jeffries”, demonstrates the 
equation of constant and unchanging condition of his “broken” state. As almost a eternal 
sentence, the phrase proposes the   main phobia surrounding polio which was permanent 
disability, a stagnancy of physical state.  
 Atmosphere and setting indicate references to polio in the film, in the opening scene it is 
a balmy summer which is witnessed by the thermometer, couples sleeping outside, close ups of 
sweating foreheads, and children playing in the spray of fire hydrants. Polio was often viewed as 
a seasonal ailment that occurred during the summer months and particularly contracted by the 
young. The opening scene constructs this environment which remains the same only until the 
final scene of the film. Hence, context for the action allows for the film to be constantly 
permeated by polio as a thematic element in Hitchcock’s tapping into the fears of the American 
public. For example, it is not only Jeff’s that seems to be limited in terms of movement or 
impaired. Mr. Thornwalt’s wife, the victim of the murder that propels the plot, is constantly in 
bed and referred to as “an invalid”. Her lack of physical mobility makes her an easily covered up 
case. Thornwaldt is able to construct his alibi around her condition by sending her to “the 
countryside” as an excuse for her disappearance. This practice of sending the sick away has often 
been used as an attempt to control disease. Polio victims often were sent to locations where they 
could be more easily cared for by staff then by family members who worked. Virtually everyone 
in the film initially does not discredit this alibi which hints at the normality of this occurrence 
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within this place and time. Therefore, polio once again figures in as the current narrative that 
propels the thriller.  
 The antagonist in the film, Mr. Thornwald, acts as another reflection on the polio 
epidemic as a pertinent cultural narrative. Thornwald, on the eve where Jeff observes him 
leaving and returning multiple times to the apartment mirrors the depiction of polio in newsreels. 
Dark, trench coat wearing, and shadowy specter who comes and goes without any sense of 
predictability appeared through film throughout the era in order to stir up concern for protecting 
children from polio. eerily set in the dead of night, the sense that this occurrence could happen 
anywhere is remarked upon by Jeff and it is furthered by the the incredulity that the others have 
when Jeff tries to convince them that a homicide has happened in this neighborhood. Narratively, 
this coincides with the metaphors of polio as this silent unseen threat that has not been monitored 
or controlled to be able to be conquered by the surrounding community. 
 Overall, the thematic elements that harken to the general cultural phenomena attached to 
polio. Stagnancy versus mobility acts and echoes across all the subplots and actions of the 
characters. Jeff’s fear of Lisa not being able to be a suitable wife for she is stagnant in her social 
status and does not have the ability to travel to exotic locales and risk her life on his expeditions 
as a freelance photographer. ironically, when it finally comes to the point where the necessity to 
break in and enter into Mr. Thornwald’s apartment, Jeff is immobile and must allow for Lisa, the 
gendered female, to have agency. This tension is heightened in the scene and demonstrates once 
again how Jeff’s handicap robs him of the volition and movement to carry out his mental 
machinations. Polio gains a phobic quality because it does happen to have this element of 
marring the body physically but leaving the mental capabilities intact. “The prison” of the body 
that Jeffs constantly complains about reinforces the reading of his ailment as a reference to 
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polios. Built around this key issue, “Rear Window” gains its powerful impact by reconstructing 
the ambient fears of the American public at this time in regards to the polio disease and 
uncertainty of vaccination. Hitchcock pulls from this context to explore what troubles and 
disturbs the american psyche yet, as Shell mentions seems to address the reference in a 
circumspect and veiled manner. The facade or veneer that allows the distance between the actual 
conditions of the culture and narrative to the specific disease seems to be a common response at 
this time to the unknown. To mitigate fear, people avoided directly identifying and naming polio 
and this similar approach appears in Hitchcock’s filming. What seems to be the ambiguity in 
Hitchcock is whether this is a critique of how fear and terror are relegated and dealt with or is it a 
manifestation of Hitchcock’s own desire to not confront polio head on when it happened to be at 
the height of contention. Hitchcock’s film only furthers this phantom tangibility in the American 
society in regards to a disease that now escapes the public eye and has become the illness of a 
developing world. The vocabulary utilized during its height obscured its ability to be dealt with 
properly and this has made the situation slightly more difficult as the world tries to find the 
language to continue a dialogue that has left modern Western society.   
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Introduction 
There is much that academics have taken it upon themselves to study, and also much 
that they have not. To the extent that the attempt to learn is an attempt to elucidate the truth, it 
seems unfathomable for our truth-seeking capacities to encompass the entirety of human 
experience, present and past. And yet, what the academy fails to study is often indicative of more 
than the inherent catch-22 in which we find ourselves. Factors of identity, and of the hierarchy of 
important or less important truths, inevitably make themselves evident when one attempts to 
examine those which have never had the chance to gain a justified worth to academic study. In 
this paper, I will examine the literature and lack thereof on the matter of reproductive rights and 
its fraught relationship to HIV/AIDS. I will look both to that research which demonstrates an 
absence of sufficient literature into this topic, while also historiographically examining two 
articles within that quantitatively lacking literature. From an examination of this epistemological 
gap and those worthy attempts to fill it, I will hypothesize that the gap is produced by factors of 
vulnerability pertaining to the demographics of that group which falls at this intersection, as well 
as definitional inadequacies in the language of rights.  
 
HIV/AIDS 
 HIV/AIDS is an acronym for acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) which is 
triggered by human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). The first case of what we understand as the 
modern epidemic most likely occurred in the 1930s, with the most rapid spread during the 1970s. 
1The first public report of AIDS was on June 5, 1981, and came as part of the Morbidity and 
Mortality Weekly report from the Center for Disease Control in Atlanta, USA. The identification 
1  Whiteside, Shaun. HIV/AIDS: A Very Short Introduction. Oxford University Press, 2017. 
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came from doctors reporting severe cases in high numbers of a previously rare types of 
pneumonia and tumor, named Pneumocystis carinii and Kaposi’s sarcoma, respectively. 
Furthermore, patients subject to these reports were overwhelmingly young homosexual men, 
hemophiliacs, blood transfusion recipients, intravenous drug users.2 Within a year, it was clear 
that the partners and infants of those infected were also contracting it. That same year, 1982, the 
name AIDS was agreed on and the CDC began to develop a more concrete clinical definition. 
The acronym AIDS served as an accurate descriptive of how it manifests: once acquired, it 
creates a deficiency in the immune system, and is therefore more a syndrome than a disease. 
Even once understood as such, however, there was great ambiguity about the cause, spread, and 
treatments for it. A virus was determined as the most probable origin, and the hunt for this virus 
began with international scientific collaboration. By 1982, the Institut Pasteur in France 
identified the virus as Lymphadenopathy, or LAV. In 1984, the National Cancer Institute in the 
US isolated and named the virus HTVL-III. 3 
 It was soon after understood that the disease, or syndrome as it can be more accurately 
described, crossed from primates to animals and is therefore part of the category of such diseases 
called zoonoses. It is the deadliest pathogen to have crossed in this way.  Beyond this initial 
cause, however, great hysteria grew around the issue of human transmission, particularly in its 
identification as a “gay man’s disease.”4 The metaphors around the disease largely revolved 
around this identification, with those who were not gay men taking great precaution when the 
risk of contact with the blood and bodily fluid of a gay man was a possibility.5 The 
2  Whiteside, Shaun. HIV/AIDS: A Very Short Introduction. Oxford University Press, 2017. 
3 ibid 
4 ibid 
5   Whiteside, Shaun. HIV/AIDS: A Very Short Introduction. Oxford University Press, 2017. 
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understanding of how it was spread, namely through blood and bodily fluids, did not solve the 
challenge of reducing transmission. Initially the response was to improve blood safety, provide 
condoms, and encourage safe injecting practices. Thee technical precautions did not suffice, and 
it was evident that changes in behavior would also be necessary. The behavioral monitoring of 
those at risk was riddled with biases against the groups which were most vulnerable to it, 
particularly since these groups of gay men and intravenous drug users already suffered extreme 
prejudice. As this was happening, the effort to find an effective treatment continued, and the 
development of antiretroviral therapies (ART) was finally announced at the 1996 International 
AIDS Conference in Vancouver.6  
 The long-term effect that the epidemic had and has on the globe is not yet completely 
known. On the 25th anniversary of ART’s development, 20 million people had already died and 
40 more million were currently living with it. It is now known that it is most commonly 
transmitted through sexual intercourse, followed by mother-to-child infection, sharing drug 
injecting equipment, and in health care settings with contaminated blood or instruments. In one 
sense, the disease is now understood. It has been named, it has been responded to with policy 
from government and non-government entities, and its representation in metaphor and discourse 
is great.7 The number of factors that typically shape representation of disease have manifested in 
domestic, educational, and material culture of class, market, and space. The role of the state has 
also come into question as it did before – either through negligence or a harmful entrance into 
the private lives of its citizens. The mere fact of response to and representation of a disease does 
not, however, indicate efficacy or accuracy of either. Neither of these encompasses the breadth 
6 ibid 
7 ibid 
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of those actually vulnerable to it, and as Alan Whiteside concludes in HIV/AIDS, A Very Short 
Introduction, “vulnerabilities, like the epidemic, will be differentiated. The poorest bear the 
burden.” 8(21) 
 
Reproductive Rights 
To understand how reproductive rights may intersect with HIV/AIDS, it is necessary to 
have parameters and a definition for the former category. The definition most referred to 
originated at the International Conference on Population and Development, which took place in 
Cairo in 1994. The conference hosted 179 countries, with eleven thousand attends that included 
activists, NGO representative, government representatives, and representatives from 
international agencies. They adopted a twenty-year Program of Action which stands as the 
primary document framing contemporary discourse on population and reproduction. It marked, 
as Lara Knudsen argues in Reproductive Rights in a Global Context, a “new consensus shift …  
that governments have a responsibility to meet individuals’ reproductive needs, rather than 
demographic targets.”9 (6) Importantly, it determined the new consensus on what reproductive 
rights actually entailed, articulated as the following: 
 “[R]eproductive rights embrace certain human rights that are already recognized 
in national laws, international human rights documents and other consensus 
documents. These rights rest on the recognition of the basic right of all couples and 
individuals to decide freely and responsibly the number, spacing and timing of their 
children and to have the information and means to do so, and the right to attain the 
8 Whiteside, Shaun. HIV/AIDS: A Very Short Introduction. Oxford University Press, 2017. 
9 Knudsen, Lara. Reproductive Rights in Global Contexts: South Africa, Uganda, Peru, Denmark, United 
States, Vietnam, Jordan. Vanderbilt University Press, 2006. 
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highest standard of sexual and reproductive health. It also includes their right to 
make decisions concerning reproduction free of discrimination, coercion and 
violence, as expressed in human rights documents.”10 
 
This definition of these rights, naturally, does not guarantee the experience of possessing them, 
nor does it necessitate that those states who offer them will enforce a system of justice in 
protecting them. Within the more verbose language of that definition, the right to “decide freely 
and responsibly the number” stands in for what in praxis may be considered access to services 
which terminate pregnancy. The “information and means to do so” stands in for comprehensive 
sexual education, and “the highest standard of sexual and reproductive health” stands in for 
availability of resources which provide the medical standard necessary for safety and good 
health. The document of rights cannot be separated from the material world: these rights are not 
abstract but in fact entirely material in what is needed to guarantee their protection. Furthermore, 
the document capitalizes on the ambiguity of its language precisely because these material goods 
could not be guaranteed: at the conference itself the delegates could not agree on a consensus 
about abortion, and therefore the word was entirely neglected.11 The deliberate vagueness of 
what rights are being offered also poses a difficulty to those studying reproductive rights: if 
academics do not have a clear or well agreed upon definition of what the practical implications 
of these rights are, how can they argue that they are or are not being protected? Valuing that 
there is no established answer to that question is crucial when looking at the literature, or 
sometimes lack thereof, on reproductive rights. Whether a historical phenomenon qualifies as 
10 ICPD 
11 Knudsen, Lara. Reproductive Rights in Global Contexts: South Africa, Uganda, Peru, Denmark, United 
States, Vietnam, Jordan. Vanderbilt University Press, 2006. 
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evidence of violation of these rights, or of other human rights, or of no rights at all determines 
what the literature on the phenomenon will focus on. In looking to the intersection of these rights 
with those related to HIV/AIDS, whether it be through sterilization, access to condoms, sexual 
education, or abortion, it must be remembered that these material services are services related to 
reproduction, but have not been strictly and explicitly included in the global language of 
reproductive rights.  
 
Evidence of an Epistemological Gap 
In her 2006 article titled “Women, Reproductive Rights, and HIV/AIDS: Issues on Which 
Research and Interventions are Still Needed” Maria De Bruyn prescribes measures in response to 
the findings of two literature reviews which had identified the reproductive-health related issues 
that were “neglected in relation to HIV/AIDS.”12 These issues were “contraceptive information 
tailored to the needs of HIV-positive people; voluntary HIV counseling and testing during 
antenatal care, labour, and delivery; parenting options for HIV-positive people besides 
pregnancy through unprotected intercourse (i.e. assisted conception and legal adoption or foster 
care); unwanted pregnancy, and abortion-related care.”13 She describes the conclusions of these 
literature review in detail: there is a failure among family-planning literature to address HIV, 
there is no significant data on rates of induced versus spontaneous abortion among HIV-positive 
women, and there is little information on the option to adopt in the literature and informational 
materials for HIV-positive women. Significant literature on these topics does not exist either at 
12 De Bruyn, Maria. "Women, Reproductive Rights, and HIV/AIDS: Issues on Which Research and 
Interventions Are Still Needed." Journal of Health, Population, and Nutrition, 2006, 413--25. 
13 De Bruyn, Maria. "Women, Reproductive Rights, and HIV/AIDS: Issues on Which Research and 
Interventions Are Still Needed." Journal of Health, Population, and Nutrition, 2006, 413--25. 
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the academic level or at the level of informational guides given to HIV-positive people, creating 
a two-fold audience which lacks pertinent information. Based on these descriptive remarks on 
the findings of the literature reviews, De Bruyn goes on to make a list of recommendations for 
how to progress this literature on both levels. She overviews the less and more effective pilot 
projects launched in developing countries, and recommends that more policy-oriented and 
operational research be done in the following areas: interactions between hormonal 
contraceptives and antiretroviral drugs, the quality of counselling given to HIV-positive women 
about their reproductive options, the induced abortion practices of coercion, denial, or unethical 
preconditions, and the dissemination of family planning materials specifically in the context of 
HIV/AIDS. She concludes with two more ambitious arguments: firstly, information is a valuable 
tool in enabling HIV-positive women to be better advocates and protectors of their reproductive 
rights. Second, were there systems to help women advance to the roles of policy makers and 
researchers, these women might be able to produce the invaluable information necessary for 
effective programming and policies around HIV/AIDS and reproductive health.14  
Nine years later, in 2015, the article “Human rights and the sexual and reproductive 
health of women living with HIV – a literature review” was published by Shubha Kumar and a 
team of researchers at University of Southern California. The findings of this review were, in 
short, that not much had changed since 2005. A search of relevant databases using the keywords 
women, HIV/AIDS, ART, human rights, sexual and reproductive health yielded 2228 peer-
review articles, 40 of which were inclusive enough to be examined in the final review.15 Not a 
14 De Bruyn, Maria. "Women, Reproductive Rights, and HIV/AIDS: Issues on Which Research and 
Interventions Are Still Needed." Journal of Health, Population, and Nutrition, 2006, 413--25. 
15 Kumar, Shubha, Sofia Gruskin, Rajat Khosla, and Manjulaa Narasimhan. "Human Rights and the Sexual 
and Reproductive Health of Women Living with HIV: A Literature Review." Journal of the International Aids 
Society, 2015. 
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single peer-reviewed article reviewed discussed the implementation of rights in programming, 
only one addressed rights with some degree of comprehensiveness and none addressed even the 
majority of relevant rights; equality, non-discrimination, participation, privacy and 
confidentiality, informed decision making, accessibility, and accountability. Even within articles 
about reproductive health, as those discussed by De Bruyn, none focused explicitly on the rights 
of individuals to that health, and how lack of access to it was in fact a violation of rights rather 
than just an unfair circumstance. The results of the review are detailed, and categorized by what 
search factor they did or did not satisfy. The overwhelming conclusion drawn from their results 
is that the literature on rights as explicitly related to reproductive health and HIV/AIDS is 
severely lacking in quantity. This conclusion, the review argues, has important consequences. As 
rights-talk becomes the dominant language of international organizations, NGOs, and activists, 
there is rhetorical value in studying reproductive health and HIV/AIDS with explicit focus on the 
aspect of rights. Even as policy continues to make leaps forward and backward with regards to 
rights specifically, the literature fails to document this. Kumar writes, “there appears to be a 
significant disconnect between those who are implementing rights-based interventions and those 
who are publishing in the peer-reviewed and grey literature…. The voices and experiences of 
women living with HIV must ultimately frame the discussion and inform evidence-based 
guidelines to improve the treatment, care and support of women living with HIV.”16 Both the 
results the review examined, and the incentive to action it calls upon bear great similarities to De 
Bruyn’s, making it clear that though nine years had passed, the same imperatives for an increase 
in academic discourse remained.   
16 Kumar, Shubha, Sofia Gruskin, Rajat Khosla, and Manjulaa Narasimhan. "Human Rights and the Sexual 
and Reproductive Health of Women Living with HIV: A Literature Review." Journal of the International Aids 
Society, 2015. 
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Shared Qualities in Discourse and Imperatives of Existing Literature 
To say that there is almost no literature which has examined reproductive right, health, 
and HIV/AIDS as interconnected topics is not to say that there is in none entirely. It is necessary 
to give due diligence to those who have sought to examine this topic, and from that research 
which has been done we may understand both why this is a topic of pressing concern, and why it 
has received so little academic attention. I will examine two works of academic literature on the 
intersection, each of which discusses the phenomenon of involuntary sterilization of HIV-
positive women. This phenomenon is among the more reported on within the literature, and 
comparing how these two works each approach it is useful in understanding narrative trends in 
how the experiences of women at the intersection of reproductive rights violations and 
HIV/AIDS are documented by academics. Both of these articles were included in the results 
yielded by the latter literature review and are among the more cited works of the field. 
Involuntary Sterilization Framed in the Legal and Philosophical Context 
In her 2015 article “Involuntary Sterilization of HIV-Positive Women: An Example of 
Intersectional Discrimination,” Ronli Sifris makes the claim that involuntary sterilization is a 
compounded form of discrimination, in that those women who are victim to it are also those 
predisposed to gender based discrimination and discrimination based on HIV status, as well the 
social factors which may have increased their vulnerability to the latter position.17 She argues 
this throughout the four sections of her paper: the first an introduction to the claims she intends 
to make, the second on the international human rights which defends the right to be free from 
17 Sifris, Ronli. "Involuntary Sterilization of HIV-Positive Women: An Example of Intersectional 
Discrimination." Human Rights Quarterly 37, no. 2 (2015): 464-91. 
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discrimination, the third on a viewing of involuntary sterilization under the lens of prohibition of 
gender-based discrimination, the fourth on how involuntary sterilization is markedly 
intersectional in its discrimination. This organization is that of a logically consistent 
philosophical argument: if it is true that the right to be free from discrimination is articulated in 
international human rights document, and it is true that women and people with HIV are subject 
to discrimination on the basis of both qualities, then the sterilization of these women is 
intersectional in style and should be met with a reaction from the agencies which issued those 
human rights documents. Her work draws heavily on historical accounts of involuntary 
sterilization of Native American women in Peru and Chile, and of Roma women in the Czech 
Republic. However, it is more a work of argumentative examination than historical 
understanding of these phenomenon. She employs, but does not exclusively focus on, historical 
narratives to prove her argument that involuntary sterilization of HIV-positive women is an 
intersectional discrimination which should be addressed by international organizations who have 
legislated against such discrimination.  
For the purpose of examining the broader narrative and lack thereof on reproductive 
rights and HIV/AIDS, the actual history of discriminatory rights law and involuntary sterilization 
is not as crucial as the language Sifris uses to describe these histories. One element to her 
language is the all-pervasive presence of a gendered component. Even within her examination of 
how discrimination is defined, she is sure to note that “female-specific concerns have frequently 
been neglected in the international human rights realm”18 (467) and that broader definitions of 
discrimination have not sufficiently considered the specifics of how women experience 
discrimination in distinct ways. She therefore diagnoses the same obstacle to categorizing 
18 Sifris, Ronli. "Involuntary Sterilization of HIV-Positive Women: An Example of Intersectional 
Discrimination." Human Rights Quarterly 37, no. 2 (2015): 464-91. 
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something as discrimination that was articulated earlier within this paper in my attempt to define 
reproductive rights using existing frameworks. To decide whether discrimination is or is not 
occurring, one needs to set parameters for discrimination. Unsatisfied with these parameters, she 
sets her own which include attention to direct (formal) and indirect (substantive) discrimination. 
It is clear that within her attempt to craft a narrative of this case of discrimination, she encounters 
and must resolve the issue of existing frameworks and the failure of these frameworks to allow 
for easy incorporation of her issue into them. Another narrative quality of her article is a focus on 
relative vulnerabilities and social contexts. Neither HIV/AIDS nor reproductive health related 
issues such as involuntary sterilization are inherently tied to a certain social group. They are, in 
premise, nondiscriminatory issues in that no single identity factor can make one completely 
invulnerable or completely vulnerable to them. However, social and economic factors are 
incredibly effective determiners for whether one will be impacted by either HIV, a lack of 
reproductive rights, or in this case the experience of involuntary sterilization. In her crafting of a 
narrative of the involuntary sterilization of HIV-positive women, the intersectionality of 
vulnerability is a ubiquitous lens she employs. Rather than just focusing on a single 
predisposition, she focuses almost the entire weight of her argument on how the factors of 
vulnerability engage with each other to form a demographic whose discrimination is dualistic, 
based on the distinct experience of being both a woman and an HIV-positive person. The distinct 
trends in Sifri’s narrative of intersectional discrimination are therefore the following: (1) she is 
attentive to how existing frameworks of rights and discrimination articulated by international 
organization have not given adequate consideration to the unique experiences of women as 
opposed to broadly speaking human beings, (2) to reconcile this inadequacy in existing 
frameworks and definitions, she creates her own, (3) she considers that though some diseases and 
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some rights can hypothetically affect any human being, some human beings are more vulnerable 
than others, and the most vulnerable are those who possess more than one identity which faces 
discrimination.   
Involuntary Sterilization Narrated through Questionnaires 
These same trends in the depiction of a woman’s experience at this intersection emerge in 
an examination of the same phenomenon, documented through interpretations of the results of a 
questionnaire. “‘She made up a choice for me:’ 22 HIV-positive women’s experiences of 
involuntary sterilization in two South African provinces” is the product of a qualitative study 
designed by Ann Strode, Setehembiso Mthembu, and Zaynab Essack. Published in 2012, it 
introduces itself with the proposition that although post-Apartheid South African legal 
framework is not always ambiguous in the rights it guarantees, it does not include provisions for 
how to guarantee the protection of these rights or practical access to the serves these rights 
purport to deliver. The authors write, “Involuntary female sterilization is an example of that gap 
between policy and practice … Women’s sexual and reproductive rights are not being realized as 
they struggle to access sterilization and other such services.” 19 (61) The authors also highlight 
the lack of an existing academic framework about the issue: “there have been anecdotal reports 
of sterilization abuse both prior to 1998 and in subsequent years, including of HIV-positive 
women. However, there is no published evidence of the extent of the problem.”20 (62) The 
authors organize the first section of the article in the same way Sifris did; with an overview of 
legal rights, in this case in South Afria on informed consent and sterilization. They then describe 
19 Strode, Ann, Sethembiso Mthembu, and Zaynab Essack. "“She Made up a Choice for Me”: 22 HIV-
positive Women’s Experiences of Involuntary Sterilization in Two South African Provinces." Reproductive Health 
Matters 20, no. 39 (2012). 
20 Strode, Ann, Sethembiso Mthembu, and Zaynab Essack. "“She Made up a Choice for Me”: 22 HIV-
positive Women’s Experiences of Involuntary Sterilization in Two South African Provinces." Reproductive Health 
Matters 20, no. 39 (2012). 
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the methodology of the study: six trained field workers attended eleven support group meetings 
for HIV-positive sterilized women 18 years or older in the provinces of KwaZulu-Natal and 
Gauteng and invited them to participate in the study. Thirty-two women filled out the 
questionnaire, which asked questions relating to their understanding of informed consent 
requirements in sterilization. Of the 32, 27 believed they had been sterilized without voluntary 
and informed consent. The authors go on to quote some of the answers women gave on the 
questionnaire, many of which are viscerally painful to even read. The authors categorize the 
responses into four categories of legal rights which were violated: autonomy, knowledge, 
voluntariness, and agreement to sterilization. In each category, the authors highlight the stark 
contrast between the respect of rights articulated in law and the lived reality of the women who 
described their experiences. To give some examples, “South African law respects the right of all 
patients to make autonomous health choices” (63) contrasted with the questionnaire answer “[the 
nurse] made up a choice. She made up a choice for me,” (63) “The Sterilization Act stipulates 
that patients should be informed of the nature of the procedure; its consequences and risks” (64) 
contrasted with “I do not know anything, even what form of sterilization was performed,” (64) 
“[the law stipulates that] patients have the right to voluntarily choose or refuse a medical 
procedure… active labor impacted on voluntariness” (64) contrasted with “They made me sign 
this paper after I had collapsed in the toilet.” (64) Though each of the women had signed a 
consent form, all but five did not consider the lack of refusal to be a sign of agreement. The 
consent they gave was not informed, and therefore would not satisfy the legal requirements of 
informed consent dictated by South African Law. In the Discussion, the authors of the article 
again harken to the legal frameworks of such international entities as The World Health 
Organization to demonstrate how strong the juxtaposition is between the international standards 
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and how unmaintained this standard is in the experience of many women. Like Sifris, the authors 
call for a reshaping in framework to accommodate for not only idealistic standards, but a 
guarantee of this standard being delivered. Like Sifris, they call for an acknowledgment that the 
women whose experiences were documented by the study fall at a unique place of discrimination 
on the basis of more than one identity factor, and that though the framework may attempt to 
protect each identity, new standards must be established for the intersection. Like Sifris, and like 
De Bruyn and Kumar, the authors conclude that more research is direly needed in this field in 
order for governmental, international, and non-governmental agencies to make any of the 
necessary changes to prevent such violations from continuing to occur.  
 
Reasons for the Epistemological Gap 
 From our the evidence that suggests a lacking state of knowledge on the intersection of 
HIV/AIDS and reproductive rights, and the examination of common trends in the existing 
literature, we may make reasonable hypotheses on why the gap exists and what the way forward 
may be. To arrive at these suggestions, it is necessary to examine the meta-issues that inhibit 
epistemological progress. These issues emerged in non-meta ways within the existing literature: 
the problems faced by women at the intersection were created by inadequacies in the legal and 
definitional framework of rights, as well as by the nature of intersectional vulnerability to which 
these women were disposed. Therefore, I assert that it is these same difficulties which 
researchers and academics face in attempts to fill the gap: HIV-positive women experience pre-
existing vulnerabilities both in situation and research about this situation which hinders the 
quality of academic study on how they intersect with reproductive rights, and reproductive rights 
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lack sufficient framework and definitions to fulfill the needs of researchers studying how 
particularly vulnerable populations interact with them. 
Theories of Vulnerability 
 In the seminal paper, “Why bioethics needs a concept of vulnerability” Wendy Rogers, 
Catriona Mackenzie, and Susan Dodds lay the groundwork for a taxonomy of vulnerability 
which they consider imperative to integrate into the research guidelines on vulnerable groups. 
This taxonomy they propose has three categories: inherent, situational, and pathogenic 
vulnerability.21 Inherent vulnerability is that vulnerability which human beings face on the basic 
aspects intrinsic to our humanness; “our corporeality, our neediness, our dependence on others, 
and our affective and social natures.” 22(24) Situational vulnerability is context-specific, meaning 
that a vulnerability caused by “personal, social, or environmental situations.”23 (24) These two 
vulnerabilities are dispositional or occurrent, meaning that the mere existence of this 
vulnerability does not mean that a person will experience it at all times: an economically upper 
class person is inherently vulnerable to hunger, but does not face obstacles which make them 
hungry at all times. Similarly, pregnancy creates a situational vulnerability in all women who 
experience it, but this vulnerability only occurs during the actual time of pregnancy. Pathogenic 
vulnerability, on the other hand, is generated by being of a certain situations in which factors of 
“oppression, domination, repression, injustice, persecution, or political violence”24 (25) The 
paper deals in length with this final form of vulnerability, and the ways it must be addressed as 
distinct from the former two. Since the women at the intersection I focus on are part of that 
21 Rogers, Mackenzie, and Dodds. "Why Bioethics Needs a Concept of Vulnerability." International 
Journal of Feminist Approaches to Bioethics 5, no. 2 (2012): 11. 
22 ibid 
23 ibid 
24 ibid 
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group which is wont to suffer from all three forms of vulnerability, the recommendations of 
Rogers, Mackenzie, and Dodds are pertinent. An HIV-positive woman who is of reproductive 
capacity or pregnant is inherently vulnerable because she is a human being. She is situationally 
vulnerable because pregnancy is a situation of vulnerability regardless of the identity of the 
pregnant woman, and HIV is also a disease which makes one vulnerable physical pain and illness 
regardless of the social identity of the HIV person. Importantly, such a woman is most often 
pathogenically vulnerable, because those women who are HIV-positive are societally 
discriminated based on factors of gender and disease, but also often because of the factors that 
predisposed them to HIV as well, such as class or geographical location. The article concludes 
with  recommendations, namely that research into those groups which suffer from pathogenic 
vulnerability must be based on the tenets of autonomy, respect, and prioritization of the 
narratives that community crafts over the possible preconceptions of an external examiner.  
HIV-Positive Women and the Effect of their Vulnerability on Research 
What, then may be the preconceptions that have been prioritized and have hindered any 
substantive body of research on the intersection of HIV/AIDS and reproductive rights? Jenny 
Higgins, Susie Hoffman, and Shari Dworkin offer some insight into this question in their 2010 
paper, “Rethinking Gender, Heterosexual Men, and Women’s Vulnerability to HIV/AIDS.” The 
authors begin by describing the changes to the way HIV-positive women have been depicted in 
scientific and political literature since the first cases of AIDS were diagnosed. Women, initially 
“virtually invisible,” then “stigmatized vectors,” the burden of safety was placed on women to 
protect themselves through condom use, although  all research demonstrated that men would 
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continue to dictate whether or not that use occurred.25 In more recent years, the authors argue, 
the discourse around HIV-positive women revolved around those in the “global south” where 
heterosexual intercourse was a more leading cause of transmission. Throughout the course of 
these changes, no burden of safety or moral obligation was placed in research, policy, and 
prevention programs about the HIV-positive men who transmitted the disease to women.26 The 
authors argue that there is a two-fold dilemma at hand: first, “Western” discourse and metaphors 
around HIV/AIDS are centered on the gay male experience which harmfully shapes the research 
and health policy that the “West” implements abroad. Second, within the metaphors and 
discourse around the ways HIV/AIDS has impacted the “global south,” although women are 
featured more prominently, this has in fact created structures of intervention to women’s 
behavior rather than men’s, in spite of the lack of control women in fact have to control this 
behavior. As tends to be the case in research about this intersection, the passing of time does not 
resolve academia’s meta-problems. It is not surprising to see that 15 years earlier, the same 
claims were made by Anna Strebel in her paper “Whose Epidemic is it? Reviewing the Literature 
on Women and Aids.”27 Evidently, in those fifteen years little progress had been made in 
creating the paradigm shift that both authors call for.  
The vulnerability of HIV-positive women to misconceptions about their position, power 
and lack thereof, and experiences of the disease leads to a mis-focus in research about them as 
population. The focus on the gay man in the west already creates a research gap, and attempts to 
25 Higgins, Jenny A., Susie Hoffman, and Shari L. Dworkin. "Rethinking Gender, Heterosexual Men, and 
Womens Vulnerability to HIV/AIDS." American Journal of Public Health 100, no. 3 (2010): 435-45. 
26 Higgins, Jenny A., Susie Hoffman, and Shari L. Dworkin. "Rethinking Gender, Heterosexual Men, and 
Womens Vulnerability to HIV/AIDS." American Journal of Public Health 100, no. 3 (2010): 435-45. 
27 Strebel, Anna. "Whose Epidemic Is It? Reviewing the Literature on Women and AIDS." South African 
Journal of Psychology 25, no. 1 (1995): 12-20. 
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fill that gap are fraught with inaccurate burdens placed on the women for contracting the disease. 
The social vulnerabilities which make women in the “global south” particularly predisposed to 
contracting HIV/AIDS are the same which make them vulnerable to misrepresentation in the 
academy. The lack of mobility, autonomy, and narrative control which HIV-positive women 
experience seeps into the academic discourse, and this may be considered a cause of failures 
within the academy to depict them accurately. And for those who are both situationally 
vulnerable on account of their HIV-positivity and pathogenically vulnerable for having 
reproductive capacity in patriarchal system, these same vulnerabilities cross over into the arena 
of reproductive rights and academic research about it.  
Reproductive Rights and Inadequacies in Framework 
This latter issue of vulnerability in relation to the framework and definition of 
reproductive rights is tackled by Bryan Turner in the book Vulnerability and Human Rights. 
Turner problematizes the framework of reproductive rights in the context of statehood: he argues 
that international human rights platforms position reproductive rights as an “aspect of [women’s] 
health care and status in society.”28 This poses challenges to women in societies where the state 
and civil society have broken down, compromising their ability to deliver the service of health 
care that women rely on in order protect their right. If neither the language of the right makes it 
easy to regulate, nor do the systems which may regulate it exist, the right struggles to perform 
any of the functions that in fact give it that name. The vulnerability of existing in a state without 
the resources to guarantee protection of rights heightens the other vulnerability of being a woman 
in need of these rights. Furthermore, the rise of the nation state created a duty upon citizens to 
28 Turner, Bryan S. Vulnerability and Human Rights. University Park, Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania State 
University, 2006. 
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maintain that state through reproduction, and this duty is heightened within states that struggle to 
maintain themselves due to situations such as war, famine, or pandemics. Because reproductive 
rights legislation on the international level fails to account for the difficulties of states to in fact 
protect these rights, or for the great cultural differences in reproductive tendencies and beliefs in 
these states, the international framework cannot effectively be used to judge phenomena relating 
to reproductive rights on the state-level. The most vulnerable remain those women in 
impoverished, war-torn, or highly segregated states where international policy exists as nothing 
more than an abstract standard.29 
Both the academic depiction of HIV-positive women and the framework of reproductive 
rights can be problematized as incomplete to the degree they fail to encompass the breadth of 
realities that HIV-positive women, and particularly in underdeveloped states, experience. Thus, it 
can be asserted that this group is vulnerable to be under-researched in its intersection with 
reproductive rights. Academics who attempt to study this intersection continue to face the same 
struggles as Sifris, Strode, Mthembu, and Essack. To simultaneously shift the paradigm of study 
on HIV-positive women and account for an insufficient framework of reproductive right poses a 
difficult task. 
 
Conclusion 
 To study something, particularly to study historical phenomena, is to accord a value 
judgement upon that subject as a matter which deserves time and consideration. And though 
there has certainly been tremendous time and consideration put into the study of HIV/AIDS, as 
29 Turner, Bryan S. Vulnerability and Human Rights. University Park, Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania State 
University, 2006. 
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well as histories of women’s reproductive health, I posit that to frame these studies in the lens of 
rights is crucial.As we enter an international world order predicated on the world systems’ 
intrinsic obligation to the human beings within them, the rhetoric of state-obligation and rights 
must be incorporated into academic study. Furthermore, though history is so much more than 
simply a means to prevent the repetition of mistakes, without a complete documentation of 
historical failures to protect the rights purportedly being offered, it may prove difficult to 
understand exactly what definitional parameters, and what intersectional lens is necessary to, in 
the future, preserve these rights. 
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